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7Origami

The title pages of the chapters show origami diagrams of the Sonobe element, sev-
eral variations and constructions that can be built with them. Together they visual-
ize the concept of archetypes that runs like a thread through this dissertation: with 
a limited set of elements a wide variety of constructions can be built, merely by 
using different combination methods.

De titelpagina’s van de verschillende hoofdstukken tonen origami diagrammen van 
het Sonobe element, verschillende varianten en diverse constructies die daarmee te 
maken zijn. Ze vormen samen een verbeelding van het concept van archetypes dat als 
een rode draad door dit proefschrift loopt: met een beperkte verzameling elementen 
kunnen uiteenlopende resultaten bereikt worden, door de verschillende manieren van 
combineren.

Credits go to Dennis Walker for coming up with the modular origami idea. Mrs. 
Meenakshi Mukerji and Mrs. Tomoko Fuse kindly granted permission for the use of 
some of their diagrams.

Marvelous Modular Origami
Meenakshi Mukerji
2007, ISB 1-56881-316-3
(Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5, 7)

Floral Origami Globes
Tomoko Fuse
2006, ISBN 978-4-88996-213-0
(Chapters 8, 9, Appendices)

Flat sonobe, credited to Tomoko Fuse
(Chapter 6)
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Introduction

This thesis proposes an architectural framework for a generic electronic health re-
cord (ehr) system. The architecture should be capable of supporting inter-orga-
nizational information exchange while retaining domain independence and resil-
ience to change over time.

1 Definition of the term EHR

From the onset of electronic record keeping several definitions for the electronic 
equivalent of the paper based medical record emerged. Although in general they 
were synonyms, they discriminated between the origin of the information (e.g. 
scanned documents as images versus computer-readable information) and/or the 
scope of the information (ranging from information generated within one care 
enterprise to any information relevant to the health of the patient). [1] The most 
generic definition of the ehr is found in the ASTM e1769 standard: “A comprehen-
sive, structured set of clinical, demographic, environmental, social, and financial 
data and information in electronic form, documenting the health care given to a 
single individual.” [2] recent developments in the field have led to an update of the 
definition of the ehr in the ISO Tr 20514 in 2005: “A repository of information re-
garding the health status of a subject of care in computer processable form, stored 
and transmitted securely, and accessible by multiple authorised users. It has a stan-
dardised or commonly agreed logical information model which is independent of 
ehr systems. Its primary purpose is the support of continuing, efficient and quality 
integrated health care and it contains information which is retrospective, concur-
rent, and prospective.” [3]

Literature as well as this thesis use various acronyms to describe the medical infor-
mation of a patient recorded in some digital form. [4] To add to the confusion, the 
term ehr is in some context used to refer to the (software) system as well. Despite 
the differences in terminology, which have been retained in this thesis in order to 
be faithful to the authors of the referenced publication, they may be interpreted as 
synonyms for the ehr in the context of this thesis.

The ISO definition clearly demonstrates the trend to use the term ehr to refer to 
the repository of information. This thesis focuses on a generic system architecture 
that can support and manage this repository, rather than the structure of the re-
pository itself.
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2 Description of the problem addressed

Our current information-aware society with its 24/7 information needs requires 
ubiquitous access to information. Because of changed behavior in seeking medical 
help and the greater mobility of patients, physicians have to access health informa-
tion of their patients residing in various ehr systems, within and outside the physi-
cian’s organization. Continuous quality improvements of care and research require 
lifelong patient records to allow learning from the past and learning from mistakes. 
All these requirements should be met by the ehr systems.

In the beginning of the 1990s the concept of transmural care was introduced in 
Dutch health care. Transmural care crosses the traditional division between general 
primary care and specialized hospital care and is comparable to the concepts of 
‘shared care’ or ‘integrated care delivery’ [5]. Its purpose is to increase the quality 
of care as well as its efficiency, by promoting and supporting collaboration and 
coordination between multiple disciplines. [5, 6] Transmural care can be defined 
as a collaboration between hospital clinicians, GPs and other therapists to provide 
integrated care to the patient for a particular health problem.
A study by Sas et al [6] showed that transmural care suffers from a lack of overview, 
due to fragmented information entered in different record systems. If a multi-disci-
plinary record is available at all, it is often a paper-based record located in a central 
place, often the patient’s home.

In 1996 a project was started to optimize the care of stroke patients from the ad-
mission in the hospital to the rehabilitation phase [7]. The vision of this project 
was to rehabilitate patients in their home environment supported by a multidisci-
plinary care team of therapists and nurses whenever possible. In this environment 
a paper-based stroke therapy record was introduced.

In this context, the Proper project started in 2000. It focused initially on the use 
of an ehr system and its impact on the quality of care. None of the existing ehr 
systems in 2000 were suitable for this task. Most were directed towards one single 
discipline and were hardly able to communicate with other record systems used 
in the various disciplines involved. This lack of interoperability of systems let us to 
investigate to what extent a general domain agnostic ehr system can be designed 
and developed. On the one hand, this system should support clinical care in the 
settings described above and on the other hand facilitate research on ehr systems 
in clinical environments without the necessity to redesign the system for each spe-
cific research project.
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3 Four aspects of an EHR system

Our objective was to develop a domain agnostic ehr system, based on a generic 
framework. Four aspects for the framework were considered, three directed to-
wards generality and reuse and the fourth focusing in particular on the user inter-
actions with the system:

Functional requirements of the EHR.•	  Analysis of requirements provides 
insight in the essential functional features that should be implemented in a 
generic ehr system. These requirements should be as generic and domain ag-
nostic as possible.
Architecture.•	  The design of a generic, reusable architecture starts with a study 
into the available architectural descriptions. Common architectures provide a 
grouping of the functional requirements.
Standards.•	  The system should be based on standards, with the main idea that 
standards help to design systems that can potentially be integrated in a larger 
environment and which will adhere to “good practice”. [8]
User interface.•	  A fourth aspect was added, since the user interface is the only 
direct interaction of users with the system and will therefore have an impor-
tant effect on the user acceptance and usefulness of the system. Wyatt et al. 
argued that ‘paper records are organized to assist data entry, not retrieval’ [9]. 
This is a motivation to have the user interface — for both data entry and data 
retrieval — as a separate aspect to investigate.

These four aspects were considered to elicit a generic set of requirements for the 
Proper ehr system.

4 Aim of this thesis

This study focuses on the following research questions.
Is it possible to define a generic architectural framework for a domain agnostic •	
ehr system?
Is it possible to implement such an architectural framework?•	
Does this framework remain valid over time?•	

These questions were addressed by performing a literature review to define a set 
of requirements for a generic ehr system, considering the four aspects described 
before. Based on these requirements a system — named ProperWeb — was de-
signed, built and tested to evaluate the possibility of software implementation. 
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The generic aspect of the framework was studied by widening the scope in vari-
ous directions: (a) across organizational boundaries and the impact on security, 
(b) across domain boundaries and the impact on the GUI and finally (c) across time 
and the impact of the evolution of the medical informatics field on the validity of 
the framework.

5 Outline of the thesis

The thesis is divided in two parts. The first part, chapters 2 to 5, covers the design, 
development and evaluation of ProperWeb. The second part, chapters 6 to 9, dis-
cusses the validity of the ProperWeb architecture from different points of view.

In the first part, the focus lies on the ProperWeb software. Chapter 2 describes the 
existing knowledge that was available in the literature at the time of the design 
of the Proper ehr framework. A literature review was performed to provide an 
overview of the major projects and emerging standards. The chapter ends with a 
list of requirements for the implementation of a new ehr. Given this list of require-
ments, chapter 3 describes the design considerations and the resulting design of 
the Proper ehr.
The implementation of the design is discussed in chapter 4. The first practical re-
sults are also presented in this chapter. The software is evaluated on three aspects: 
usability, domain independency/reusability and appropriateness of the technical 
approach taken. To evaluate usability, interviews with the test users were held. 
Domain independency was evaluated by configuration of the software for a few 
other domains by various persons. The technical evaluation has a reflective nature, 
discussing the approach taken in the light of the then existing technologies and 
good practices. The results of these evaluations are presented in chapter 5.

In the second part, the scope is widened. Chapter 6 widens the scope in time. A 
literature review of the period after the ProperWeb implementation presents the 
evolution of the field and discusses the validity of the ProperWeb architecture 
based on other evidence emerging from the field over this period. Chapter 7 ad-
dresses issues that occur when ehr systems are exchanging information across 
institutional boundaries. The focus is on security. Chapter 8 widens the scope in 
user interaction and domain independency. This chapter explores the concept 
of a generic graphical user interface framework that is part of the overall generic 
architecture.
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Chapter 9 discusses the key lessons learned and provides a description of the ar-
chitecture using current state of the art techniques. It concludes with suggestions 
for future work.
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Requirements for a generic system 

1 Introduction

The main goal of the Proper project was to develop a generic, domain indepen-
dent electronic health record (ehr) system. It should be easy to tailor the system to 
a specific domain and to adapt it to future research needs.
Several authors such as Neame and Kohane et al. [1, 2] have pointed out the ad-
vantages of the use of standards, such as cost-effective and faster development. 
Other areas of technology show already time-tested evidence of the benefits of 
standards, ranging from screw sizes to the way a car is operated to units of mea-
surement. This lead to the decision to pursue a standards compliant system.
At the start of the project, the majority of the electronic information systems im-
plemented in hospitals, were focused on supporting administrative transactions 
(such as billing), rather than direct support of the care process of the patient. More 
clinically oriented systems in use were special purpose systems such as Laboratory 
Information Systems (LIS), Picture Archiving and Communication Systems (PACS) 
and, outside the hospital, general GP systems. None of these systems provided the 
kind of information (i.e. primary care, but non-GP) or the functionality (i.e. multidis-
ciplinary) for the needs of the project.
This chapter analyzes in more detail what was known in the literature on ehr sys-
tem architecture at the beginning of the Proper project to define the requirements 
of the system to be developed. The literature review in this chapter covers the pe-
riod from 1995-2001. The timeframe encompasses five years before the start of the 
Proper project and includes the first two years of the project. The year 1994 was 
subsequently added, to include a few key articles such as Frandji et al. on the rIChe 
project [3].

2 Methods

To avoid missing key articles in the domain all references indexed in PUBMeD with 
the MeSh term ‘Medical record Systems, Computerized’ limited by the date range 
1994 – 2001, with an abstract and written in english were retrieved. This resulted 
in 2923 articles.

As stated in chapter 1, four aspects are of particular importance for the design 
of a generic system: Architecture, requirements, Standards and User Interface. 
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Common architectures provide a reference framework for an ehr system. Analysis 
of requirements provides insight in the essential functional features that should be 
implemented in a generic ehr. Standards help to develop systems that can poten-
tially be integrated in a larger environment and which will adhere to “good prac-
tice”. The user interface is the only direct interaction of users with the system and 
will therefore have an effect on the user acceptance and usefulness of the system.

In a first phase, the 2923 papers were reduced by assessing their content mainly 
based on their titles. Papers were also categorized in the four aspects. Papers in the 
Architecture category should have the description of the architecture of the ehr 
system as the main or one of the major topics. The described system should be an 
ehr system, primarily used for clinical purposes; possible usage for research is of 
secondary interest. Articles focusing on referencing medical information sources 
(such as PubMed) as main usage are excluded. The requirements category holds 
papers that describe requirements for a successful ehr system. The Standards cat-
egory includes papers that describe a standard for ehr systems, such as hL7 or CeN 
TC 251 13606, or a ‘de facto’ standard. Papers describing standardization efforts on 
certain aspects such as security are also included. The User Interface category holds 
papers that describe general aspects of user interfaces with a particular interest in 
approaches for generic and flexible interfaces.
This first analysis reduced the base set to 353 papers. Next, the titles and abstracts 
of those papers were studied in detail by two independent scorers. The objective 
was to find papers to support the goal of this review: an assessment of the state of 
the art in the period 1994 – 2001 on the four aspects selected. Discrepancies were 
discussed and resolved. This resulted in a set of 146 potentially interesting papers.
After reading the full paper, this set was further reduced to 75 articles that con-
tained relevant information for the purpose of this chapter. Based on these articles 
6 additional articles were retrieved and added to the set.

The Papers [4] software for the management, evaluation and annotation of the pa-
pers was used.

3 Results

Table 1 shows the breakdown of the final 81 articles over the four categories.
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3.1 StAndARdS And ARCHItECtURES

Neame defines a standard as “that which is established by competent authority, 
public opinion, custom or general consent as a rule, model or measure capable of 
satisfying certain requirements” [2]. Various authors have stressed the importance 
of adhering to standards [1, 2] and even suggested the definition of standards for 
areas of the field where standards were lacking. [5]
This chapter uses the term standards for two kinds of specifications: a ‘true’ stan-
dard as defined by a standards development organization (SDO), even if the stan-
dard is still in draft mode, and a ‘de facto’ standard, usually a methodology that is 
adopted as ‘good practice’ by others.
The Standards category consists of ten articles, which discuss the standards in it 
self. [2, 6-14] The Architecture category contains several articles that discuss an im-
plementation of one of these standards, which is why they are discussed together 
in this section.
The standards under development in the timeframe studied (1994 – 2001) can be 
divided in three subsets:

System architecture•	
Clinical data representation•	
Clinical messaging•	

3.1.1 System architecture
Standards on system architecture focus on integrating various medical systems, 
usually legacy systems, to provide the virtual patient record, as described in the 
requirements section (§ 3.2.2).
The major european standard in this context is the healthcare Information Systems 
Architecture (hISA) registered as CeN eNV 12967 [9]. This standard was assembled 
based on the findings of various successive research projects. The chain of proj-
ects started with réseau d’Information et de Communication hospitalier européen 
(rIChe). rIChe defined a reference architecture, an open framework for integrated 
health care systems. [3] The architecture combines distributed components in sev-

TABlE 1 Division of articles in categories

Category Initial screening After consensus Articles with relevant information

Standards 34 15 10

Requirements 35 12 5

Architecture 229 85 45

User Interface 55 34 21

Total 353 146 81
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eral layers to provide an integrated view of the available information on a patient. 
The rIChe architecture was implemented in the NUCLeUS and eDITh projects [9, 
15]. Subsequent projects such as hANSA resulted in the commercial Distributed 
healthcare environment (Dhe) [9]. results and experiences from these projects in-
formed and revised the hISA standard. Dhe is considered a reference implementa-
tion of hISA.

The Object Management Group (OMG) followed a different approach. The OMG is 
a non-profit computer industry consortium, developing a wide range of enterprise 
integration standards. The most well known is the Common Object request Broker 
Architecture (COrBA) [16]. The CorbaMed domain taskforce (later renamed to 
healthcare Domain Taskforce, hDTF) published specifications intended to solve ge-
neric problems in the healthcare domain, such as the Person Identification Service 
(PIDS) [17] and the Clinical Observation Access Service (COAS) [18].

hISA focused on an open system architecture of a middleware layer (see Figure 1). 
This layer combines the data from several legacy systems using different techno-
logical environments to provide an integrated view of the available patient infor-
mation, which can be accessed by specialized applications. The middleware layer 
provides high level, abstract services, called health care Common Services (hCS), 
such as Subject of Care hCS (managing non-clinical information on patients).
CorbaMed on the other hand, starts with COrBA as the middleware layer and pro-
vides generic services that comply with the interoperability features provided by 
COrBA. These specifications are more implementation oriented than the more 
specification oriented hISA. The COrBA services are defined in a platform-indepen-
dent language (ICL). Software in various programming languages exists which can 
convert ICL into the respective programming language. hISA on the other hand 
specifies at a higher level the functionality of the various components.
Following the OMG’s process standards the CorbaMed specifications are available 
in source code. This not only allows for easy testing, but also provides insight in the 
meaning and the feasibility of the specifications. In contrast, the implementations 
of hISA are not open (i.e. available to the public for inspection and modification). In 
fact, the only available implementation is the commercial Dhe.

3.1.2 Clinical data representation
Standardization work on clinical data representation focused on structuring ge-
neric ehr concepts and on knowledge representation.
The Good european health record (Gehr) project, which was funded from 1992 
to 1994, defined an architecture for comprehensive, communicative and portable 
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electronic health records. From this work, the term “health record item” (hrI) was 
defined as the smallest unit of information, which remains meaningful as an entry 
in a healthcare record [20, 21]. The Gehr project was followed by Synapses, which 
implemented the Gehr architecture in a federated server, which supported the 
Synapses Federated healthcare record, which in turn was based on the Synapses 
Object Model (SynOM) and the Synapses Object Dictionary (SynOD). [22, 23]
A follow-up to the Synapses project was the Synex project [24], which integrated 
the Synapses federated server with Dhe to provide an integration platform for new 
and legacy applications.

The work of Moorman et al. [25] on descriptive knowledge informed the data dic-
tionary model (SynOD) in Synapses1.
In the timeframe of the Synapses and Synex projects, the Good electronic health 
record (Gehr) was funded in Australia. It extended the original Gehr project and 
developed the concept of archetypes, defined as constraint descriptions and rules 
for valid clinical structures, which can be built with concrete classes [26].
These archetypes and the two-model approach underpinning them resembled the 
SynOM/SynOD separation of the Synapses project. In retrospect, the concepts de-
veloped by Moorman et al. could be considered as ‘simple archetypes’.

In 2001, the openehr foundation was founded to work on consolidating and imple-
menting the knowledge gained in the Gehr, Synapses/Synex and Gehr projects. 
They also further developed the archetype concept.

1 D. Kalra in personal conversation.

FIguRE 1  HISA architecture [9, 19]
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In the same timeframe, a special interest group from hL7 developed what has later 
become the Clinical Document Architecture (CDA). CDA can be considered as a mix 
of clinical data representation and clinical messaging. The data structure builds on 
classes from the hL7 reference Information Model (rIM), while the purpose of CDA 
was the information exchange in the form of clinical documents.
Various standards emerged in the same time frame as these projects. The electronic 
healthcare record Architecture (ehCr-A, registered as CeN-eNV 12265) influenced 
the electronic health record Communication (ehrCom, CeN-eNV 13606) [13] stan-
dard and was later replaced by it. This was caused by the cross-pollination of ideas 
between the research projects and the work on the standards.
The ISO TS 18308, published in 2002, provided an overview of requirements for 
an electronic health record reference Architecture, compiled from numerous de-
scriptions of projects such as the Gehr and Synapses project. Note that this techni-
cal specification focuses on the record architecture, not on the system architecture.

3.1.3 Clinical messaging
Clinical messaging considers ehr systems as black boxes and focuses on standard-
izing the information exchange between the systems. The most prominent stan-
dards in this context were hL7 Message Framework, UN/eDIFACT, GPICs, MML and 
specialized standards such as DICOM.
The hL7 Message Framework version 2 was an American standard for information 
exchange between clinical systems; UN/eDIFACT its european counterpart.
The hL7v2 framework was widely adopted at the time, but presented some impor-
tant drawbacks, such as lack of rigorousness to avoid ambiguity in the implementa-
tion, resulting in vendor-dependent implementations. eDIFACT presented similar 
drawbacks. The problems of hL7v2 resulted in the development of hL7 version 3, 
starting in the late 1990s. hL7v3 was a major overhaul of the work done in version 
2, starting from a different point of view: a model centric approach which resulted 
in a formalized reference Information Model (rIM) and a formalized modeling pro-
cess, the hL7 Message Development Framework (hL7-MDF) [7].
The hL7-MDF describes the development process to define standardized mes-
sages based on a higher-level domain model. During the message definition pro-
cess common structures were recognized and formalized for reuse, referred to as 
Common Message element Types or CMeTs.
The objective of the General Purpose Information Component (GPIC) standard, 
developed in europe as CeN preN 14822, was to define common, reusable infor-
mation components. GPICs are similar to the hL7 CMeTs. In 2000 harmonization 
efforts of GPICs and CMeTs were started.
In Japan the Medical Markup Language (MML) was developed. MML is based on 
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XML and focuses on structuring the transfer of comprehensive medical informa-
tion on patient referral [6]. MML is similar to hL7v3, but hL7v3 focuses on formaliz-
ing specific messages that comply to use cases, while MML strives to minimize the 
number of different messages.
Specialized standards such as DICOM, which focus on a single aspect of informa-
tion communication, images in the case of DICOM, are outside the scope of this 
chapter.

A more elaborate discussion of the history and relationships of the various projects 
can be found in chapter 5 of the thesis by Kalra [27].

3.2 REqUIREmEntS FOR An EHR SyStEm

The requirements category contained five articles. These articles [5, 15, 28-30] all 
describe requirements to be fulfilled by successful ehr systems. These require-
ments can be categorized as:

Patient centered•	
Integration of multiple information sources•	
Value added information processing•	
Secure•	
Flexible, easy to use user interface•	
Multiprofessional•	
Secondary use of data•	

3.2.1 Patient centered
The focus of the system should be on providing information supporting care and 
wellness of the patient, rather than on the support of organizational administrative 
transactions such as billing and scheduling. [28, 29]

3.2.2 Integration of multiple information sources
The system should present the information to the user as coming from one source, 
while the underlying information is retrieved from several sources within the orga-
nization or even from outside the organization. [28, 29] This requires standards for 
information exchange as well as controlled access to sensitive information sources. 
[29]
Another source of information is general medical literature. Integration of sources 
like PubMed can improve medical treatment. [29]
The integration of multiple information sources is often referred to as the virtual 
patient record. This term will be used in the remainder of the thesis to refer to the 
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concept of an ehr record that integrates patient record information of various in-
formation sources but is presented to the user as a single patient record.

3.2.3 Value added information processing
To support the clinician in making better decisions, additional functionality needs 
to be added. This functionality can consist of decision support in various forms 
such as reminders of adverse drug events, dosage calculations or duplicate test 
reminders. [29]

3.2.4 Security
Sensitive information such as a patient’s health information should be protected 
from unwanted access. [5, 15, 29, 30] Unwanted access in this context is defined 
as all persons within or outside the organization who are not involved in the treat-
ment of the patient. It therefore not only includes non-medical persons but also 
medical professionals without a specific care relationship with the patient.
A secure system ensures controlled access, prevents user errors and provides a 
trustworthy system.
Controlled access consists of:

Identification,•	
Authentication,•	
Authorization,•	
Data integrity (including prevention of user errors),•	
Non-repudiation.•	

3.2.5 Flexible, easy to use user interface
The majority of the users interact with the ehr system only through its user inter-
face (UI). By making the UI easy to use and easily adaptable (by the end-user or by 
the developers) to changing work processes and personal preferences, the overall 
acceptance of the system will increase. [28, 30]

3.2.6 multiprofessional
The system should be able to accommodate not only simultaneous access from 
multiple users at the same or different locations [30], but also be able to store and 
retrieve information from different medical disciplines. By integrating information 
of different disciplines, it is not only possible to give the clinician a better over-
view of the patient’s information, but also help in reduction of ordering redundant 
tests.
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3.2.7 Secondary use of the information
The information in ehr systems is primarily used for patient care and medical treat-
ment. however, the acceptance and usefulness of the systems and the information 
is increased when secondary uses can be supported as well. Key uses are adminis-
trative uses such as billing and policy decisions, and medical research. [29]
These uses require standardization of the vocabulary and codes used. [29, 30]

At the time, a large body of literature on requirements of ehrs could be found in 
project reports. Although they are not part of the papers discussed here, they are 
included for the information on requirements. The most prominent projects were 
Gehr and Synapses, which were discussed more elaborately in § 3.1.2 and the ehCr 
Support Action project (ehCr-SupA) [31]. The latter provided a summary of earlier 
projects such as Gehr in a consolidated list of requirements, most of them for the 
record architecture and only a few for the systems, all of which are addressed by 
the list above.
As stated in § 3.1.2 these projects fed into the ISO TS 18308 standard that provides 
an overview of the requirements for the record architecture. [32]

An important aspect of the various requirements described is the fact that they 
often can only be fulfilled if appropriate standards are available.

3.3 SyStEm ARCHItECtURES

The 45 articles in the Architecture category were selected for their description of 
the underlying architecture of an ehr system. [1, 3, 20-24, 33-70] The majority of 
the architectures are based on a client-server architecture, usually with a middle-
ware layer. From 1997 on, web based systems become more prominent.
Spahni et al. [69] give an overview of the importance of a middleware layer. They 
define a middleware service as “a general purpose service that sits between plat-
forms and applications”. The middleware layer is essential in a distributed environ-
ment to enable cost-effective, user-oriented applications that are based on an in-
tegrated view of the underlying heterogeneous databases.
Several architectures such as the rIChe architecture and the Synapses architecture, 
are structured following the guidelines of the reference Model of Open Distributed 
Processing (rM-ODP) [71]. This model differentiates various viewpoints on the sys-
tem to build and provide a separation in achievable parts that allows more com-
plete descriptions of the functionality of the system. Therefore, this model provides 
a good starting point for the design of a generic ehr system.
The heLIOS project, which started in 1991, focused on the development of an 
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object-oriented software engineering environment (See). [38] “The heLIOS See is 
constituted from several independent and cooperative pieces of software, called 
software components, devoted to the management of particular modalities of 
medical information both when applications are being developed and being run.” 
The kernel consists of mandatory components that focus on development, data 
integration and presentation integration. The services consist of domain-oriented 
components, such as a component to provide a mechanism for data-driven de-
cision support. The kernel and the services are connected through the heLIOS 
Unification Bus, a middleware layer, similar to COrBA, which provides a connection 
of the components and a message routing mechanism. The ArTeMIS-2 project is 
an implementation example of the heLIOS architecture. [66]
Nine articles discuss several projects based on the hISA standard. As stated in the 
previous section, the rIChe project [3, 70] as well as the NUCLeUS project and the 
Dhe are all based on and have influenced the hISA standard. The Synapses project 
[22, 23, 60] and its successor the Synex project [24] are also based on the hISA stan-
dard. The focus of the Synapses and Synex projects is on the federated approach. 
Several systems are connected to provide a virtual system. Queries to the virtual 
system are parsed and propagated to the connected systems. A ‘store and forward’ 
layer holds the results of these queries to allow quick retrieval of frequently re-
quested information. A modern day analogy is the proxy server that caches fre-
quently used web pages.
The hISA standard defines a middleware layer that consists of a ‘bitways’ layer, the 
technical infrastructure to connect the various distributed (legacy) systems, and a 
services layer that integrates the information from the systems.
A different approach is the CorbaMed components, based on COrBA and imple-
mented in several projects such as the TeleMed project [37, 39], and its succes-
sor the OpeneMed project [72]. The TeleMed project is an implementation of the 
CorbaMed services to provide simultaneous access and editing facilities to a vir-
tual patient record by several physicians in remote locations. The sources of this 
patient record are connected through a COrBA layer, while the GUI is web based. 
hyGeIAnet, a Greek project, defines a reference architecture for a regional health 
care network based on COrBA and CorbaMed components [59, 63, 73]. XML is used 
as the COAS information structure to transport the information from underlying 
databases to the client application.
An important Dutch project is the Open record of CAre (OrCA) project [54]. The 
architecture is much more focused on structured data entry than on the integra-
tion of distributed systems as the other projects are. The interesting aspect of this 
architecture is the fact that it separates a knowledge graph from the supporting 
system which could be considered as a very early two-model approach.
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The emerging web based applications are best represented by the W3-eMrS proj-
ect [65] and the CareWeb project, an implementation of W3-eMrS. [40]. The W3-
eMrS architecture is also focused on integration of distributed systems, but with 
a strong use of web technologies. The Agglutinator collects information from dif-
ferent sites, which are accessed through web services, based on hL7 queries. The 
collected data is then formatted and converted into hTML and presented in a user’s 
browser. The CareWeb implementation adds security and auditing to the system.
Another web-based project is the Personal Internetworked Notary and Guardian 
(PING) project [43]. This project defines a secure, distributed, user controlled data-
storage system. In this context, the user is the patient. The PING architecture inte-
grates information from various sources by importing the information upon the 
patient’s request.

3.4 USER IntERFACE

With the introduction of Windows 95, graphical user interfaces (GUI) became main-
stream and a prerequisite of modern systems. At the same time, the Internet be-
came accessible for a large number of people. Advantages of web-based applica-
tions in general and for health-related purposes in particular were quickly identi-
fied, as Cimino demonstrated by the rapidly increasing number of scientific articles 
with internet-related topics [74].

The user interface category has 21 papers [25, 75-94], which can be subdivided in 
web based GUIs and special GUIs. The first subset describes various approaches 
to create a GUI using web pages. This GUI often follows a common approach by 
presenting a list of key-value pairs. Sometimes the multimedia capabilities of the 
platform are used for display of images and graphs.
The second subset describes GUIs with a more uncommon display of information. 
These GUIs are usually implemented in stand-alone applications. examples in the 
second subset are timeline oriented GUIs [75, 80, 87, 89] and adaptive GUIs, where 
domain knowledge and user actions are used to calculate an optimal order of 
menu items [91, 92] or predictions for data entry [90].

The web platform shows some drawbacks when compared to a desktop applica-
tion. The most prominent are the limits of hTML and the statelessness of the hTTP 
protocol. however, the advantages, such as flexible and easy development and 
ubiquitous use, outweigh these limitations.
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4 list of requirements

Literature shows that a modern ehr system is based on standards, on components 
and is web based. Client-server architecture is still supported, but the client is now 
a web browser.
This leads to the following list of requirements for our system:

The software should be flexible enough to accommodate changing user re-•	
quirements without a large programming effort (§3.3).
The User Interface should be graphical and flexible (§3.2.5, §3.4).•	
The ehr system should be robust, i.e. designed, implemented and tested ac-•	
cording to state of the art software engineering methodologies.
Current security standards should be implemented (§3.2.4).•	
Current privacy regulations should be adhered to (§3.2.4).•	
The software should be based on relevant national and/or international stan-•	
dards (§3.1.1, §3.2).
The software should be generic enough to be usable in other domains •	
and by other projects (§3.3). This is extended to include the following 
requirements:

The software should be open source.•	
The software should be platform-independent.•	

Data/software should be accessible from different locations (§3.2.6).•	
Data from different sources and disciplines should be handled (§3.2.2, §3.2.6).•	

The next chapter will focus on the design of the Proper system. The design consid-
erations are based on the above requirements as determined from the literature.
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PropeR: a multi disciplinary EPR system

1 Introduction

In the context of the Proper project, an ePr system containing active guideline 
support needs to be developed for multi-disciplinary users. This system should 
be a distributed system, flexible enough to be useable in different domains. The 
system was built based on international standards such as the OMG hDTF specifi-
cations and the Gehr/openehr archetypes, using available tools and techniques, 
such as the open source components of OpeneMed and the techniques of eXtreme 
Programming.

There are two cornerstones for our work: the Stroke Service which deals with the 
integrated care of stroke patients and the Proper project that deals with the issues 
around the ePr system that supports the care process.

1.1 StROkE SERVICE

In 1996, a project started to develop and implement a new care model for the treat-
ment of stroke patients in the Maastricht region of the Netherlands. [1] This model 
aims at making an assessment during the hospitalization after a stroke of the most 
appropriate discharge destination. One of the discharge options is to the patient’s 
home environment, where they will receive rehabilitation treatments by a multi-
disciplinary team of primary care providers such as a speech therapist, a physical 
therapist, and an occupational therapist.
The first phase of the project involved setting up the stroke-service organization, 
achieving closer collaboration between the various disciplines and setting up new 
procedures. A recent review showed that the approach is promising: the costs are 
lower and patients are more satisfied [2].
The second phase has started in 2002 and involves the addition of guidelines to 
the integrated stroke-service model. The stroke-guidelines, published by the 
Netherlands heart Foundation, are currently reviewed and adapted for use in the 
Stroke Service. [3]

1.2 PROPER PROjECt

Proper is a project funded by the Netherlands Organisation for health research 
and Development. It studies the effect on the quality of care of decision support 
software integrated with an ePr. This project consists of two subprojects: one sup-
porting the treatment of leukemia patients at the department of Internal Medicine 
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of the Academic hospital Maastricht (azM) and one supporting the Stroke Service 
home care team. This article discusses the latter.
The Stroke Service ePr system supports the registration and retrieval of the data 
needed by the various disciplines and meets the communication needs of the team 
members. electronic support of the usage of guidelines will be provided.

2 Requirements

The Proper ePr should meet several requirements. These requirements are ranked 
from general to application specific requirements. Generally applicable require-
ments are simply requirements that hold for any ICT system in general (robustness, 
flexibility etc.) and for any medical information system in particular (like security 
and privacy).
The following requirements (from general to project specific) were specified:

The software should be flexible enough to accommodate changing user re-•	
quirements without a large programming effort.
The ePr system should be robust, i.e. designed, implemented and tested ac-•	
cording to state of the art software engineering methodologies.
Current security standards should be implemented.•	
Current privacy regulations should be adhered to.•	
The software should be based on relevant national and/or international •	
standards.
The software should be generic enough to be usable in other domains and by •	
other projects.
The software should be open source.•	
The software should be platform-independent.•	
Data/software should be accessible from different locations.•	
Data from different sources and disciplines should be handled.•	

We will further discuss the requirements of using (inter-)national standards in gen-
eral and security standards in particular.
Over the years many standards have been developed. There are different kinds of 
standards, some define content, some define implementation, and some define 
communication with other systems.
Using relevant standards helps consolidate the future-proof aspect of a system as 
well as avoid reinventing the wheel. Standards also facilitate independent assess-
ment of the software. Furthermore, standards allow for easier integration and in-
teroperability with other systems, thus extending the usefulness of the software. 
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Finally, software based on standards may be certified, thus enhancing its reliability 
and acceptance [4].
The system should be able to handle the clinical data used by the various disci-
plines involved in patient care. Combining this with the requirement that the sys-
tem should be used in different domains and in different projects, and with the 
requirement that the system should be flexible enough to easily accommodate 
changing user requirements, we adopted the ideas of Beale to separate the specifi-
cation of the domain knowledge from the implementation of the software. Ideally, 
by changing the specifications the application can be used in a different domain 
[5].
No medical system should be developed without any consideration for security. 
Security covers the aspects of authentication, access control, availability, integrity, 
accountability (non-repudiation a.o.), audit, and accuracy. extensive research into 
security standardization has already been done, which allows us to benefit from it 
[6].

3 Design Considerations

We searched for an ePr system that would meet our requirements mentioned be-
fore and that could be extended with guideline support. We concluded that there 
was no such system available. This led to the decision to develop a system for the 
Proper project that would be general enough for reuse in other projects.

FIguRE 2 Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing with the OMG HDTF components [11]
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The Proper project team decided up front to try to develop a high quality ePr 
system while still avoiding reinventing the wheel as much as possible. To arrive at 
this goal, we tried to use as much of the tools, techniques, and standards already 
available that could be beneficial to the Proper project.

3.1 StAndARdIzAtIOn dEVElOPmEntS

3.1.1 Reference model for Open distributed Processing
We used the reference Model for Open Distributed Processing (rM-ODP) (see 
Figure 2) as a checklist for our architecture. It is a generic framework developed 
by the ISO standardization institute. “The objective of ODP standardization is the 
development of standards that allow the benefits of distribution of information 
processing services to be realized in an environment of heterogeneous IT resources 
and multiple organizational domains.” [7] The rM-ODP describes five viewpoints 
[8]:
1 enterprise viewpoint: This viewpoint defines the purpose, scope and policies of 

the system.
2 Information viewpoint: This viewpoint is concerned with business rules and 

content to be supported by the system.
3 Computational viewpoint: This viewpoint is used to specify the functionality of 

a system in a distribution-transparent manner.
4 engineering viewpoint: This viewpoint defines a model for distributed systems 

infrastructure.
5 Technology viewpoint: This viewpoint describes the implementation of the 

system and the information required for testing.

The model has proven its viability by the fact that it was developed in the mid 90s 
of the last century and is still in use, and it is frequently used as a basis for other 
models and architectures. Furthermore, it is developed by the ISO standardization 
institute, which prevents bias towards vendor-specific solutions.

3.1.2 OmG HdtF
The Object Management Group (OMG), founder of the COrBA specification, has 
expanded their working area to include domain-specific specifications. Their inten-
tion is to create specifications for (distributed) solutions to generic domain-related 
problems [9]. For the healthcare domain, a special taskforce (healthcare Domain 
Task Force or hDTF) was formed [10]. The generic nature of the hDTF specifications 
allows them to be usable in other domains as well.
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The OMG hDTF situated their components in the computational viewpoint (see 
Figure 2).
Below is a short description of the hDTF specifications that are used for the Proper 
ePr. Other hDTF specifications are available or in progress, but will not be consid-
ered in the scope of this article.

3.1.2.1 Person Identification Specification (PIDS)
Until a few years ago, it was current practice in the medical domain to implement a 
medical information system with almost no connection to other medical systems. 
In general, hospitals or other larger medical institutions invested in the integration 
of various internal subsystems, but integration stopped at the boundary of the or-
ganization or the facility. This resulted in fragments of medical records in various 
systems each having their own identifier for the patient, often only known within 
the system itself. Creating an overview of all medical data on a person often failed 
because of the unavailability of the necessary identifiers or the uncertainty wheth-
er the IDs really belonged to the same person.
The hDTF tried to solve this problem by defining the Person Identification 
Specification (PIDS) [12]. The PIDS is a generic interface to a master patient index. It 
can handle multiple identifiers for a single person and also has functionality to dy-
namically correlate identifiers from multiple PIDS servers, thus providing the ability 
to build a patient identification service, serving an organization, a region or even 
a nation.
In general, a PIDS system can identify a person by means of a set of demographic 
and/or biometric parameters and return a list of IDs the person is identified with in 
various systems. This list can be filtered by authentication profiles, so the user can 
only retrieve the information he is authorized to see.
Beale and others recognize the PIDS specification as the de facto standard to the 
identification problem. [13]
In this article, the term PIDS server refers to a system, which consists of a database 
containing demographic information and an implementation of the PIDS specifica-
tion that manages that information.

3.1.2.2 Clinical Observation Access Specification (COAS)
The medical domain requires context-rich data to enable the best possible deci-
sion on the medical care at hand. Current medical information systems almost all 
have their own proprietary terminology and format for storing data with or without 
elaborate context-related data, which makes it very difficult to compare data from 
different systems. Improvements have been made by adhering to communication 
standards in the form of messages, as specified in e.g. hL7. [14]
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The hDTF developed the Clinical Observation Access Specification (COAS) [15] as 
a generic interface to different medical systems, which allows not only for the re-
trieval of context-rich data in a generic, thus exchangeable, format, but also adds 
extra functionality like queries into the future. The latter allows a user to request 
data, e.g. lab results, the moment the order for the data (i.e. the lab tests) is done. 
Once the data become available, the user is notified.
Analogous to the PIDS server the term COAS server will be used for any system 
containing clinical data that is interfaced through a COAS implementation.

3.1.2.3 Lexicon Query Service/Terminology Query Service (TQS)
No other domain has so many terms as the medical domain. It is said that almost 
50% of the world terminology consists of medical concepts. [16] Numerous project 
teams have undertaken the quest to classify these terms into manageable sets, 
coding schemes and terminology lists to further enhance the comprehension of 
the medical data and indirectly contributing to the quality of care.
The Terminology Query Service (TQS), formerly known as Lexicon Query Service 
(LQS), [17] is an hDTF specification of a generic interface to terminology servers. 
The TQS offers functionality such as versioning, but also mapping of one coding 
scheme into another (provided the correct mapping data is available) and retrieval 
of specific information about a term, e.g. the text used for column headers or for 
patient information.
It is generally considered the most complex hDTF specification and full implemen-
tation will not be available in the very near future.

3.1.2.4 Resource Access Decision Facility (RAD)
The resource Access Decision (rAD) [18] elaborates the standard COrBA security 
services and provides an interface to an authorization server to filter data based on 
authorization profiles. This allows for authorization at a very detailed level.
In a typical scenario a PIDS server or a COAS server returns the requested data to 
the user, but only after the rAD server has filtered out the data for which the user 
is not authorized.

3.1.3 OpenEmed
The OpeneMed team, resulting from the Telemed project [19], has made an open 
source, platform-independent implementation of parts of the OMG hDTF specifi-
cations, in Java.
This system is often considered as a reference implementation of the hDTF specifica-
tions. It provides a stable PIDS implementation as well as a functional COAS implemen-
tation. The latter extends the hDTF specification with data storage functionality.
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It should be noted that the OpeneMed software is not a complete ePr system, but 
rather provides a collection of components to build such a system.
The OpeneMed team focuses its current activities on the implementation of the 
rAD specification.

3.1.4 GEHR/openEHR
One of the drawbacks of conventional system development (the data model/data 
definition is stored in the DBMS) is the fact that changes in the data model require 
changes in the database and often in the rest of the software. Medical information 
systems are often concerned with a large set of data, which may change due to 
newly gained insight or differences in viewpoints. On top of this comes the prob-
lem of hard coding complex domain-related concepts and their relations into the 
software by software developers. It is therefore crucial to find a solution to the 
problem of a frequently changing data model.
The team members of the first Gehr project (Good european health record) tried to 
solve this problem by moving the data definition to a separate component. This con-
cept is elaborated further by the team of the second Gehr project (Good electronic 
health record). The latter is succeeded by the openehr initiative [20-22].
The data model is divided into two parts: a static part, which hardly changes over 
time, and a more dynamic part, which is more susceptible to changes in the medi-
cal knowledge.
Separating the dynamic part of the data model from the database, making it a 
separate component, will largely eliminate the proliferation of changes in the data 
model into the software.
openehr uses the term archetype to describe a building block that defines a medi-
cal concept in a standardized, machine-understandable way. An archetype not 
only describes the structure of the concept, but also includes data validation rules. 
Archetypes can be adjusted to handle the changes in medical knowledge. All ar-
chetypes together form the dynamic part of the data model.
This construction leaves the knowledge maintenance largely to the domain ex-
perts, rather than forcing it onto the software engineers.
The archetype architecture of openehr consists of four (object-oriented) models. 
(See Figure 3).
A Reference model, that only defines generic objects that have a more or less stat-
ic meaning and a long lifetime (e.g. “person”, “event”), provides a stable model that 
will be valid longer than the usual IT-lifecycle of 3 to 5 years. Building software that 
implements this reference Model provides a generic, future-proof system that can 
keep up with the change rate of the domain. The reference Model is further speci-
fied and constrained by the Archetype model/language; a conceptual language 
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that provides the basis for the archetypes (implemented in an archetype editor). 
Archetypes, in turn, are used by the system to generate objects that comply with 
the reference Model. The data model (marked information in Figure 3) represents 
the system that stores the objects generated by the archetypes.
This four-model approach separates the development process in two parallel pro-
cesses: the software development and the archetype development.

In summary, the reference Model is implemented in software, so any object that is 
consistent with the reference Model, can be handled by the software.
The creation of the data objects is done by a Validator. This is a software compo-
nent that can read an archetype at runtime and use it as an input template for user 
input. Since an archetype contains validation rules, the input is validated and sub-
sequently an object is generated with the structure defined by the archetype. This 
object contains the validated data and conforms to the reference Model.
A very simple example should explain this.
Given a blood pressure, that consists of two values, the systolic value and the di-
astolic value, we will describe what kind of information can be found in each of 
these four model/architectures.
A specific blood pressure measurement is stored as a BloodPressure object that 
holds some administrative information (e.g. timestamp of measurement, time-
stamp of recording etc.) as well as two values A and B with a defined unit, that 

FIguRE 3 Four-model architecture from Beale [23]
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comply with a given range and the rule that one is less than the other. The structure 
of this object as well as the constraint rule is defined in a BloodPressure arche-
type. The archetype, in turn, is composed using elements of the Archetype Model/
Language, e.g. UNIT, QUANTITy, rANGe, rULe. The BloodPressure object is an in-
stance of the Observation class that is defined in the reference Model.
Archetypes can support the correct interpretation of information objects trans-
ferred from one system to another. This requires the need for standardized domain 
concepts. For maintenance reasons these concepts should be defined in ontolo-
gies the system can refer to.

3.2 EnGInEERInG dEVElOPmEntS

3.2.1 eXtreme Programming
eXtreme Programming (XP) is a “lightweight methodology for small-to-medium-
sized teams developing software in the face of vague or rapidly changing require-
ments” [24]. It focuses on delivering the best possible software based on the cur-
rent requirements with the available resources (both money and people). It is very 
suitable for research projects where not all requirements are fixed or known be-
forehand and where resources usually are limited.
Although much of the requirements and design can be done before coding, the 
requirements or design often change while the coding takes place. XP therefore 
advocates iterations of design, testing and coding, with each iteration leading to a 
revision with enough functionality to make it cost-effective.
Without going into full detail, some of the XP techniques used in Proper will be 
described here.

3.2.1.1 Testing before coding
Conventional software development methodologies (such as rAD, DSM/water-
fall) include a significant testing phase at the end of the development process. 
The fact that errors of any kind are not revealed until very late in the project 
is a major disadvantage. XP tries to overcome this by the “testing before cod-
ing” technique. XP tests are written before a single line of actual code is written. 
XP distinguishes two levels of testing. Unit tests test the correct behavior of a 
unit, usually a class or closely related set of classes, and are usually written by a 
programmer. Functional tests test a required functionality of the system, usually 
implemented in one or more components. Ideally, the latter are written by a rep-
resentative of the “customer”, i.e. the future users, but usually they are aided by a 
programmer. All tests are usually written in the same programming language as 
the actual code and should be run automatically and constantly.
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Since the tests are written, and run, before the actual code is written, they can also 
serve as a measurement for the progress made: the number of failing tests should 
decrease as the project progresses.

3.2.1.2 The simplest thing that could possibly work
Continuous testing allows for writing the most basic software that makes a test run 
correctly. XP holds the view that adding in extra features “in case they might be 
useful later” is a waste of time and money.
If requirements change, so do some of the tests. Only if the actual production code 
fails the new version of the test, it should be changed.

3.2.1.3 Refactoring
Changing requirements and gained insight over time can reveal that some parts of 
the software are too complicated or not well designed. refactoring is substantially 
rewriting the code to result in better-designed or simpler code, while still comply-
ing with the tests. Since the tests serve as a safeguard against side effects, refactor-
ing can be done throughout the entire development phase.
refactoring is aimed at quality improvement, rather than bug fixing. The latter is 
often the only substantial rewrite of code in conventional methodologies.

3.2.1.4 Multiple revisions
Continuous testing should also be done on the entire system, to reveal any errors 
resulting from integration of the various components. This simplifies the release of 
many revisions: as soon as a user requirement is implemented and all tests pass, 
the software is stable enough to be released for further review by the customer. 
Users get the chance of reviewing the software very early in the process and com-
ments and changes can be integrated in the development at a much lesser cost 
and quicker turnaround time.

3.2.2 Open source
Software reuse is a cost efficient way of developing software. Peer review of soft-
ware code will increase its quality and functionality. These are the main reasons for 
the open source community to publish software code.
every open source project is published under a license. The conditions of this li-
cense can vary, but all describe the conditions that apply when the code is modi-
fied, extended or reused. [25]
Usually the cost for end users of open source is far less than that of commercial 
software, but there might still be charges for obtaining the software or for services 
related to the software (e.g. documentation or support). To indicate that OS does 
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not necessarily have a zero price tag, the following comparison is often made: open 
software is free, not free as in “free beer”, but free as in “free speech”. [26]

4 Methods

Given all the techniques, components and tools described before, we will now de-
scribe the methods we have used to arrive at the architecture of our system. The 
architecture will be described in more detail in the next section.
To analyze and document the functionality of the Proper system we used UML use 
cases, which we presented to the future users for comment. Based on these use 
cases, functional tests were written.
The rM-ODP model was used to check whether all viewpoints were taken into ac-
count and to reveal the missing pieces.
We decided to use the hDTF specifications because of their generic nature (i.e. not 
necessarily domain-specific) as well as their precise specification for implementa-
tion. The interfaces are specified in IDL (a platform and programming language 
independent specification language), which ensures that all servers can be ac-
cessed in the same way, returning the same results independent of the underlying 
implementation. An extra benefit is the fact that clients can be written without the 
servers even being present.
The hDTF specifications do not include any description of a generic data model, 
nor does the OpeneMed system. The openehr architecture defines this missing 
piece in a way that meets our requirements (easy accommodation to user changes, 
portable to other domains).
One of the objectives of the Proper project is to study the influence of active guide-
line support in combination with an ePr on the quality of care. The ePr should 
therefore contain a DSS component that can handle guidelines. The authors in-
tend to integrate Gaston, [27] into the Proper ePr system. Gaston is a knowledge 
inference engine that can generate reminders based on knowledge rules that are 
applied to provided medical data.
Both the archetypes and Gaston need to use an ontology for term reference. We 
intend to use Protégé, an ontology editor [28], to build a common ontology that 
can be shared by the (ePr) archetypes and Gaston.
The Proper project will be written as open source. Both OpeneMed and Protégé 
are open source systems and both are increasingly using additional open source 
components as well.
The choice of the programming language was not a major issue, but the fact that 
OpeneMed is written in Java, tipped the scale in favor of this language.
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As much unit tests as possible were written. Code refactoring was done when 
necessary.

5 Results

5.1 tHE PROPER ARCHItECtURE

This section describes the Proper architecture, as seen from the various viewpoints 
of the rM-ODP.

5.1.1 Enterprise viewpoint
The Proper system is a multi disciplinary ePr system for use in a primary care envi-
ronment. The users, in particular the care providers, belong to different organiza-
tions, and cooperate in a care team focused on patients. Team composition differs 
per patient, thus the care providers treat a different, but overlapping, set of pa-
tients. The Proper system should be able to retrieve data from different sources as 
well as store information provided by the team. This information is shared between 
the team members. We will refer to this information as communication informa-
tion, although it might well contain medical information, e.g. a discharge form that 
can be seen by all members. Three major functionalities can be distinguished:

Patient identification, to identify the patient using a set of demographic •	
parameters.
Messages and medical information, to retrieve and store medical data relevant •	
to the patient, supporting the communication between care providers in the 
stroke team. Since it should be transparent to the ePr system users (i.e. the 
team members) whether they enter medical information for their own pur-
pose only or for communication with other team members, we view the stor-
age and retrieval of this information as one functionality. The access to the 
different kinds of data should be handled by authorization profiles.
Decision support, to support the use of guidelines by the stroke team.•	

5.1.2 Information viewpoint
The information viewpoint focuses on the business rules and content to be support-
ed by the system. Models like hL7, CeN 13606, and various terminologies and cod-
ing schemes (e.g. Loinc and Snomed) provide the (semantic) context. Archetypes, 
providing the (syntax) rules, are also part of the information viewpoint.
The Proper project anticipates the use of general standards and considers the use 
of the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and health (ICF, former-
ly known as ICIDh) [29] as a candidate. The latter should be discussed with the us-
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ers before adoption. The OpeneMed system has an American origin and therefore 
uses hL7 concepts. [14]
Guidelines for the team are also part of the information viewpoint.

5.1.3 Computational viewpoint
With the choice for the OMG hDTF specifications (PIDS, COAS, TQS and rAD), the 
computational viewpoint is described by these specifications.
Also part of the computational viewpoint is a decision support module engine that 
can handle the guidelines and a module that handles the archetypes.

5.1.4 Engineering viewpoint
The Proper ePr system is a distributed, component based system with a multi-tier 
architecture using COrBA as middleware.

5.1.5 technology viewpoint
Client/Server communication is done using the hTTPS protocol. XP tests are used 
to test the system.

5.2 ImPlEmEntAtIOn

Focussing on the computational and engineering viewpoints, the architecture de-
scribed in the previous section is implemented as a multi-tier architecture. We dis-
tinguish several layers (from serverside to clientside):

Services layer, which includes the software that manages the underlying data-•	
base. Whether this database is implemented in a separate layer is not relevant 
for this application.
Control layer. This layer handles the interaction between users and servers.•	
Presentation layer, which presents the information to the user.•	

Several services can be distinguished. All services consist of the information as well 
as the interface to the information.

A demographic service, which handles demographic information as well as •	
the query and the update functionality of this information.
A medical service, that consists of three components:•	

A medical information component, which handles the storage and retriev-•	
al of clinical data and communication data as well as the modification of 
this information.
A component that can generate clinical data based on an archetype and •	
user input. To stay in sync with Thomas Beale, we call this component the 
Validator.
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An Archetype Server component that manages the repository of arche-•	
types.

A decision support module, which can handle the guidelines.•	
A terminological service, which handles the references to the various terms •	
and ontologies used by the system.
A client module, which handles interaction with the user.•	

We will discuss the status of each of these components or modules in more detail.

5.2.1 demographic module
The demographic module is already finished. It is based on the OpeneMed 
PIDSserver. We installed two servers, one to handle the patient information, one to 
handle the care provider information. This will increase privacy. These PIDS servers 
differ only in name and data, not in software code.

5.2.2 medical module
The medical module is under development. The medical information component is 
based on the OpeneMed COAS server. Currently it is possible to store and retrieve 
COAS structures in a COAS server.
The Validator is currently under development. The problems encountered will be 
discussed later.
The Archetype Server component handles storage and retrieval of the archetypes 
and can handle versioning. Since archetypes represent medical concepts and arche-
type management requires versioning (among others), we consider the Archetype 
Server to be a specialized kind of terminology server. It is therefore logical to base 
a full-fledged Archetype Server on the hDTF TQS specification. This module has yet 
to be developed.
The archetypes are under development. It is not feasible within the context of the 
Proper project to build a full-fledged Archetype editor, so we decided to manually 
construct the archetypes. This will be discussed later in more detail.

5.2.3 decision Support module
The Proper project intends to implement the most relevant guidelines for stroke 
rehabilitation in a machine-interpretable form. The Decision Support module will 
consist of Gaston and a repository of guidelines, in a format readable by Gaston.
Since Gaston is more or less a stand-alone system, a generic interface component 
has to be developed to create interoperability between Gaston and the Proper ePr 
system.
Both the DSS module and the archetypes need a common ontology to build the 
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respective guidelines and archetypes. Therefore, we postponed the implementa-
tion of the DSS module until the archetypes are implemented. Furthermore, the 
goal of the Proper project is to study the effect of the DSS on the quality of care. 
Since currently the participants in the project do not use any form of ePr system 
to support their combined efforts, it is necessary to introduce the Proper ePr first 
without any DSS module.

5.2.4 terminological module
The terminological module will consist of a server based on the hDTF TQS specifi-
cation and the underlying information: an ontology based on the relevant coding 
schemes.
Sharing a common ontology simplifies the interaction between archetypes and 
Gaston, which makes it evident to develop a single common ontology.
Since there is no functional TQS server available and full implementation is beyond 
the resources of the project, a rudimentary substitute will be developed.

5.2.5 Client module
Although the initial idea was a Java application, we changed this to a web applica-
tion with Java Server Pages and servlets. This would minimize problems resulting 
from installing software and improve the acceptance by the users.
This module is developed parallel to the development of the archetypes.

5.2.6 Security
The OpeneMed team is currently focusing on the implementation of the rAD spec-
ification [30]. This allowed us to postpone the implementation of specific security 
issues to a later phase. Basic security needs were satisfied by running the back end 
servers on protected machines and by running the web application over secure 
hTTP.

5.3 EXPERIEnCES

We studied the use of UML and the hDTF specifications and used the resulting 
knowledge to model the information we retrieved from the encounters with the 
future users. Instead of building a class diagram containing all the relevant data 
items in a proprietary data model, we modeled the diagram in accordance with the 
COAS specification.

We designed separate use cases for the management of demographic information 
and medical information.
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We also built screen mockups using simple drawing software, to get feedback from 
the users. This was mainly used to check the completeness of the data set.
From that point on most of the effort went into understanding the OpeneMed code 
and writing the Proper related code. A visit to the OpeneMed team was very instru-
mental to a mutual understanding of the OpeneMed and the Proper project. The 
OpeneMed team agreed to participate in the modification of the OpeneMed soft-
ware should this be needed by the Proper project, while the Proper team agreed 
to contribute modifications to the OpeneMed system.
Following the XP technique of many releases, we conferred with the users to de-
cide on the most useful functionality for the first version. Where possible, unit tests 
for the Proper code were written.
We installed the OpeneMed PIDS and COAS servers on various PCs with either 
Windows 2000 or red hat Linux and thus checked platform independency.
Tests showed that this cross-platform implementation caused no problems. We 
also successfully experimented with a connection from Dublin, Ireland to our lo-
cally installed PIDS server.
We further complicated the implementation by successfully running the PIDS serv-
ers as well as the client on one COrBA OrB (OpenOrB), and the COAS server on 
another (Orbacus), with all of them connecting to an Orbacus NameService. This 
effectively proved OrB independency.
While writing the software code, we also experimented with the fault tolerance 
of the system. The system proved to be very stable. It was not possible to make 
the system crash by feeding invalid data structures. Invalid structures invoked the 
respective server to write error messages to the console and the respective log file, 
but subsequent feed of valid structures was handled correctly without any human 
interference.
experiments also proved that it was possible to terminate a running server and re-
starting it (either in the same location or on an entirely different machine) without 
terminating the session with the client.

6 Problems encountered

Making the choices explained before (standards, open source software) contrib-
uted to the idea that the projected outcome (high quality software) was feasible 
within the timeframe of the project. everyday experiences however showed us that 
it was definitely not a mere jump onto a running train.
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6.1 OPEn SOURCE

The Proper team is of the opinion that the software produced by the project should 
be released as open source. The project is funded with public money, which makes 
it fair to publish the results to the community for reuse. Moreover, comments on 
the code that could improve the quality are greatly appreciated.
Using open source software has great benefits. It allows a jumpstart and it is pos-
sible to modify the software to the specific needs of a project. There are, however, 
some drawbacks. Usually the software is written to meet the needs of the original 
authors and it takes time and effort to discover missing parts that are unnecessary 
in the original environment, but necessary in the project at hand.
This was also experienced in the Proper project. It turned out that the original PIDS 
implementation did not support composite traits2, which was necessary to imple-
ment the relationship between a patient and the care providers that formed his 
care team. The teams from Proper and OpeneMed worked together to implement 
a solution for this problem. It is now part of the current version of OpeneMed.

6.2 ARCHEtyPES

As mentioned before, Archetypes are based on an Archetype Model/Language, to 
force consistency between archetypes and conformance to the reference Model. 
The openehr team chose to implement this Archetype Model/Language into an 
Archetype editor. Current developments in the openehr project lead to a revision of 
their reference Model and the archetype editor based on that. These revisions will 
not be available before the end date of the Proper project. Furthermore, the Proper 
archetypes should generate COAS objects, which differ from the openehr objects. 
All this led to the conclusion that we could not use the openehr archetype editor.
It is beyond the scope of the Proper project to build a custom-made Archetype 
editor based on the Proper reference Model, thus the archetypes will be created 
by hand.

We try to implement the archetypes as simple as possible, but in such a way that 
the ePr software does not need to have knowledge of the data concepts used.
We defined a general COAS structure in XML Schema. This can be viewed as an XML 
Schema representation of the reference Model.
Archetypes will then be hand coded in XML and validated against the COAS XML 
Schema. This will still generate COAS objects that are validated against an XML 
Schema.

2 A simple trait is a term used in the PIDS specification to describe a key/value pair. A composite trait 
is a key/value pair, where the value can consist of one or more traits.
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6.3 SCREEn REPRESEntAtIOn

The conventional way of designing a user interface consists of carefully designed 
screens or dialogs where each widget on the screen is more or less one to one 
connected to a specific data structure. This will lead to ergonomic and pleasing 
user interfaces. The down side to this approach is the necessity to change the user 
interface when the (conventional) data model changes.
An alternative is the generation of screens based on a generic layout, usually a list 
of label/value pairs. This approach accommodates data model changes very well, 
but will usually not result in attractive screens.
Archetypes describe data structures that can be used as a stand-alone concept, or 
a hierarchy of structures and substructures. Archetypes move the changes in the 
data model away from the database to the archetype repository. Adding a screen 
representation to an archetype seems convenient, but also has some drawbacks. 
The first issue to be considered is the fact that dedicated clients can be used to 
display (subsets of ) data in a different way, e.g. a web based client, a stand-alone 
application or a PDA-client. This would result in many different screen representa-
tions connected to a single archetype. Furthermore, a new type of client would 
necessitate adding a new screen representation to the archetype.
Another issue deals with the possibility of representing data, especially numeric 
data, in various forms, like lists, graphs etc. This would require screen representa-
tions for all kinds of data representations.
These considerations lead to the conclusion that it is more appropriate to store 
screen representations separate from the archetypes, but that would mean that an 
update to an archetype might require an update of a separate repository of screen 
representations.
Therefore, some more study into this problem has to be done to find the optimal 
compromise between handcrafted ergonomically attractive screens and less at-
tractive generated screens, which can solve the issues addressed before.

7 Discussion

We end with a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the tools and 
techniques used to achieve the Proper ePr.

Fitting together the bits and pieces to arrive at a component-based ePr based on 
standards, is not a mere copy and paste operation. All pieces have to be studied 
closely to be able to decide if modification is necessary to make them fit and to 
discover which pieces are missing.
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Many believe that building software based on standards will greatly benefit the 
quality of the software and its functionality with respect to the communication 
and interoperability with other software systems. Our experience is that building 
an ePr system based on standards is not a trivial thing to do. Although standards 
are available, not all of them are ready for use. Some are still under development 
and many are not yet implemented in software. Furthermore, there are (too) many 
standards to choose from.
The challenge of building a standardized ePr system turned out to be very time 
consuming but interesting and beneficial enough to pursue to the end. We are 
more than ever convinced that this will result in an ePr system that has a life cycle 
beyond the Proper project and that will be easily adaptable to other domains due 
to the archetype approach.
Using open source has proven to be timesaving. It would never have been possible 
to write software with the same functionality and quality of the OpeneMed system 
with the limited resources of the Proper project. Discussions with the OpeneMed 
authors also improved the quality of the software of the OpeneMed system as well 
as of the system under development for the Proper project.
Using the eXtreme Programming technique of writing unit tests has also proven 
to contribute to the quality of the software. Focusing on writing all kinds of tests 
generally increases the number of tests that will be performed. Since these tests 
will be written once and executed many times, there is no objection against writing 
as many tests as possible. running the tests often, i.e. always after the implemen-
tation of a coherent part of the production code, quickly reveals side effects that 
occur when code is changed to accommodate different needs. This makes it much 
easier, i.e. more cost efficient, to trace the origin of these side effects and remove 
them.
We mentioned already the need for a domain ontology to increase the portabil-
ity of archetypes across systems and care providers. The portability issue is further 
complicated by the fact that various care providers can use localized terms (i.e. 
translated into the local language or to discipline dependent terms). It is therefore 
necessary to develop or use either a language independent ontology or an ontol-
ogy that can map the coded terms to the various local synonyms/translations. In 
either case, a domain ontology is necessary that will be accepted by a representa-
tive group of different medical specialists.
The team members of the Stroke Service still use conventional means of commu-
nication like paper, telephone and fax. After implementation of the first version 
of the Proper ePr system, we hope the communication and cooperation will im-
prove. The information will be available at the time and place most convenient for 
the care provider. rather than receiving e.g. a lengthy telephone call with all the 
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necessary information in the midst of a therapy session, it will be sufficient to notify 
the team member of a new patient and the therapist can look up the information 
at a more convenient time.
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PropeR revisited

1 Introduction

The Proper project in the Maastricht region of the Netherlands [1] studies the ef-
fect of a combined electronic health record (ehr) and decision support system on 
the quality of care. The research is conducted in two settings. One of the settings is 
a primary care setting where stroke patients receive rehabilitation therapy in their 
own home from a multi-disciplinary team of primary care practitioners (Proper 
Transmuraal).
The stroke rehabilitation team currently uses conventional communication meth-
ods like paper forms, phone calls, and fax messages. In this setting, the role of the 
ehr system to facilitate communication is studied.
The other domain is the hematology department in the University hospital 
Maastricht. In this domain the focus is on the proactive protocol based support of 
clinicians. The Proper ehr system (ProperWeb) will be used in both domains.
In a previous paper [2] (chapter 3), we presented the architecture of the system. In 
this paper, we present the implementation of this architecture in the ehr system 
for stroke rehabilitation.

2 Stroke rehabilitation

The Maastricht Stroke Project provides a special care path for stroke patients. Once 
admitted to the emergency department, stroke patients are transferred to a medi-
um-care stroke unit as soon as possible. At the stroke unit, the patients are stabi-
lized and a series of diagnostic procedures are conducted. Based on the results of 
these diagnostics, a special stroke team decides upon a discharge destination for 
the patient.
One of these destinations is rehabilitation at home. Patient care is provided by a 
primary care stroke rehabilitation team consisting of a physical therapist, a speech 
therapist, and a community nurse. home rehabilitation is coordinated by a home-
care stroke coordinator. Discharge information from the hospital is disseminated 
in different ways. Medical and nursing discharge letters are sent via the stroke co-
ordinator. Paramedical discharge information is communicated peer to peer. The 
members of the rehabilitation team have regular meetings to discuss the prog-
ress of their patients and to adjust their treatment. Between two meetings, team 
members communicate through telephone, fax, email, or a paper-based patient 
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record that resides at the patient’s home. The communication between hospital 
and rehabilitation team and between rehabilitation team members is not optimal 
in the home rehabilitation. This is the reason for developing the ProperWeb stroke 
ehr system.

3 Design considerations

The requirements and the architecture of this ehr system are extensively discussed 
in chapter 3. We will only summarize this information here.

3.1 REqUIREmEntS

Flexibility was the most prominent requirement for the ProperWeb ehr system. 
We had several reasons for this:

The system had to accommodate two very different domains (stroke and •	
hematology).
The system had to be customizable to changing user needs.•	
The system had to be compliant to different standards.•	

Additionally, we wanted to use open source components, not only because of the 
possibility to modify the software according to our needs, but also because open 
source components are believed to be more robust. Finally, the software should 
have a life cycle that extends beyond the Proper project.
Several standards in healthcare exist. We state here the standards that we wish to 
comply to. The implementation of these standards will be discussed in detail later.

OMG hDTF — a set of standards that are defined to enhance privacy, security •	
and interoperability in a distributed environment [3-7].
hL7 — a set of standards for messaging and data definition to enhance in-•	
teroperability [8, 9].
Although not specific healthcare standards, web-related standards like hTTP •	
and SSL allow for secure access from different locations.

The future users of the ProperWeb ehr differed significantly in computer experi-
ence. They also had to access the system from different locations, some of which 
did not allow installation of additional software. hence, we chose for a web-based 
application. We also tried to simplify the learning curve by using screen forms simi-
lar to the current paper forms.
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3.2 ARCHItECtURE

Figure 4 shows a schematic architecture of the Proper ehr system. The left hand 
side is the front-end or user interface. The right hand side is the back-end or serv-
er-side. The system is highly component-based. We will briefly discuss the various 
components from right to left.

3.2.1 Servers
each server consists of a database with an interface layer. This interface layer is re-
sponsible for accessing the underlying data and presenting it in a generic structure, 
thus removing the differences in data layout and data structure between various 
data sources.
The top four servers have an interface based on the OMG healthcare Domain 
Taskforce (hDTF) specifications: from top to bottom the Person Identification 
Specification (PIDS) [5], the Clinical Observation Access Specification (COAS) [7], the 
Lexicon Query Specification (LQS) [4] and the resource Access Decision Framework 
(rAD) [6], respectively.

Although there is no OMG hDTF specification for a Decision Support Service (DSS), 
in Figure 4 this component is represented in a similar way as the other services. All 
servers will be discussed in detail in § 4.1.

3.2.2 middle tier
The middle tier consists of an object request broker (OrB), an application kernel 

FIguRE 4  PropeR EHR architecture, see §3.2.1 for explanation of the acronyms
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and a presentation layer3. The use of an OrB allows for separation of servers and 
front-end applications, thus enhancing security and interoperability.
We define application logic as all general-purpose functionality for e.g. connec-
tions to the database and conversions of the data for presentation purposes.
Domain knowledge comprises the knowledge about the domain concepts, e.g. 
drugs, lab tests and diagnosis, as well as the knowledge about business processes 
in which these concepts are involved (e.g. before issuing a prescription, contraindi-
cations and medical interactions should be checked).
We aim to separate the domain knowledge from the software as much as possible 
by containing it in loosely coupled components. Concepts are defined by means of 
archetypes and domain processes are defined e.g. in the rules of the DSS system.
Separating application logic and domain knowledge should minimize the num-
ber of changes in the software, when implementing changes in user requirements, 
business concepts or even a change of domain.
The kernel of the ProperWeb system is responsible for the application logic, i.e. 
the connections to the servers, the conversion of the data for easier representation 
by the presentation layer and the audit of the data. The presentation layer is the 
interface to the client-side. It contains the logic to present the data produced by 
the kernel to the user and to handle user interaction.

3.2.3 Client-side
The client application should be simple to use from the user’s perspective as well as 
from the systems administrator’s perspective. We did not want to have patient data 
and application software stored locally, to avoid security vulnerability and synchro-
nization problems. This resulted in the choice for a standard web browser as client 
application.

3.3 ARCHEtyPES

In conventionally designed database applications, database tables and stored 
procedures reflect the application domain with its concepts and rules. Changes in 
the domain concepts or domain rules practically require changes in the database, 
which propel through the rest of the software. Switching domains even requires 
a complete rewrite of the database design, which makes it in fact a different ap-
plication. To minimize the impact of such changes, the domain model has to be 
separated from the software and the database as much as possible. This sepa-

3 Although the client is responsible for the actual presentation to the user, we feel it is more appro-
priate to position the presentation layer in the middle tier, since all ‘‘knowledge” on the layout of 
the page and its content resides there. As discussed later, the client merely consists of a standard 
web browser. 
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ration can be established by using the concept of archetypes. Archetypes were 
first defined in the Gehr project and its successor the openehr project [10, 11]. 
An Archetype can be described as a template4 for a medical domain concept. A 
medical domain concept (which may vary from very detailed like “blood pressure” 
to very generic like “medical history”) consists of elementary data structures. For 
example a data structure of AddressType consists of a street field, a postal code 
field, a city field and a country field and has an attribute that qualifies this address 
as “work address” or “most recent address”. every clinical data that is stored in the 
clinical database is an instantiation of an archetype. Archetypes are stored in an 
Archetype repository, outside the clinical database. Domain concepts are thus 
separated from the software and the database, which makes the system robust 
against changes in medical concepts. Ideally, medical experts maintain the do-
main logic (the archetypes), while software engineers maintain the application 
logic and the clinical database, which contains only a generic set of data struc-
tures. Note that the user interface is still a joint effort of medical and software 
specialists.

4 Implementation issues

4.1 SERVERS

The Proper ehr system separates demographic content from medical content, 
thus enhancing privacy, by using PIDS and COAS. The PIDS and COAS specifications 
were already implemented in the OpeneMed project [12], which is commonly re-
garded as a reference implementation and available as open source.
These server-side components were combined with an adjusted version of arche-
types and an application kernel that controls the data flow. The various compo-
nents will be discussed in detail below.

4.1.1 PIdS in the PropeR EHR
The demographic information of a person has been implemented as a PIDS identity. 
An Identity is a data set (a profile) that uniquely defines a person in one particular 
domain, combined with an ID. The elements of a profile are defined as a hierarchi-
cal data structure called Trait. A simple Trait with only one value can be considered 
a key/value pair. A composite Trait consists of one or more Trait structures. Figure 
5 shows an Identity with Traits, expressed in XML. Line 2 holds the internal ID, i.e. 

4 There are many definitions for template. In the context of this article, we use template in a com-
mon definition of the fill-in-the-blanks form.
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in the data source5 of the PIDS server. This ID is unique in the domain. Lines 3 – 14 
show various simple Traits. each simple Trait has a type and a name (line 3) that 
uniquely define the trait. In this case hL7 Version 2.3 names are used, but it could 
easily be switched to CeN 13606 names. Line 4 shows the actual value of the trait. 
Since hL7 V2.3 requires substrings with ∧ as delimiters, the values are thus format-
ted. Lines 15 – 29 show a Composite Trait, which contains Traits instead of a value.
Like any other ehr system the ProperWeb ehr involves two different populations: 
patients and care practitioners. We separated both populations into two differ-
ent PIDS servers. This would enhance security and privacy and would also give 
us the opportunity to study the behavior of a system with multiple PIDS servers. 
Furthermore, we can use the same setup in both environments (stroke and he-
matology). In the hematology environment, we use the patients PIDS server as a 
gateway to the hospital information system (hIS), the professionals PIDS server in-
terfaces to a local database.

4.1.2 COAS in the PropeR EHR
The COAS specification provides generic access to a system holding medical data. 
The data structure defined by the COAS specification is similar to the Trait structure 

5 Note that a ‘‘data source” can range from a simple database to a hospital information system, any-
thing that holds the relevant data. 

FIguRE 5  PIDS Identity with Traits

  1  <Identity>
  2    <Id>85432</Id>
  3    <Trait Type="HL7" Name="PatientName">
  4      <Value>Practitioner^Jim^^^^</Value>
  5    </Trait>
  6    <Trait Type="HL7" Name="PatientAddress">
  7      <Value>UM-MI Postbus 616^^6200 MD^Maastricht^^Nederland^ </Value>
  8    </Trait>
  9    <Trait Type="HL7" Name="PhoneNumber_Home">
10      <Value>^email@mydomain.com^31^043^1234567^ </Value>
11    </Trait>
12    <Trait Type="S" Name="FaxNumber_Home">
13      <Value>^^31^043^1234568^</Value>
14    </Trait>
15    <Trait Type="NODE" Name="PatientRelation">
16      <Trait Type="NODE" Name="Relation">
17        <Trait Type="S" Name="Quali�edPersonId">
18          <Value>DNS:proper.mi.unimaas.nl/930</Value>
19        </Trait>
20        <Trait Type="HL7" Name="Role">
21          <Value>DEV</Value>
22        </Trait>
23        <Trait Type="HL7" Name="StartDate">
24          <Value>20020101 </Value>
25        </Trait>
26        <Trait Type="HL7" Name="StopDate">
27          <Value>20021201 </Value>
28        </Trait>
29      </Trait>
30    </Trait>
31  </Identity>
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of the PIDS, i.e. it is also hierarchical in nature. however, the COAS data structure 
makes a distinction between data and qualifiers or metadata.
A COAS Observation Data structure (ObsData) consists of ObsQualifiers and ei-
ther an ObsValue or one or more ObsData structures. ObsQualifiers contains the 
qualifiers, structured in one or more ObsData structures. ObsValue contains the 
actual value of an ObsData structure plus a type indication. Figure 6 shows a typi-
cal COAS data structure, describing a vaccine administration. Lines 3 – 16 show 
examples of ObsQualifiers, while lines 19 – 56 describe the vaccine used, its dosage 
and some notes.
The OMG COAS specification provides read-only access to the underlying medical 
data. This is sufficient for accessing legacy systems. The OpeneMed team extended 
this specification with functionality to store data in a local database. We used the 
OpeneMed COAS server without modification for the stroke rehabilitation ehr.
Several stroke team members use a specialized ehr system for their own discipline. 
Initially we wanted to use various COAS servers to accommodate a connection to 
these systems, allowing the users to enter data through their own system. Closer 
study of the data set of the multidisciplinary ehr showed that there was virtually 
no overlap with the data in the team members’ systems. This allowed us to simplify 
the design of the ProperWeb system to one COAS server.
In the hematology project, we will accommodate a second COAS server to inte-
grate data from other systems in the hospital.

4.1.3 lqS in the PropeR EHR
The Lexicon Query Service (LQS) is not a terminology server in itself, but specifies 
a generic interface to a terminology server. The OMG specification team acknowl-
edged that an LQS is a very elaborate specification, which will not likely be fully 
implemented ([4], pages 1 – 10). We found no current implementation of a LQS 
server with enough functionality and it was beyond the scope of this project to 
develop an LQS server ourselves. hence, we implemented the basic functionality 
of an LQS server into the kernel and left the implementation of a real LQS server to 
the future.

4.1.4 Other servers
The other servers, rAD and DSS, are currently not yet implemented in ProperWeb. 
The OpeneMed team is currently implementing the rAD specification [6]. We wait 
until this open source rAD is available.
The stroke environment currently has no need for a DSS component. It will be inte-
grated in the implementation of the hematology system.
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4.2 mIddlE tIER

The middle tier consists of three parts: the presentation layer, the kernel and the 
middleware. We have tried to separate them as much as possible.
This tier has the following functionalities, separated into the three parts.
1 kernel and middleware: Provide access to the servers (both PIDS and COAS), 

for storage and retrieval
2 kernel:

handle archetypes, forms and their instantiations•	
Facilitate audit trails for medical data•	

FIguRE 6  Structure of COAS ObsData, describing a vaccine administration, provided as sample data in the OpenEMed project. Some 

parts are removed due to space limits.

  1  <ObsData Code="&Immunology;">
  2    <!-- ObservationQuali�ers -->
  3    <ObsQuali�ers>
  4      <ObsData Code="&PatientIDInternalID;">
  5        <ObsValue>
  6          <HL72.3 ty="CX"><![CDATA[10006^^^^^&OpenEMed.org&DNS]]></HL72.3>
  7        </ObsValue>
  8      </ObsData>
  9      <!-- Authorize attribute ObservationDate_Time -->
10      <ObsData Code="&ObservationDate_Time;">
11        <ObsValue>
12          <HL72.3 ty="TS"><![CDATA[19990730152800MDT]]></HL72.3>
13        </ObsValue>
14      </ObsData>
15  <!-- … more quali�ers … -->
16  </ObsQuali�ers>
17    <!-- End of ObservationQuali�ers -->
18    <!-- Vaccine -->
19    <ObsData Code="&Vaccine;">
20      <!-- VaccineType -->
21      <ObsData Code="&VaccineType;">
22        <ObsValue>
23          <CodedElement>
24            <Quali�edCodeStr>DNS:OpenEMed.org/TraitCode/Immunology/Vaccine/VaccineType
25            </Quali�edCodeStr>
26            <PreferredText>03</PreferredText>
27          </CodedElement>
28        </ObsValue>
29      </ObsData>
30      <!-- Manufacturer -->
31      <ObsData Code="&VaccineManufacturer;">
32        <ObsValue>
34          <CodedElement>
35            <Quali�edCodeStr>DNS:OpenEMed.org/TraitCode/Immunology/Vaccine/VaccineManufacturer
36            </Quali�edCodeStr>
37            <PreferredText>Parke-Davis</PreferredText>
38          </CodedElement>
39        </ObsValue>
40      </ObsData>
41      <!-- ExpirationDate -->
42      <ObsData Code="&VaccineExpirationDate;">
43        <ObsValue>
44          <TimeStamp>20010720180000MDT</TimeStamp>
45        </ObsValue>
46      </ObsData>
47      <!-- LotNum  information -->
48    </ObsData>
49    <!-- End of Vaccine -->
50    <!-- … Information on Dosage … -->
51    <!-- Note -->
52    <ObsData Code="&Note;">
53      <ObsValue>
54        <PlainText><![CDATA[Vaccine: measles, mumps and rubella virus vaccine]]></PlainText>
55      </ObsValue>
56    </ObsData>
57  </ObsData>
58  <!-- End Of Immunology -->
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3 Presentation layer:
Process the user actions•	
Present the data to the user•	

We use the open source OpenOrB (http://www.openorb.org) as middleware. Since 
this is a standard component which we use unmodified, we will not discuss it here.
The first functionality is implemented partly in the kernel, partly in the middleware. 
The middleware serves as locator and gateway; the kernel decides which server 
and function to address.

4.2.1 Archetypes in the PropeR EHR
Archetypes are representations of medical concepts, equivalent to the way terms 
in a coding scheme represent medical concepts. Archetypes are implemented as 
templates and stored in an archetype repository. Any object that holds clinical 
information is an instantiation of an archetype. Like coding schemes, archetypes 
face the problems of different terminologies, synomyms, and version manage-
ment. Studying the OMG specifications, we concluded that the Lexicon Query 
Service (see before) is the most appropriate interface to the Archetype repository. 
however, since there was no open source LQS implementation available, we chose 
a temporary solution and appended the archetype repository directly to the appli-
cation kernel. We defined archetypes in XML (Figure 7). each archetype has a name 
(element code, lines 2 and 5) and a value type (e.g., TextType, DateType, ListType). 
restrictions to possible values can be defined within the value type (lines 6 – 9).
By providing the domain of this name (“DNS:proper.mi.unimaas.nl/” in line 2 and 
5 of Figure 7), terms become more easily mappable to their synonyms in other 
coding schemes, but also allow the use of terms of various coding schemes in one 
archetype. An example: “DNS:proper.mi.unimaas.nl/Visus/Quality” and “DNS:who.
org/ICF/V1.0/b2102” [13] both refer to the quality of visual functions.6

6 In our implementation, we have used the terms in local use, rather than the terms from a standard-
ized classification.

FIguRE 7  PropeRWeb archetype definitions

  1  <elements>
  2    <element code=”DNS:proper.mi.unimaas.nl/CVA/Type”>
  3      <TextType/>
  4    </element>
  5    <element code=”DNS:proper.mi.unimaas.nl/CVA/Location”>
  6      <ListType>
  7        <item code=”LEFT”/>
  8        <item code=”RIGHT”/>
  9      </ListType>
10    </element>
11    <!-- ...more de�nitions... ->
12  </elements>
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4.2.2 kernel
The kernel uses Java Beans and Java servlets for the data flow and Java Server Pages 
(JSP’s) for display and control flow. The servlets and beans communicate with the 
PIDS and COAS servers through OpenOrB. We used software of the open source 
project OpeneMed [12] as the basis for the application kernel of ProperWeb. We 
extended this kernel with a forms repository and an archetype repository, both 
defined in XML (Figure 8).
The server access part of the kernel is the only place in the ProperWeb system 
where the patient’s ID from a PIDS server is linked to the appropriate ID in a COAS 
server. When more PIDS or COAS servers are linked to the ProperWeb system, we 
expect we have to change only a few Java classes.
We define auditing as a functionality that provides info on the existence and value 
of data at a specific moment in time, i.e. it must be possible to reconstruct the set 
of data as seen by a specific user at a specific time. Auditing is implemented in 
ProperWeb by distiguishing between versions of instances of both archetypes and 
forms. An instance is identified by an instanceID; a specific version of an instance 
is identified by the instanceID and a timestamp of recording in the database. each 
version of each instance of both forms and archetypes are stored in the database. 
The following examples should clarify this.
A user creates a new form and adds new information. The software creates a new 
instance of the form definition as well as new instances of each of the archetypes 

FIguRE 8  Kernel components

M
iddlew

are
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for which information is filled in. The archetype instances are stored in the database, 
which provides the timestamp for the version of each instance. The form instance is 
updated to include references to the archetype instanceIDs and their version time-
stamps. Finally the form instance is stored with a versioning timestamp.
A user retrieves this form and modifies it by adding content as well as modifying 
existing content. The software creates a new version of this form instance (i.e. the 
instanceID is equal, but when stored, the database adds a new timestamp). New 
archetype instances for the added content are created and new versions for the 
modified content are created. The archetype instances are stored and the data-
base provides the timestamps for the version. The version of the form instance is 
updated to include the references to the resulting set of archetype instanceIDs and 
their versions. Unmodified content is referenced by the same instanceID and ver-
sion timestamp as in the previous version of the form.
Additionally, logfiles are kept that can also provide audit information.

4.2.3 Presentation layer
The presentation layer consists of Java Server Pages and two XSL stylesheets. This 
layer is fed by the application logic part of the kernel with XML representations of 
clinical data, archetypes and screen forms. Java Server Pages using XSL stylesheets 
transform this XML to hTML pages and extend these pages with some static ele-
ments such as menu, header and footer. This is implemented with a resin web-
server/servlet engine (http://www.caucho.com).

4.3 ClIEnt-SIdE

Given the requirements and the architecture described above, the ProperWeb sys-
tem presents itself to the users as an electronic version of the familiar paper forms. 
This is implemented in a web application that asks the user to select a patient and 
subsequently presents a list of available medical forms. The user can select a form, 
which can be viewed, created or modified. If multiple instances of a form exist, a 
list is shown and the user can select one particular instance. This introduced the 
concepts of Forms and Form Instances in the system. A Form represents a template, 
i.e. the paper form, whereas a Form Instance contains the actual data of that form, 
i.e. a paper form filled in.
To avoid a local cache of sensitive data, we used non-persistent cookies, which are 
automatically deleted at the end of the session.
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5 Discussion

5.1 StAndARdS

Several standards were implemented. The OMG hDTF specifications were imple-
mented by reusing the OpeneMed components. hL7 was more or less automati-
cally implemented because the OpeneMed components use hL7 objects where 
relevant. Furthermore, standard components like OpenOrB and the resin web 
server and standard technology like SSL were implemented.
Of the OMG hDTF specifications, the PIDS is the most elaborated, i.e. it provides 
most functionality and probably covers every imaginable use case in the domain. 
This is partly based on the domain itself: identifying persons requires a small and 
certainly finite number of data and a limited number of different actions on that 
data. PIDS is generally acknowledged as the standard on patient identification.
The COAS specification is a read-only interface to the underlying medical data 
source. Although it provides a very flexible structure to wrap the medical informa-
tion (the ObsData structure), it provides no specification on how to wrap the infor-
mation. This can result in incompatible structures holding the same information 
(e.g. a blood pressure is structured in different ways). Archetypes can partly remove 
this problem by providing a more precise definition of the medical concept.

5.2 ARCHEtyPES

The simplest possible implementation of archetypes focuses on the database-in-
dependent definition of medical concepts. It does not take into account possible 
links between archetypes and between the various instances and versions of an 
archetype.
We have not yet found any reason to add complexity to this implementation. This 
is true for the definition of the data as it is stored in and retrieved from the COAS 
server.
Using archetypes does not remove the possibility of defining different archetypes 
for the same concept, but this problem can be solved more easily:

Archetypes are defined, not by the single user, but by a large representing •	
group, e.g. the national association of general practitioners. Consensus on the 
definition prevents a myriad of variations.
Archetypes are defined by medical experts separate from the software, while •	
COAS has a strong link to the software generating or maintaining the data, 
which will often result in software engineers defining the COAS structure 
based on the structure of the underlying data. Therefore, using archetypes, 
which will more readily be accepted by the medical users, can also provide a 
layer that hides proprietary data structures.
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Other problems to note in the use of achetypes are versioning and data exchange 
between systems. The versioning problem occurs when the definition of an arche-
type changes, e.g. in the number of fields. Batch conversion of data from one ver-
sion to the next is rarely possible, which results in implementing functionality to 
handle multiple versions. Since domain knowledge is extracted from the software 
and moved into the archetype definition, ideally version interpretation should be 
added to the archetype definition too. This however, significantly increases the 
complexity of the archetype definition.
Data exchange between systems gives rise to problems in the integration of similar 
data created with different archetypes (e.g. how to compare blood pressure data 
created with two different archetypes).
Although the archetype concept is not yet qualified as a standard, it has all the 
potential to become one. The CeN/TC251 Workgroup 1 is working closely with 
the openehr team to integrate the archetype concept in 13606. Both CeN/TC251 
and hL7 have their own version of these data structures which are called General-
Purpose Information Components (GPICs) [14] and Common Message element 
Types (CMeTs) [15], respectively. Currently there is collaboration between CeN and 
hL7 on GPICs and CMeTs to define a harmonized set of data types.
As stated, our implementation of archetypes is very simplified. yet, it is powerful 
enough to prove its flexibility. Further flexibility should be proven by the ease of 
the change of domain from stroke to hematology.

5.3 REUSE OF (OPEn SOURCE) COmPOnEntS

reuse of open source components greatly reduced the time necessary to develop 
our system. They also helped avoiding reinventing the wheel, one of our goals.
We even contributed some improvements and extensions to the OpeneMed 
project.
The software in its current setup has shown its robustness during development 
and usage since there has never been any point in time where the PIDS servers 
or the COAS servers crashed due to software errors. In fact, the only reboots were 
performed due to external conditions.
The flexibility of the software was demonstrated by the fact that we have built an 
entirely different ehr based on the same components as the original authors of 
OpeneMed with only minor extensions that were generic enough to be incorpo-
rated into the original code. Furthermore, the original authors have already built 
several ehr systems for several domains based on the same components.
Open source is often provided as the ultimate solution for vendor lock-in, security 
risks and lack of quality. There is not a single company with its own priorities; the 
source code is available for study of potential risks and generally, the open source 
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community responds more quickly to problems and feature requests. In general, 
this is true, but it only holds for the larger communities. When the community is 
small and/or the project is not financially supported, the priorities and the devel-
opment speed of the community are much less flexible.

5.4 FIRSt EXPERIEnCES In PRACtICE

The implemented version was evaluated by a team of four users, a physiotherapist, 
a speech therapist and two coordinators. evaluation was done in an informal lab 
setting where all four where equipped with a laptop with a GPrS Internet connec-
tion. After a short introduction (less than half an hour) on the use of the laptop, 
the software to manage the GPrS connection and the system, they were all able 
to log in to the system, enter data, and review each others data. This session lasted 
approximately 3 h in total.
Some observations were made:

The system performed well in handling multi-user access. There were no crash-•	
es due to invalid data entry and all data entered by a user was correctly retriev-
able by the others.
The users were quickly able to find the relevant information, even the least •	
experienced person.
Sometimes the performance of the system was very low. We were not able •	
to reproduce that using another PC with a fixed (i.e. not mobile) broadband 
connection simultaneously. Further investigation of the quality of the GPrS 
connection is ongoing.
Userfriendliness had sometimes suffered from the attempt to be as precise as •	
possible. The most prominent example is the way the users had to enter a date: 
the system was built to accept only a full date (consisting of day, month and 
year) in a fixed format, while the users preferred to use various formats, and/or 
incomplete dates and have the system convert it to the correct full date.

These observations show that the system is stable enough for everyday use and 
the concept of simulating the existing paper forms provides a smooth transition 
for inexperienced users to get familiar with the system. It is common for users to 
change or further specify requirements once they get to use the actual system, so 
comments on the system were anticipated. Overall they liked the system; the date 
example mentioned above was merely due to a misunderstanding from both par-
ties: the developers forgot to take practicality into account by insisting on very pre-
cise date stamps, while the users did not realize that web applications using hTML 
in standard browsers cannot implement all user friendly features of a stand-alone 
application. The form definition design proved not to be flexible enough.



While the users started to use the laptops in a live situation, we decided to start on 
a next version of the software. This version should remove the problem of the form 
definition, add some extra user-friendly features and enhance performance.
One form definition integrated the query definition for the servers and the screen 
representation of a form for both retrieval and data entry. The latter proved to be 
too restricting. It was not possible to define different layouts for retrieval and data 
entry without increasing the complexity of various parts of the software.
The Apache Cocoon framework provides an approach that addresses these issues.

“Apache Cocoon is a web development framework built around the concepts 
of separation of concerns (making sure people can interact and collaborate on 
a project, without stepping on each others toes) and component-based web 
development.” (http://cocoon.apache.org/).

It uses the notion of “pipelines” to transform XML documents into various output 
formats, ranging from hTML to PDF to Microsoft excel spreadsheets. Cocoon’s 
flexibility shows in the possibilities to handle any kind of XML-ized source (e.g. re-
sults of a query to a database) and the ability to combine pipelines.
Part of Cocoon is a flexible framework for defining input forms that can solve the 
problems with the inflexible form definition and the user friendliness issues de-
scribed above. Cocoon’s separation of concerns provided a framework to further 
separate the various kernel parts as described in § 4.2.2.
After evaluating the version based on Cocoon, we will start on implementing 
the second domain (hematology). For this domain the DSS connection will be 
implemented and the PIDS server needs an interface to the hospital information 
system.
rAD and possibly a more functional implementation of LQS will be implemented 
subsequently.
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Evaluation

1 Introduction

The previous chapters described the general architecture and the implementation 
considerations for ProperWeb. ProperWeb was designed to be a generic system 
that can be configured to meet the requirements of a specific electronic health 
record (ehr) for a particular group of patients. In the Proper project two applica-
tion domains were planned for: cerebrovascular accident (CVA) and Leukemia. The 
CVA application has been used to assess the main principles of ProperWeb. The 
Leukemia domain was used to address the issues around decision support and the 
link between ehr and the decision support system, in both technical and semantic 
sense.
The scope of this chapter is to describe the two implementation versions of 
ProperWeb that were developed over time and their evaluation by users from the 
CVA domain.
First, the clinical context is described in which ProperWeb-CVA was expected to 
operate. Next, the two different implementations will be described in more detail. 
The following section provides a description of the three different evaluations that 
have been made of the main principles of ProperWeb. This chapter ends with a 
discussion of the findings and the lessons that could be learned from this study.

2 Context of PropeRWeb-CVA

When the Proper project started, the intention was to collaborate with a more 
clinically oriented CVA project [1] that ran in parallel. The scope of the clinical CVA 
project was to investigate whether specific CVA patients could be treated in their 
home environment directly after their discharge from the hospital, rather than in a 
rehabilitation care facility. The role of ProperWeb-CVA was to support the caregiv-
ers in this project. Several disciplines are involved in this kind of home care: speech 
therapists, physical therapists, a CVA nurse and a care coordinator to name a few. 
ProperWeb-CVA was intended to support the communication among these vari-
ous caregivers, primarily by providing access to a shared ehr. It was also expected 
to be available both within and outside the hospital. In the hospital, the patient 
data would be entered in the system prior to discharge. The home care providers 
would be able to view this clinical information and enter their own new data and 
observations in the record as soon as they started to treat the patient at home.
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Prior to the project, it was estimated that yearly approximately 300 patients in the 
catchment area of our academic hospital, the Maastricht Academic hospital (azM), 
would suffer from a CVA, of which 200 would be admitted to the hospital. half of 
these 200 hospitalized patients were expected to receive home care. To be includ-
ed in the clinical CVA project, at least two different disciplines had to be involved in 
the treatment of the patient. With this setting in mind, work was started along two 
lines: a further analysis of the situation and the implementation of the ProperWeb 
design.

As described in Tange et al. [2] the existing situation was investigated using a com-
bination of methods:

First, daily practice was observed, which varied from observing the practice of •	
nurses to attending meetings where patients were discussed.
Second, the paper-based shared patient record for stroke rehabilitation that •	
was introduced in the clinical CVA project was examined and described in 
detail.
Third, the results from the first two activities were discussed and validated •	
in open-ended interviews with some key persons. In the home-care setting, 
these persons were the team coordinator, a physical therapist, a speech thera-
pist, an occupational therapist, and a community nurse.

The care process was described as a flowchart. The desired functionality of the ehr 
was described in UML use cases.

Based on these use cases and additional discussions with a care coordinator the 
decision was made to implement in ProperWeb-CVA a set of forms of the shared 
paper-based record. This paper-based record was kept and updated at the patient’s 
home.
The paper-based record was only partially used in the clinical CVA project. reasons 
for not using were double recording (in both the paper record and the care pro-
vider’s own system) and poor availability (the shared record had to stay with the 
patient). [2] The intention of the ProperWeb-CVA system was to eliminate as many 
drawbacks of the paper-based record as possible, such as the availability issue and 
preferably the double recording. Timeliness of information, the availability of the 
information to the team members would also improve. More specifically: discharge 
information would be available to the team members before the first encounter 
with the patient.

The Dutch heart Foundation has issued guidelines to be used when treating CVA 
patients [3]. The multidisciplinary team decided to implement these guidelines 
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gradually in the process, starting with a subset that focused on communication [2]. 
It was not possible to convert the guidelines to a computational version due to the 
nature of the guidelines. In general, the guidelines described that other disciplines 
were to be informed in a timely manner. This could not be implemented in a deci-
sion support component per se, but was the general function of the ProperWeb 
system. This removed the necessity of implementing a decision support compo-
nent for the CVA application in the first implementation.

3 PropeRWeb implementations

As described in chapters 3 and 4, the ProperWeb software is based on open source 
components, implementing standards. The OpeneMed project [4] provided open 
source implementations of the OMG CorbaMed specifications such as the Patient 
Identification Service (PIDS) [5] and the Clinical Observation Access Service (COAS) 
[6], which are discussed more elaborately in chapter 3. The ProperWeb software 
is web-based to allow easy access from multiple locations. The multidisciplinary 
team would be provided with a laptop with Internet access to allow them access to 
the patient’s record while visiting the patient, but also in other locations and time 
frames.
The system had to be used as a shared ehr record, unfortunately without integra-
tion with the various systems already in use by the team members, since none of 
these systems was open enough to make a connection.

3.1 ARCHItECtURE

Figure 9 shows the architecture of ProperWeb. In ProperWeb-CVA , several com-
ponents were not implemented. As stated before, the DSS component was not 
necessary. The OpeneMed implementation of the resource Access Decision (rAD) 
was under development and not stable enough for use, which led to the deci-
sion to postpone the implementation in ProperWeb. The implementation of the 
Lexicon Query Service (LQS) component was also not stable enough for use. The 
functionality of retrieving archetypes was therefore implemented in the middle 
tier as discussed below.

3.2 COmPOnEntS

3.2.1 PIdS
The PIDS implementation of OpeneMed was used, which provided a nearly com-
plete implementation of the OMG PIDS specification. The available implementa-
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tion was found to be suffi  cient to meet the requirements of the CVA clinical service 
and of ProperWeb.
The PIDS component is launched as a COrBA service. The OpeneMed components 
provide connections to several databases, including hSQLDB [7]. The hSQLDB da-
tabase has a small footprint and is available as open source, which was the reason 
for choosing it in ProperWeb.
Two instances of the PIDS service are used by ProperWeb; one for the patient infor-
mation and one for the health care provider information.
A PIDS profi le consists of traits. As stated in chapter 4 traits can be a simple key-
value pair or a composition of several traits. The notion of care team was imple-
mented using the Patientrelation trait. Although the OpeneMed implementation 
supported the use of composite traits (i.e. traits consisting of traits), additional 
code was needed to implement search and manipulation functionality of these 
composite traits. This code, developed by the author, was subsequently accepted 
and adopted by the OpeneMed community.
The Patientrelation trait defi nes the relation between the health care provider and 
the patient as well as the start and end date of the relation. The role subtrait was 
used to describe the profession of the provider and therefore the Patientrelation 
trait was added to the provider PIDS, not the patient PIDS.
The code to support composite traits was the only major change in the OpeneMed 
code. It was suffi  cient to modify settings in the confi guration fi le to adjust PIDS to 
the ProperWeb environment.

FIguRE 9  Architecture of PropeRWeb, PIDS = Patient Identifi cation Service, COAS = Clinical Observation Access Service, LQS = Lexicon 

Query Service, RAD = Resource Access Decision, DSS = Decision Support Service.
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3.2.2 COAS
The COAS implementation of OpeneMed was also used. The original OMG speci-
fication of COAS provided only read access. The OpeneMed team had extended 
the implementation by adding write access as well. This implementation provided 
enough functionality to meet this project’s requirements.
The COAS component was also launched as a COrBA service, also using an hSQLDB 
database. Like the PIDS component, it was sufficient to modify the COAS configura-
tion file to adjust COAS to the project environment.

3.2.3 Archetypes and forms
Based on user interviews the decision was made to implement the existing paper 
forms with only minor variations. This resulted in a collection of thirteen forms, 
each consisting of independent elements. The elements were implemented as 
archetypes.
As described in more detail in the chapters 3 and 4, the archetype approach is 
based on the idea that the underlying database implements a generic data model 
(reference model). The archetypes are used to specify the clinical concepts by con-
straining this data model. This is commonly referred to as a dual model approach. 
[8]
The data model was based on the COAS specifications. COAS specifies observa-
tions (ObsData) as entities (see chapter 4). An ObsData structure consists of quali-
fiers (ObsQualifier), holding metadata such as authors and timestamps, ObsValues, 
defining key-value pairs, and/or ObsData structures.
The archetypes were mapped onto COAS observations. Forms were used to group 
instances of archetypes at a form level for data entry, editing and overview. The 
forms were also mapped onto COAS observations.

Our implementation of archetypes tried to follow the specifications that were 
available at the time, as closely as possible. At the time, only a rudimentary ker-
nel, written in eiffel, was available that could interpret the notation in which 
the archetypes were written. This notation was later extended to become the 
Archetype Definition Language [9]. Since the kernel did not provide all the func-
tionality necessary for the ProperWeb system and since the majority of the ar-
chetypes necessary for the CVA domain were not available and had to be defined 
in this project, the decision was made to write custom archetype definitions in 
XML and write a custom parser.
Development was started with the simplest possible implementation with the in-
tention to increase complexity when necessary.
each archetype was defined by an XML structure with a name and a data type. 
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When relevant a format was added to a data type, in particular to represent dates.
For each form, a separate XML file was created that defined the elements (i.e. arche-
types) and the display information. The display information would define the dis-
play label and the input format as well as additional help information. A form could 
have multiple instances, similar to multiple sheets of a paper form. An instance is 
created when the user selects ‘new form’.

each form definition shared the same set of metadata:
Start and end timestamp of the observation•	
Timestamp of the data entry•	
Author of the observation (i.e. the person responsible)•	
Creator of the data (i.e. the person performing the data entry)•	

The choice of metadata was based on OpeneMed examples that were used in real-
time scenarios as well as the assumption that the observation could be done at a 
different time by a different person than the person entering the data on the obser-
vation in the system. Although the timestamp of the observation was stored at ele-
ment (i.e. archetype) level, it was assumed that the observations of a set, combined 
in a form, were obtained at the same time, therefore allowing the users to enter the 
timestamp of the observation once, at form level.

3.2.4 middle tier version 1
The middle tier, as shown in Figure 9, consists of three components: the middle-
ware, the kernel and the presentation layer. The middleware component consists 
mainly of the standard COrBA services, such as the naming service and the trader 
(the central services to locate connected services). The OpenOrB open source im-
plementation was used.
The kernel was implemented in Java, using plain Java classes. The kernel provided 
the connection with the PIDS and COAS services and managed the conversion of 
the queries and the results. The results were passed to the presentation layer as a 
DOM7 tree.
The presentation layer was implemented in Java Server pages (JSP). It converted 
the query results to hTML by applying an XSL style sheet and adding the more 
static page elements such as the demographic data of the selected patient and the 
menu in the sidebar.
The form definition files specified not only the archetypes that are used by the 

7 The Document Object Model (DOM) is a generic, hierarchical, object oriented representation of an 
XML structure.
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form, but defined also the display and data entry presentation of each included 
archetype.

After starting the system, the kernel reads all the definition files of the archetypes 
and of the forms. In memory, object trees are built of a generic archetype and of a 
generic form. The form object tree is modified to reflect a specific form and popu-
lated with the archetype object trees, copied and modified based on the arche-
types specified in the form definition.
Depending on the request (i.e. data entry or data retrieval), the archetype objects 
are left empty or are populated with the information retrieved from the database 
by the COAS component.
To accommodate users, when a new form instance was requested of a form with 
existing instances, the most recent instance was retrieved to pre-populate the new 
instance. In all cases the metadata of the form and the archetype objects are preset 
to reasonable values such as the current date and time for both the observation 
and the data entry and the name of the logged in user as both author and creator.
A data storage request results in a pruning of the form object tree, to remove emp-
ty archetype objects and a subsequent extraction and conversion of the informa-
tion to a COAS structure, which is subsequently stored in the database. The object 
tree of the form itself is also stored but contains only references to the archetype 
objects.
Multiple instances of a form are allowed, analogous to the existence of multiple 
copies of the same paper form. The most recent instance hides all prior instances. 
This mechanism supports an audit trail that prohibits deletion of information.

After logging in, the user would search for a patient, by entering demographic 
information in a search window. The system queries the patient PIDS server and 
displays a list of patients that satisfy the query. After selecting a patient, the most 
recent value of the stroke meeting form was retrieved and displayed. The stroke 
meeting form definition contains a set of elements (i.e. archetypes) that describe 
discharge information of the patient for the multidisciplinary team. Users could 
then select the appropriate form from the list in the sidebar. For each form, they 
could select a list of all available form instances, a new instance of the form for data 
entry, or the most recent instance of the form.
Figure 10 shows an instance of the stroke meeting form in the first version of 
ProperWeb.

3.2.5 middle tier version 2
During the test phase of the first version, the software was redesigned to address 
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some usability issues. These consisted mainly of a performance problem and some 
issues in the presentation layer, which are discussed in more detail in § 7.3.
In this version, the kernel and the presentation layer were rewritten using the 
Apache Cocoon Framework [10]. The use of Cocoon was expected to solve these 
usability issues. Cocoon provided much of the required front-end functionality 
that had required coding in the first version out of the box. Since Cocoon was de-
veloped specifically to be a framework for web applications, it already contained 
functionality to easily configure and manipulate input forms and to query, retrieve 
and publish information from various data sources. The available functionality was 
used as much as possible. Cocoon did not support PIDS or COAS services; there-
fore, the appropriate classes from the first version were adjusted to the require-
ments of Cocoon.
This version was not only adjusted to use Cocoon, but also introduced some ad-
ditional changes to be more compliant to the objective of domain independence, 
as described below.

FIguRE 10  Screenshot of the first version of PropeRWeb, showing the stroke meeting form, 1=Patient information from the Patients 

PIDS server, 2=functions on the PIDS servers, 3=forms, stored in the COAS server, 4=metadata at form level and at archetype 

level, 5=archetype, 6=available form instances.
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3.2.5.1 Increased domain independence
The Java code was rewritten to be more generic and less domain dependent. For 
example: version 1 had classes defining patient, gender and patient relation. In the 
second version, they merely followed the PIDS definitions of person and traits. This 
version also created a more prominent separation between the code that handled 
the connection with the PIDS and COAS services and the code that handled the 
internal representation of the forms and the persons.

3.2.5.2 Separation of domain model and presentation layer
A more clear separation was made between domain model definition and presenta-
tion layer definition. The archetype definitions were moved into a separate file, rep-
resenting the domain model. The archetype definition was extended with possible 
values. The form definition file was reduced to a list of references of the included 
archetypes and served as a template for instances (which in principle would permit 
any given archetype to be re-used across multiple templates and therefore forms).
In the presentation layer, as much functionality as possible from the Cocoon frame-
work was used. The data entry format was separated from the display format of the 
forms. The data entry format was built using the CForms [11] configuration files, 
while the display definition used the JXTemplate [12] configuration format. CForms 
is introduced later in this chapter in § 7.3.1. JXTemplate is a generator that allows 
the use of Java and JavaScript objects to be used in a web page. Both formats sim-
plified the definition of the layout of the forms.

3.2.5.3 Revisions
This version also introduced the notion of revisions. In the first version, a form could 
have multiple instances, but it was unclear if these instances were in fact the result 
of multiple data entry and save operations of a single data set (i.e. a single sheet 
of the corresponding paper form, which is edited several times) or of multiple data 
sets (i.e. multiple paper sheets). This was corrected in the second version by adding 
the edit functionality to forms and the creation of versions. If the user selected new 
to create a new form, a new instance of the selected form was created. Selecting 
edit would create a new version of the selected instance.
While the first version of ProperWeb would list all available instances of a particu-
lar form, the second version only showed the most recent version of all available  
instances, therefore correctly following the concept of the paper forms. The revi-
sion was determined at the archetype level, i.e. a new version of a form would be 
created if at least one of its elements was modified. Only the modified element 
would have a new version, the version of the other elements would remain the 
same.
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3.2.5.4 Additional functionality
Based on user feedback one form was divided into two forms (see Table 2).
Finally, the layout of the web pages was changed to optimize the use of screen real 
estate. A context-related menu was visible on the right hand side, providing the 
available functions, such as new, edit, view and print. The latter would create a view 
optimized for printing, with the intention to avoid manual copying of the data in 
the paper-based record.

The use of the system remained the same, although the available functions were 
selectable in the right sidebar. An extra function to display changes since the user’s 
last login was also available. Figure 11 shows a screenshot of the second version 
of ProperWeb. The form shown here is the updated version of the one shown in 
Figure 10.
Appendix B shows an example of the various definition files. Version 2 of ProperWeb 
was deployed towards the end of the trial.

TABlE 2  Implemented forms, ‘# visits’ refers to the number of times the forms are retrieved in the PropeRWeb application

Form Description Discipline # items # visits

Stroke meeting Discharge information General 21 60

Home situation Information on the home situation of 

the patient

General 25 19

Care goals Goals for the various disciplines General 8 23

Signaling Test form for signaling various problems General 26 3

Reports Information by various care providers, not 

necessarily a team member

General 1 15

Appointments Appointments of the patient with vari-

ous care providers, not necessarily team 

members

General 1 1

Communication Questions and answers to/from other 

team members

General 3 21

Care plan Frequency and care of other, non team 

members

General 6 3

Medication Medication prescription and administra-

tion information

General 1 3

Aphasia Test form for aphasia Speech therapist 46 0

Dysarthria Test form for dysarthria Speech therapist 58 6

Functional Ambulation 

Categories (FAC)

Test form for FAC tests Physio therapist 14 11

Berg Balance Scale Test form for the Berg Balance Scale Physio therapist 16 2
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4 Evaluation methods

Three evaluations were performed:
1 Analysis of the use pattern of the ProperWeb-CVA system,
2 Qualitative analysis of the usability of the ProperWeb-CVA system,
3 Technical assessment of the system

From a developers perspective•	
Use of services•	
Separation of concerns•	
Archetypes•	

From a reusability point of view•	
Various implementations•	
Archetypes•	
Tools•	

FIguRE 11  Screenshot of the second version of PropeRWeb showing the same strokemeeting form, 1=Patient information from 

the Patients PIDS server, 2=functions on the PIDS servers, 3=forms, stored in the COAS server, 4=metadata at form level 

(archetype level is hidden), 5=archetype, 6=context menu. Form instances are selected in an overview screen, prior to this 

screen.
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Analysis of the use pattern should give an indication of the usefulness of the system 
to the users. This analysis was conducted by reviewing the information entered in 
the system by test users. It was not possible to evaluate the completeness of the 
data entered, because there was no reference on paper or otherwise available to 
the researcher. Therefore, only the forms with instances were counted.
The second analysis focused on how useful the test users themselves found the 
system. For this analysis, each participant was interviewed. The interviewer was not 
the developer, to allow the interviewees to speak freely. Users were asked which 
version they used and their experiences with the system. Appendix A shows the 
mind map that was used to guide the interview. The interviews were transcribed 
and subsequently analyzed with a focus on the user’s appreciation of the usability 
of the software, the availability of the information (i.e. the benefits of having the 
patient information available) and the perceived differences between both ver-
sions of the software.
The third evaluation focused on the technical assessment of the software, from a 
developer’s perspective and from a reusability point of view. The intention was to 
analyze the technical choices made and whether it was possible to create an ap-
plication for a different domain and evaluate the amount of effort necessary.
Three different persons, with different levels of computer skills and different levels 
of knowledge of the software, were asked to configure the second version of the 
system for a different domain.

TABlE 3  Forms entered 

U1 and U4 are care coordinators, U3 is speech therapist, U2 is physiotherapist (between brackets are the number of forms 

entered).

PatientID No of forms entered users entering data

122 0

62 1 U4

104 2 U1

105 3 U1

142 1 U1

103 5 U1 (1), U2 (4)

23 3 U1 (2), U4 (1)

82 2 U1

2 2 U1

102 1 U1
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5 use pattern analysis

The first version of the system was tested by four test users who were provided 
with a laptop, equipped with a GPrS card, graciously donated by the Vodafone 
Netherlands Foundation. The four test users were two care coordinators, a speech 
therapist and a physiotherapist.
They received a training of two hours. During the training, they could familiarize 
themselves with the laptop, the use of the GPrS connection and the application. 
The developer was available for explanations and questions. The software was de-
ployed on a server located at the Medical Informatics department of the Maastricht 
University.
The second version was tested by one care coordinator.

5.1 RESUltS

Twelve forms8 were implemented in the system for the CVA application. Of these 
forms, two were specifically intended for the physiotherapist, two were specifically 
intended for the speech therapist. The remaining eight were general forms for reg-
istering information necessary for the entire team. Table 2 shows the list of forms 
with a description and the relation to the discipline.
Ten patients were included in the clinical CVA project in a period of 10 months, and 
the evaluation therefore focused on the user experience of ProperWeb for these 
ten patients (the reasons for this low number of patients are discussed in § 5.2). 
Three out of four users entered data. The speech therapist did not use the system, 
because she was not part of the care team of the included patients. Table 3 shows 
the results. On three occasions a form was entered multiple times, but counted as 
one instance, for the following reasons:

The information was identical;•	
The timestamps of the data entry were not more than a few minutes apart;•	

The first version of the software (used to create this information) did not support 
an edit function, while the new function created a new form instance preset to the 
previously entered data of the most recent form instance.
We therefore assume that the users either accidentally or for safety created mul-
tiple instances of the same information set.
The main user was one of the care coordinators (U1). She had entered almost all 
information. Information was entered by the physiotherapist (U2) for only two 
patients.
Table 2 shows the number of visits of the various forms. The forms used most are 

8 In version 1, Careplan and Medication were combined in one form.
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the forms that focus on communication between the team members and the 
discharge form. The low overall numbers can be explained by the fact that there 
were no frequent visits to the patients, and by a pattern of looking up information 
around the time of visiting the patient.
In ProperWeb-CVA version 2, functionality was added to show users what informa-
tion was added or changed since their last session in the system.

5.2 dISCUSSIOn

Although original estimates were for eight to ten patients per month, on average 
only one patient per month qualified for inclusion in the Proper CVA project. The 
main reasons for the low number were:

As stated before the Proper project worked in partnership with a more clinical-•	
ly oriented CVA project. The intention was to support the care of the patients 
included in the clinical CVA project with the ProperWeb system. however, 
since patients were only included in the CVA project when they needed help 
from at least two therapists from different disciplines, a large percentage of the 
CVA patients was not included in the CVA project and therefore not available 
for the Proper project.
In the initial trial only four laptops were available for use. Two care coordi-•	
nators, a physiotherapist and a speech therapist were included in the trial. 
This resulted in the inclusion of only patients who were included by the CVA 
project and who received treatment of at least two of the users. Unfortunately 
none of the patients included were treated by the speech therapist during 
the trial period, which explains why the speech therapist (U3) has not used 
the system.
At the start of the project, patients were discharged to their home environ-•	
ment. This situation changed just after the user trial started. The new strategy 
was to discharge patients to a triage department in a nursing clinic. From the 
triage department fewer people, who needed less care, were discharged to 
their home environment. The rest moved to different departments in the nurs-
ing clinic.

6 Qualitative analysis of the usability of the system

6.1 OVERAll ASSESSmEnt

The ProperWeb software was considered useful and allowed easy navigation to 
the correct information. The users agreed that the forms covered all the relevant 
information about the patient. One person even remarked that it was too much 
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information, even though the system was a copy of the paper forms used.
All users informed us of a new system that was to be implemented in the near 
future. The system would not have any medical information, but merely served as 
a patient tracking system. The interviewed users all stressed that the ProperWeb 
software was more useful to them.
Although the neurology department of the hospital initially agreed to provide the 
discharge information, they were no longer able to do so when the trial started, 
due to changes of the key persons as well as changes in the hospital’s security and 
privacy policies. They could only provide discharge information on paper to the 
primary care coordinator. This effectively reduced the usefulness of the system, be-
cause all discharge information had to be entered by hand and became available 
only after the actual discharge of the patient, rather than slightly before.
however, not the timing but the effort needed to manually enter the information 
was considered a problem. This issue was further aggravated by the inability to 
connect the ProperWeb system to the respective systems of the various users and 
various special purpose registry systems, thus forcing them to enter information 
in two and sometimes three different systems. During the design phase, attempts 
were made to cooperate with the vendors of the various systems already in use. 
These attempts failed due to the very defensive attitude of some vendors (one ven-
dor flatly refused) and the fact that at least one system had no import or export 
functionality at all. even cooperation from the vendor would take too much time 
to implement the functionality.
During the test period, yet another registration system, for billing purposes, was 
introduced that the care coordinator was required to use. The print feature of 
ProperWeb version 2 managed to avoid manual update of the paper record still in 
use at the patient’s home.

6.2 tECHnICAl ISSUES

During development, the software was tested frequently on a wired network con-
nection with good results. The GPrS specification showed a high enough speed for 
the intended use, which was confirmed with a test setup in various locations. GPrS 
coverage of the support area of the users was substantiated by a coverage map, 
showing 100% coverage in the Maastricht region.
Unfortunately, in daily practice, the speed often dropped and the users reported 
no GPrS coverage in certain parts of the region. The combination of a slow and 
unstable GPrS connection and a subsequent suboptimal rendering of the required 
page, confronted the users often with a timeout, which led to not being able to 
access the information or, in case of data entry, to loss of data. A work-around was 
provided by informing the users how to access the ProperWeb system from their 
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own computers with broadband Internet connections. This solved most of the per-
formance issues.
The GPrS problem and the absent connection to their own systems made them 
revert to using email as their primary digital communication method.
This, and the long development time, led to the fact that only one user (U1) has 
used the second version of the software. This version was perceived to be more 
user friendly and solved many of the previously encountered problems. however, 
the major difference in layout and colors (a clear distinction between the versions) 
could not be recalled, which is probably due to a limited number of sessions with 
the latest version.

6.3 dISCUSSIOn

Although the system was perceived as useful and user friendly, the lack of a reli-
able wireless connection and the lack of integration with the users own systems 
proved to be an unanticipated hurdle. The high-speed wireless connections that 
are currently available would probably have stimulated the users to keep using the 
system during the trial.
Bigger problems were the organizational changes that led to fewer patients to in-
clude and the larger efforts that had to be undertaken to get information into the 
system.

7 Technical assessment

7.1 USE OF SERVICES

7.1.1 PIdS
The PIDS implementation of OpeneMed was not a complete implementation of the 
OMG PIDS specifications, but provided enough functionality for the ProperWeb 
system. Before using the PIDS service with the hSQLDB database, we performed 
a scalability test by adding 1200 persons in a batch process to the PIDS server. 
Searches performed on these 1200 persons showed only a minor increase in time 
from the usual test set of 10 users. We anticipated that not more than 100 – 200 
persons would be added to the servers during the trial period; hence, the software 
would scale well enough for the purpose of this application.
The use of the PIDS service required examination of the OMG specifications rath-
er than a study of the actual source code. As an example: the name and address 
trait were defined as hL7 v2.3 strings with delimiters. This was implemented in the 
OpeneMed implementation. It took some time and additional study of the original 
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hL7 specifications to determine the specific order in which the substrings of each 
trait had to be stored.
The PIDS specification can be considered as showing the concept of a dual model 
approach: the demographic and identifying information of a person is stored in ge-
neric traits (i.e. generic building blocks), which are further specified to hold the name 
or the address of the person (i.e. specifications of demographic concepts). The hL7 
v2.3 version of the demographic information is described in detail as an example of 
a specific implemention, and is also implemented in the OpeneMed code.
Although the specification mentions the version in the name of the module 
(hL7Version2_3), there is no specific attribute to show the version in the trait itself. 
This is inconsistent with the COAS specification of a Coded element, which does 
not only specify which coding scheme is used, but also the version of the coding 
scheme.
The use of the PIDS service was straightforward and generic as it allowed for stor-
age of patients as well as care providers without code modification. In fact, the 
specification is commonly recognized as one of the best specifications on person 
identifications and therefore often implemented in various platforms. This war-
rants the continued use of the PIDS component.

7.1.2 COAS
Like the PIDS specification, the COAS specification also builds on a generic recur-
sive structure that can hold any information. The OMG COAS specification provides 
only read access, but the OpeneMed project has added edit and storage access. 
The built-in object-to-relational mapping handled the storage and retrieval from 
the underlying database. This overruled part of the built-in functionality of the da-
tabase to handle multi-user access, which subsequently had to be added to the 
COAS implementation. For ProperWeb the implementation was sufficient, but it 
would probably not scale well enough for a large population of users manipulating 
large amounts of data at the same time, due to the rudimentary implementation of 
multi-user access in COAS.
Contrary to the PIDS specification, the COAS specification is much less used and 
implemented. The advantage of the COAS specification is the generic structure 
that can hold any type of information and simplifies the exchange of information. 
however, the COAS specification is largely superseded by the format of other ex-
change formats such as archetypes and has therefore become superfluous.

7.1.3 CORBA
The implementation of COrBA in the OpeneMed services was functional enough to 
use without a deep level of understanding the inner workings. It proved to be a sta-
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ble and fast connection. Adding security could be deferred to the COrBA Security 
Services [13]. In the mean time, the general trend was away from COrBA to SOAP 
[14] and web services [15], due to the complexity of COrBA and the emerging web 
based applications, even though no security functionality was available in the web 
services protocols at the time.
Although COrBA provides a more robust technology, its complexity and the gen-
eral trend towards web services warrants a change of the ProperWeb architecture 
to web services to enable broader uptake.

7.2 ARCHEtyPES

Initially we decided to use the COAS ObsData structures to define the information. 
This posed two problems:

Although the structure was generic enough to express all concepts, it was not •	
possible to distinguish between types of structures; for example, there was no 
distinction between the concept of a form and a data element representing an 
item on that form.
More importantly, due to the read-only focus of the COAS specification, there •	
was no definition for the requirements of data entry such as the format of a 
date and a predefined set of values.

This led to the decision to adopt the concept of archetypes as proposed in the 
Gehr, Synapses and openehr projects (see chapter 2).

7.2.1 mapping
Mapping archetypes onto a COAS structure was straightforward, since they are 
both object-oriented structures. however, since the COAS structure is more generic, 
extra tags were needed to preserve the various types of structures available in the 
archetype definition. The separation between COAS structures and archetypes pro-
vided a separation between generic data storage and retrieval (COAS structures) 
and specific concept definitions (archetypes). In this context, the COAS structure 
could be considered as a very simple reference model to the archetypes.

7.2.2 localization
Archetypes were emerging at the time of the ProperWeb development. They did 
not provide any option for localization (i.e. conversion to different languages). This 
has been corrected later by adding numeric references to each element of an ar-
chetype and by adding a terminology section to describe the references in various 
languages and coding schemes.
In ProperWeb, this lack of localization was solved by adding language specific de-
scriptions to the presentation layer.
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7.2.3 modeling
As stated before, there were no CVA related archetypes available, so custom arche-
types were modeled. As there was little evidence at the time on how to model ar-
chetypes, frequent discussions were held on the smallest unit of information. Since 
there was not sufficient modeling knowledge available in the test users, simple 
key-value pairs of unrelated items were defined initially. In hindsight some of the 
items that were modeled as separate archetypes, could have been grouped to-
gether, such as type and location of the CVA.
The same evolution in grouping and modeling can be seen in the archetype mod-
eling community. A trend is visible towards grouping medical concepts that are of-
ten used together such as height and weight, even thought they represent distinct 
and unrelated concepts.

7.2.4 Reusability
Archetypes promote reusability by structuring an independent medical concept. 
The ProperWeb application demonstrated this by reusing archetypes both within 
a single application and across applications.

7.2.5 Forms and templates
During the development of ProperWeb, the need was felt to group archetypes into 
logical sets and to separate the presentation layer from the archetype definition. In 
hindsight, this implementation of forms was a very preliminary implementation of 
the templates of the openehr community [16]. The latter groups archetypes into 
logical sets and presets various elements of an archetype to a default that is rel-
evant for the anticipated context. The current view is to use templates, not arche-
types as a base for the presentation layer, which conforms to the use of forms in the 
ProperWeb system.

7.3 ImPlEmEntAtIOn OF PROPERWEB

7.3.1 User-friendliness
As described in § 3 the initial version of ProperWeb was based on components im-
plementing PIDS and COAS. The front end was based entirely on Java Server Pages 
(JSP). Initial testing by the test users revealed that the software did not provide the 
expected user friendliness that was anticipated by the users. As an example: users 
expected various short hand notations available for entering a date, similar to the 
desktop versions of their own ehr systems. ProperWeb only accepted one specific 
format of a date.
The CForms module of the Apache Cocoon Framework, on which the second ver-
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sion of ProperWeb was based, provided flexible and user-friendly data entry wid-
gets that would provide more of the requested flexibility.
An additional advantage of the use of the CForms module was that it enforced 
separate definition files for presentation and for the data model (archetypes). This 
contributed further to the realization of a domain agnostic/generic ehr system.

7.3.2 Performance
The performance of the first version was sometimes insufficient. This was mostly 
experienced when the application was used on the laptop with a GPrS connection. 
The most prominent reason was the slow connection, but another issue was the 
build time of the pages. The first version, using JSP, built every page from scratch 
every time it was accessed, using a Document Object Model (DOM) [17] for the 
content transformation. The DOM creates an in-memory tree of the XML structure. 
It provides functionality to manipulate the tree to a great extent. Its counterpart 
is the Simple API for XML (SAX) [18], which processes an XML structure in a serial 
manner. Although the DOM is more flexible it is known that a DOM transformation 
is slow, compared to a SAX transformation.

Cocoon had optimized page rendering by implementing caching and SAX trans-
formations. Cocoon’s caching mechanism provided a better performance out of 
the box than the first version of ProperWeb. The second version of ProperWeb 
could provide web pages with a minor delay even on a slow connection.

7.3.3 Authentication
Another issue that emerged during the trial of the first version of ProperWeb was 
the authentication component. Due to the stateless nature of the hTTP protocol, 
sessions are introduced to track the state of the user between various web pages. 
Sessions also hold authentication information to determine whether the user is 
allowed access to the page. The JSP authentication component was a simple im-
plementation of the authentication tracking mechanism, while Cocoon provided 
an elaborate, yet easy to configure authentication module with automatic session 
timeout.
This allowed the development of a much more stable and much better performing 
application.

Feedback during the trial period from the care coordinator who used it, showed that 
the second version of ProperWeb solved the initial problems of the first version.
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7.3.4 Code reuse
Although a large part of the first version was rewritten to use Cocoon, the major-
ity of the changes concerned the presentation layer. The design of the kernel as a 
whole was not altered, although the internal components were more prominently 
separated. The code to connect to the PIDS and COAS components had the small-
est code changes.

There were also drawbacks. The major topics being the steep learning curve of 
PIDS, COAS, the inner workings of Cocoon and the requirement to connect Cocoon 
to the existing back end of PIDS and COAS components. The latter required custom 
developed code to connect Cocoon to the components and handle the objects 
passed between Cocoon and the OrB services. Although Cocoon was quite flex-
ible and the connection was successfully implemented, the steep learning curve 
required a considerable amount of time to finish the second version.

7.4 SEPARAtIOn OF COnCERnS

The essence of Separation of Concerns (SoC) is the alignment of logical functional-
ity with component boundaries to improve stability, flexibility and design of the 
system [19]. SoC provides an important base for our objective of developing a ge-
neric system. Using the experience of version 1 SoC was improved in version 2 in 
several ways:

The connection between the kernel and the PIDS and COAS services was made •	
more explicit.
The references to (demographic) domain concepts such as ‘gender’ and ‘name’ •	
were removed in favor of more generic terms such as ‘trait’ and ‘person’.
The form definition was separated into a domain related definition, a compo-•	
sition of archetypes, and a presentation related definition — the display and 
data entry configurations.
Forms and archetype instances and versions were introduced to distinguish •	
between new data sets and edited data sets, respectively.
The GUI definition was further separated into data display and data entry. In •	
hindsight, the definition should have been on both the form and the arche-
type level, rather than just on the form level, since the latter obstructs an easy 
reuse of an archetype in a different form.

7.5 EASE OF REUSE

The system was designed with reuse as one of the main requirements. The objec-
tive was to make the software agnostic to the domain and define a data model (i.e. 
archetypes) and forms in files that were interpreted, rather than hard-coded.
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To develop a new application with the second version of the ProperWeb system, a 
set of configuration files was needed. This set consisted of:

A single XML file containing definitions of all archetypes (data model).•	
A single XML file per form with references to all the relevant archetypes (com-•	
positions of archetypes).
Four XML files per form, one for the display definition and three for the data •	
entry configuration of the Cocoon CForms module (presentation layer).

examples of these files can be found in Appendix B.

To test the reusability, three persons implemented a new domain in a separate 
setup of the software (version 2). These persons built an MrSA registration applica-
tion, a proof of concept for a clinical trial on cardiology treatments and a patient 
record for AML patients at the hematology department in the hospital.
All users used an XML-editor (Oxygen XML as a plug-in for the eclipse editor) to cre-
ate the set of configuration files.
The various implementations will be discussed.

7.5.1 mRSA registration application
The intention of the MrSA registration application was to register the admission of 
foreign patients in several hospitals in the Maastricht region along with informa-
tion on the presence or absence of MrSA. The objective of the trial implementation 
was to evaluate the ease of implementation of a different domain application.
The application consisted of four forms, each containing 6 to 10 data elements. The 
application was built by a person (P2) familiar with software development.
After about two hours of explanation of the software and the syntax of the configu-
ration files by the developer, P2 was able to start to write the required archetypes 
and forms specific to the application. P2 needed two short follow-up meetings to 
solve and/or clarify issues and was able to finish the application in a day.

7.5.2 Clinical trial
The intention of the clinical trial application was two-fold. It was built as a proof 
of concept, to validate the completeness of ProperWeb as an ehr system. It also 
helped the trial coordinator to elicit requirements for the registration system that 
was eventually used for the clinical trial.
The implementation consisted of a single form that contained the inclusion and 
exclusion criteria. For each criterion the user could answer yes, no or unknown.
A JavaScript file was added to the form definition files that contained the algorithm 
to decide on the inclusion or exclusion of the patient.
Since this application was developed by the developer herself (P1), no additional 
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explanation was necessary. The form was finished in 4 to 6 hours, including the 
JavaScript.
The clinical trial was designed as a multi-center trial. This required a more rigorous 
access control mechanism than available in the current ProperWeb implementa-
tion. This made the ProperWeb implementation unfit for use, but it provided the 
elicitation of the actual requirements regarding access control in the clinical trial.

7.5.3 Hematology application
The intention of the hematology application was to provide an ehr system tailored 
towards the AML patients that were admitted to the hematology department in 
the Maastricht Academic hospital (azM). The objective of the trial implementation 
was the evaluation of the connection of ProperWeb to a decision support system.
A study into the issues of such a connection was published in [20].
The data model was quite large. The application consisted of 25 forms with the 
number of data items ranging from 1 to 54, with a mean of seven.

The person coding this application (P3) was an average computer user, who had no 
experience in developing software. The developer spent about 2 hours explaining 
the software and the configuration files to P3, after which she was able to start writ-
ing her own files. P3 needed several follow-ups to solve and/or clarify issues.
P3 needed several days to develop the application over a period of several weeks. 
This was partly due to the larger data model, and partly due to frequent discussions 
with the future users of the application.
Unfortunately, the trial ended prematurely because the implementer changed 
jobs. All forms were implemented but the application was never tested nor was 
any connection established to a decision support system.

7.5.4 Findings on reuse
All tasks were finished successfully. The XML-editor only provided general XML syn-
tax checking, but it was up to the implementer to correctly reference the names 
of the archetypes and forms in the various files. There would be a gain in speed if 
specific editing tools were available that could assist in creating the files as well as 
reduce typing errors. Such tools would also make it possible to have less knowl-
edgeable persons build applications. This need has also been noticed in the ar-
chetype community and has lead to the development of several archetype editors 
[21, 22]. These editors allow clinical experts to develop archetypes, but focus on 
the data modeling aspect, not the presentation aspect. As said in § 7.2.5 the recent 
development of templates for archetypes [16] addresses the presentation aspect 
and has led to the development of a Template Designer [23].
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In the current system, authentication was implemented using only a user/password 
login screen and an automatic session timeout. No further authorization was imple-
mented yet. The MrSA application and the clinical trial application showed the need 
for a more fine-grained security implementation. Both applications were intended 
to be used in different clinical centers where each center was only allowed to review 
their own data. The clinical trial application required even more access roles within 
the respective centers and across the centers. It proved to be very difficult to add 
security as a separate component (rAD) to the existing software. Access restriction 
influences all layers of the software, from restricting access to data retrieved from 
the database to hiding unauthorized actions in the presentation layer.
The requirements and the underlying issues are discussed more thoroughly in 
chapter 7.

The hematology application revealed a problem that was not anticipated before. 
It turned out to be impossible to define forms that consisted of a combination of 
previously entered clinical information and new data elements. This problem was 
caused by the decision to mimic paper-based forms, leading to the assumption 
that information was only viewed and entered as a set of data elements combined 
in these forms. This was implemented in the software by defining forms as sets of 
data elements with two modes: display and data entry (i.e. the values of all data 
elements were either displayed or could be entered). Although it was theoretically 
possible to compose different forms that share data elements, it was not imple-
mented. Two issues surfaced here: a mix of display modes and the management 
of updated values. Without going into too much detail, both issues are addressed 
here to demonstrate the underlying problems.
To allow mixed display modes, where some items are editable and some are not, 
the form definition needs to be expanded to allow a display mode setting. The 
presentation layer should be adjusted to honor the display mode setting. retrieval 
of data for display might be subject to a time range. If items are too old for reliable 
display, the system should not display the items. This requires a change in the re-
trieval and display of the information, but also a change in the form definition and 
the presentation layer if the time range is selectable.
More importantly is the issue of updated value management. If an item is displayed 
in a form, a reference to the exact version of that item should be stored for future 
retrieval to avoid integrity problems when the item is updated in the mean time. 
The system should also notify the user that a more recent version of that particular 
item is available.
These issues can be partly resolved by a more generic presentation layer as de-
scribed in chapter 8.
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The clinical trial application showed that although it was easy to add a function to 
the form that performs calculations based on the values of the data elements, it 
would require a developer with considerable programming experience to correctly 
write the additional code. The calculation of the inclusion/exclusion criteria for this 
application was quite complex, but even more simple calculations such as a BMI 
would still need a programmer to develop the code.
A part of this complexity could be solved by including calculation algorithms in 
the archetype definition. These algorithms would be defined in an expression lan-
guage that can be easily converted to executable code, yet can be understood and 
used by clinical users to define the algorithm. Part of the expression language is the 
definition of references to the actual values of the relevant parts of the archetype 
or even parts of other archetypes (e.g. the weight and height values are part of dif-
ferent archetypes than the BMI calculation). Another challenge is the handling of 
missing or outdated values.
efforts in that direction are now undertaken by the openehr Foundation [9].

Functional requirements were derived from literature and “expectations”. hence, 
not all required functionalities were foreseen. Currently, standards exist (or are in 
development) that provide lists of functional and ehr requirements. Such stan-
dards would now be a good starting point for the selection of functionality in a 
new general ProperWeb implementation. [24, 25]

7.6 tOOlS

As stated before, the development speed of the applications would increase with 
the availability of appropriate tools. At the start of the ProperWeb development, 
an early version of an archetype editor was available from the openehr project. 
however, as the underlying reference model was subject to change and the output 
of the archetype editor produced eiffel classes, the software was not useful for the 
ProperWeb application. A similar editor would be necessary, that would provide 
XML documents.
An editor that could create the CForms definition files would also speed up the 
development. A combination of the two editors could provide a link between the 
archetype and the forms and their presentation layer counterparts. This issue is 
discussed in more detail in chapter 8.

7.7 dISCUSSIOn

Open source projects such as OpeneMed and Cocoon are usually started to solve 
the immediate needs of the initial developers. Both PIDS and COAS were not full 
implementations of the OMG specifications, but only the parts that were useful 
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for the project team. When an open source community grows, additional needs 
of new team members add more functionality to the code thus leading to a full 
implementation of the specifications. In this respect, the OpeneMed and Cocoon 
communities are quite different. Not only the size, but also the origin is different. 
The OpeneMed community has a few hundred members, while the Cocoon com-
munity has a few thousand members. The OpeneMed project implements stan-
dards, while the Cocoon project was started to solve a problem, complying with 
standards when relevant. The larger the community, the quicker a project grows 
in functionality.

The major advantage of open source is the access to the source code, which al-
lows verification and extension of the implementation, as occurred with the 
Patientrelation trait. In contrast, a closed source model led to the failure to imple-
ment a connection to the various systems used by the CVA trial users because of 
the defensive position of the vendors.

The flexibility of a desktop application with regard to data entry cannot be met 
by a simple web application. By adding JavaScript functions to a page, a step 
towards the flexibility of a desktop application was made, but it was not until 
AJAX [26], a framework to optimize performance and increase user friendliness 
of web applications, was created in 2005 that the gap between desktop and 
web applications began to close. With the current AJAX based frameworks a 
new type of web applications, rich Internet Applications (rIAs) [27] are now 
emerging and trying to combine the advantages of both desktop and web 
applications.

8 Conclusions

The key findings and challenges will be summarized here.

8.1 FIndInGS

8.1.1 Architecture
The componentized architecture provided a stable foundation for a generic •	
ehr system.
PIDS was implemented well in the OpeneMed component and worked well •	
in the ProperWeb system. It demonstrated the necessity of a demographic 
service.
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COAS extended with the OpeneMed create functionality served its purpose in •	
ProperWeb, but might be replaced by other structures. It demonstrated the 
necessity for a service for storage and retrieval of clinical data.
Archetypes are better suited for concept structuring than COAS ObsData •	
structures.
Separation of domain model and presentation layer revealed the need for a •	
generic GUI and additional specifications to define presentation information 
in a generic way.
The evaluation of ProperWeb has demonstrated that a successful implemen-•	
tation of a generic, domain independent, ehr system is achievable.
Archetype reusability was demonstrated by the reuse both within and across •	
applications.
An expression language should be developed to define calculations that are •	
part of archetype definitions.
Security should be integrated early in the design.•	
Security that focuses on hiding unauthorized functionality has an impact on •	
the GUI and therefore provides a challenge for a generic GUI.
Web applications have several advantages such as platform independence •	
and ubiquitous availability. recent trends such as rIAs eliminate many of the 
disadvantages.

8.1.2 Implementation/Usability
Version 2 of ProperWeb was successful in solving the usability issues and the •	
part of the performance issue.
Version 2 also contributed in the separation of concerns, which in turn contrib-•	
uted to the ease of reconfiguration.
evaluation of the trial of version 1 showed that the users were in general satis-•	
fied with the system, despite the technical problems.
The use of open source is advantageous not only because of the low cost, but •	
because of the insight in the code and therefore the opportunity to verify the 
implementation and the possibility to add additional code.
expanding the functionality of open source applications requires extensive in-•	
sight in the existing code and hence often has a steep learning curve.

8.2 CHAllEnGES

Table 4 summarizes the key challenges, their impact and the action taken to mini-
mize the impact.
Multiple changes were happening in several areas of the project: there were tech-
nical problems, changes in the care process, changes of key persons, introduction 
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of standards and guidelines by third parties, all leading to a failure to meet the 
original goal.
One avoidable problem was the omission to bind all parties involved in a formal 
way. The initial persons were all enthusiastic, but over time, most of them left the 
project due to other engagements. Their successors had different views and didn’t 
feel obliged to participate in the same way.
Also, a more agile development process would have increased user involvement. 
To be really effective, the technologies to be used should be well known as to be 
able to meet the requirement of short development and feedback cycles. In a re-
search project, such short cycles may be difficult to achieve.
There were technical problems, but more important for success or failure are the 
organizational issues. Without support and active participation, the chances of suc-
cess are slim.
Nonetheless, the objective to design a generic ehr system was met. As demon-
strated, the system could be configured for various domains without great effort. 

TABlE 4  Key challenges

Finding/Challenge Impact on the evaluation Action taken

The JSP version (version 1) showed 

some negative performance and us-

ability issues.

This contributed to the fact that the 

users reverted to the use of email as a 

means of communication.

Version 2, based on Apache Cocoon, 

was developed.

Connections to discipline dependent 

systems were not available.

This contributed to the fact that the 

users were reluctant to invest much 

effort in the system.

A print function was developed to 

substitute the relevant paper forms.

The GPRS connection was not as reli-

able as anticipated.

This contributed to the fact that the 

users reverted to email as a means of 

communication.

The users were informed on how to 

access the system from their own 

computers with a broadband Internet 

connection. This solved most perfor-

mance problems.

The partnership with the clinical CVA 

project resulted in unanticipated 

dependencies.

The change of key persons resulted in 

less cooperation to provide information 

to the system.

A care coordinator agreed to enter the 

discharge information in the system.

(idem) The change of the triage of the pa-

tients resulted in fewer patients for 

inclusion in the system.

The trial period was extended to allow 

inclusion of more patients.

External organizational changes were 

forced onto the users, such as the 

introduction of yet another registration 

system.

This doubled the required effort of the 

care coordinator.

The care coordinator was reimbursed 

for the extra hours.
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This success can also be contributed to the use of archetypes, which were easily 
configurable and reusable. Their evolution over time has solved various issues that 
were encountered during implementation such as the terminology section in the 
archetype definition and the templates.
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trends in EHR System Architectures

In this chapter, the validity of the ProperWeb architecture is studied. The choices 
for this architecture as presented in chapters 2 and 3 are compared with the litera-
ture of 2004-2007; this period starting at the time when the ProperWeb architec-
ture was piloted in the CVA domain. The study addresses four research questions, 
which are related to the four areas of the literature study of chapter 2:

Which relevant standards are currently used?•	
Which ehr system architectures are described and how do they match the •	
ProperWeb architecture?
Which requirements are added to the list we found in chapter 2?•	
Which developments have taken place with regard to user interfaces?•	

The literature review for this study was conducted with a methodology similar to 
that reported in chapter 2. It resulted in 49 relevant articles. Table 5 shows a break-
down of the articles over the four categories.

1 Results

A general trend apparent from the papers is the increased focus on interopera-
bility. The penetration of the Internet and the World Wide Web into everyday life 
provides the basic infrastructure for connecting systems. This is reflected in the 
papers, which have a more prominent focus on the issues involved in information 
exchange between systems.

TABlE 5  Division of articles in categories

Category Initial screening After consensus Articles with relevant information

Standards 15 7 4

Requirements 37 16 7

Architecture 111 51 29

User Interface 27 16 9

Total 190 90 49
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1.1 StAndARdS

The category Standards has four articles [1-4]. In the previous literature review, one 
prestandard on ehr system architecture was found, the healthcare Information 
Systems Architecture (hISA) registered as CeN eNV 12967 [5]. Also, several stan-
dards for data representation or ehr data model architecture were found. The 
most relevant are the electronic health record Communication (ehrCom, CeN-eN 
13606) [6] and the hL7 Clinical Document Architecture (CDA). [7].

1.1.1 Architectural standards
The hISA prestandard became a full standard in 2007 [8]. The Distributed healthcare 
environment (Dhe), a commercial hISA implementation, is in use in larger projects, 
such as a hospital information system in Denmark [9].
In 2007, the hL7 ehr System (ehr-S) Functional Model, release 1 specifications 
were ANSI approved [10]. These specifications provide requirements specified as a 
standardized list of functions that may be present in an ehr system. “The function 
list is described from a user perspective with the intent to enable consistent ex-
pression of system functionality.” [10] The model is divided in three sections: Direct 
Care, Supportive and Information Infrastructure. examples of each section are re-
spectively: Care Management, Administration & Financial and Security. A revision 
is underway and is expected to be open for comments and voting in 2009 in both 
hL7 and ISO.

Another standard on requirements, the ISO 18308 standard (requirements for an 
electronic health record reference Architecture), is currently also under revision 
[11].

hISA is of less relevance for the ProperWeb architecture. It provides a framework 
for integration of various IT systems in health care organizations of which the 
ehr system may be one. Of more importance are the hL7 ehr system functional 
model and the ISO 18308 standard. The hL7 standard specifies functional system 
requirements that could be implemented in the ProperWeb system. These func-
tions could be added to ProperWeb in an incremental way, dependent on the user 
needs. The requirements of 18308 are important for the architecture of the ehr 
record. These requirements should in principle be reflected in the ehr record stan-
dards like the ISO 13606 and the hL7v3 rIM and CDA standard. The consequences 
for the ProperWeb architecture are described in the next subsection.
In reflection, both the hL7 ehr system functional model release 1 and the ISO 
18308 standard would have been of value had they been available at the start of 
our developments. They could have been used to specify a more solid ehr archi-
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tecture as well as would allow the users of ProperWeb to prioritize the functional 
system requirements to be available in the CVA system.

1.1.2 Clinical data representation and messaging
As said in chapter 2 there are three important standards on ehr data architecture: 
CeN eN13606 [12], hL7 CDA [1] and hL7 v3 Messaging Framework [13].
These standards, in draft then, have now been accepted (hL7 CDA r2 in 2005, CeN 
eN 13606 in 2006 and ISO 13606 in 2008) and several projects show implementa-
tions. openehr archetypes [14] are also gaining momentum, not only in the de-
velopment of a larger repository of available archetypes, but also by the number 
of projects that implement archetypes in an ehr system. These projects will be 
discussed in § 1.3.5.
Messages are used, not only to exchange information between systems, but also to 
exchange information between layers, such as between the application layer and 
the database layer [15]. In ProperWeb, hL7v2 encodings are used in the communi-
cation with the PIDS and COAS server. The data are represented as traits (PIDS) and 
ObsData structures (COAS). These are rather limited representations of the demo-
graphic and clinical data. ISO/CeN 13606 and hL7v3 rIM allow for richer data struc-
tures. Currently, work is underway mainly in hL7 to define detailed clinical models, 
an approach to model clinical concepts in a reference Model agnostic way.
Chapter 5 demonstrates that the approach in ProperWeb for the representation of 
clinical concepts is usable. however, when it comes to data exchange with various 
other systems richer models are needed that include more contextual information. 
A redesign based on 13606 archetypes or on detailed clinical models is necessary 
to make ProperWeb an application that can be used on a routine basis in a larger 
health care environment. It will enhance reuse of work done in the domain of clini-
cal concept modeling and will also enhance the exchange of clinical data between 
various organizations.

1.1.3 Healthcare domain taskforce specifications
The CorbaMed or healthcare Domain Taskforce (hDTF) specifications that were de-
veloped around 1991 have not seen major updates since. The website now states 
that the hDTF and hL7 have joined forces in the healthcare Services Specification 
Project (hSSP) [16].
This project is intended to “identify and document service specifications, function-
ality, and conformance supportive and relevant to healthcare IT stakeholders and 
resulting in real-world implementations. In addition, several other groups have 
joined the hSSP effort.” [17]. The hSSP project focuses on more technical specifica-
tions whereas the hL7 ehr-S specifications focus on a higher, more abstract level.
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The Person Identification Service (PIDS) [18] is in itself not used very often, although 
it has been implemented in at least one commercial product [19]. however, several 
projects have incorporated the concept by designing different databases for de-
mographic and clinical data [20-22] or by implementing a functionality of mapping 
of Patient IDs in a broker (e.g. [23]), which resembles the Correlation Manager of 
the PIDS specification.
The Clinical Observation Access Service (COAS) [24] has not been implemented 
in the projects studied in this review. however, most have adopted some form of 
clinical repository. The strength of COAS was the flexibility of its data structure that 
allows storage of virtually any data. This concept is incorporated in the standards 
mentioned above, i.e. CeN eN 13606, hL7 CDA, hL7 v3 Messages and archetypes.
Implementation of the resource Access Decision Framework (rAD) component 
[25] is sparsely reported in the literature, but the intention, a separate service for 
access control, is a prominent part of every architecture of larger systems.
The Lexicon or Terminology Query Service (LQS/TQS) [26] was designed to provide 
a generic access to underlying Terminology Services. Literature shows that termi-
nology and ontologies are becoming more important [22], but remain at the level 
of proprietary implementations. The policy change to make SNOMeD-CT widely 
available at a low cost may change this picture.

In conclusion, it can be said that the hDTF specifications have failed to survive as 
components, but have provided concepts for the implementation of distinct ser-
vices and have moved the idea of a componentized architecture forward.
In general, the standards emerging in the time frame discussed in chapter 2 have 
evolved and matured without major changes that would invalidate the concepts 
of the ProperWeb framework.

1.2 REqUIREmEntS

The requirements category consists of seven articles [27-33]. The list of require-
ments found in the previous literature review in chapter 2 remains valid to date. 
The experience gained in recent research has added requirements to ensure con-
nections between ehr systems. explicitly by focusing on semantic interoperability 
[2, 31] and requirements for a virtual, cross-organizational system [33]. Implicitly by 
focusing on national patient IDs [29].
These additions fit the general trend towards information integration for the pur-
pose of a virtual patient record. These requirements have not been implemented 
in the ProperWeb framework. The underlying security issues that occur in cross-
organizational systems are the subject of study as described in the next chapter 7.
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1.3 ARCHItECtURE

The category Architecture has 29 articles, 27 architectural descriptions and 2 re-
view articles on architectural approaches [9, 15, 20-23, 34-56].

The architectural descriptions show several commonalities:
Layers•	
Scope•	
Web oriented•	
Open source•	
Two-model approach•	

The articles show a trend not only towards connection with other systems, but also 
to usage of the available functionalities of the Internet. Another significant trend is 
the use of open source software.

1.3.1 layers
The software is divided in layers. The most common division is database, appli-
cation and presentation layer as shown in [9, 41, 45, 47, 49, 56] amongst others. 
Only a few papers give a detailed description of the content of the various layers. 
These papers present components that provide dedicated services such as patient 
identification and care-oriented services. Such a layered approach is also found in 
ProperWeb. This proves to be an approach that is shared by others.

1.3.2 Scope or inter-organizational connections
The literature shows a trend towards connections across organizational borders 
[21, 22, 34, 38, 40, 50, 51, 55]. The approach taken is either a federated approach 
[20, 38, 39, 51-53] or a broker approach [15, 22, 23, 35, 40, 52, 54]. In a federated ap-
proach, information from distributed systems is centrally stored, whereas a broker 
has a minimal set of information to allow retrieval from the distributed systems it-
self. Well-known analogies are the proxy server and the web search engine: a proxy 
server caches frequently used web pages, while a web search engine contains a 
reference to a web page as well as keywords related to the content of the web 
page, but not the page itself.
Two alternatives are presented:

The Indivo project (formerly known as PING) focused on a patient controlled •	
ehr. Patients not only control who has access to the embedded information, 
but can also specifically request healthcare professionals to put information 
into the system. [41] They implemented this concept in a working system.
The Swiss project described by Geissbuhler et al [43] that focuses on a regional •	
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infrastructure in which the connected systems are equals, i.e. a peer-to-peer 
network. Although there is no broker in the usual sense, there is a lightweight 
broker that contains a central repository of listed healthcare professionals and 
their access rights and a list of connected mediators.
Also in other countries developments take place that promote the exchange •	
of information. In the USA, several health Information exchanges are being 
developed using a variety of approaches. In the Netherlands a national infra-
structure is being developed largely following the broker approach.
Although not studied in our project, inter-organizational connections are in •	
principle possible through the COAS server approach of ProperWeb. When 
clinical data in various systems are accessible by COAS services, the ProperWeb 
architecture allows access to such resources.

1.3.3 Web oriented architecture
In this literature review, there are very few references to COrBA. COrBA is generally 
considered complex [57] and slow. Di Giacomo et al. [21] have demonstrated that 
COrBA is too slow for quick data retrieval.
The expanding scope towards regional systems makes web services more practical 
to use than COrBA, because the aspect of “loose coupling” is easier to implement.
At the time the development of ProperWeb started, web services hardly existed. 
Security was poorly handled, so COrBA seemed the way to go at that time. In 
addition, the reference implementations of PIDS and COAS were COrBA based 
although the hDTF specifications only specify the services, not the way they are 
addressed.
A change towards web services mainly affects the lower levels of the architecture. 
Only the interface in the middleware that connects the business logic with the 
databases needs to be redesigned. The basic principles of ProperWeb are not af-
fected by this evolution of web based intersystem information exchange.

1.3.4 Open source software
Many papers describe the use of open source software as the basis of their project. 
In some cases, they only use open source components but keep their own contri-
butions closed source [50]. In other cases, the entire project is open source.
The benefit of using open source is not only the reduced costs, but also the quality 
of the software. A frequently used set of open source projects (Linux, the Apache 
web server, PhP and MySQL, also referred to as LAMP) provides an industry-strength 
environment for the development of web-based projects. Unfortunately, the proj-
ects usually do not explain their choice for open source.
The use of Java, although strictly speaking not open source, is another trend. Java 
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provides platform independency and web based functionality. The papers in this 
category showed at least 10 projects in which Java was used [35, 38, 39, 41, 44, 48-
50, 55, 56]
The use of XML is widespread, ranging from configuration to XSL transformation of 
data structures for integration.

Two examples of open source projects are Indivo [41], mentioned earlier, and 
OpenMrS [48].
OpenMrS is an open source project that resembles the ProperWeb system in its 
purpose of a patient-oriented ehr system and its ease of reconfiguration for differ-
ent domains. It differs from ProperWeb in the definition of the concepts. OpenMrS 
uses a concept dictionary whereas ProperWeb is based on archetypes. OpenMrS 
is successfully implemented in several developing countries.
Despite the steep learning curves for the COrBA based hDTF services and the 
Cocoon framework, the use of open source components has helped in the devel-
opment of ProperWeb. The creation of the PIDS and COAS services surely would 
have required more time.
The development of open source implementations of standards for ehr function-
alities or services will help the dissemination and adoption of the standards. It fur-
thermore provides a reference implementation that demonstrates how the stan-
dard should (or could) be read.

1.3.5 dual model approach
The dual model or two-model approach, as explained in § 3.1.4 of chapter 3, to 
an ehr system is said to provide a strong future-proof system. This is one of the 
reasons for implementing this approach in the ProperWeb framework by using 
archetypes.
Muñoz et al [35] describe a proof-of-concept system based on eN 13606 and arche-
types. They concluded that the system was useful in real-time settings (after solv-
ing an unrelated issue). The eN13606 provided reliable support for the exchange of 
information and the system was used in different scenarios (i.e. domains) without 
modifications other than a change in the archetypes.
The Julius system, by Chen et al. [56], is similar to ProperWeb in that it follows a 
dual model approach to create a generic system that can integrate information 
from various ehr systems. This system uses archetype-like constructs, called tem-
plates. The approach taken in ProperWeb to separate the clinical model from the 
informatics model has proven to be a valid one. Not only was it demonstrated in our 
evaluation that ProperWeb could easily be tuned to the needs of other domains 
(see chapter 5), the current literature supports the two-model approach. Also the 
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work in ISO on detailed clinical models demonstrates the need for the separation 
of the data base (or reference information) model from the clinical concepts.

1.3.6 IHE
Although there is only one explicit reference in the literature studied [33], the Ihe 
initiative is important to the topic of this chapter.
Integrating the healthcare enterprise (Ihe) is an initiative to improve information 
sharing between computer systems in health care. Ihe is formed by a consortium 
of radiologists and information technology experts. They try to close the gap be-
tween standards and implementation. [58] This is achieved by the definition of 
Ihe Profiles. These Profiles provide a solution to a specific, usually domain-specific, 
problem. Implementation of these Profiles is described in Technical Frameworks. 
Since the initiative focuses on vendors and users of larger health care systems, the 
solution results by definition in a componentized architecture.

1.4 USER IntERFACE

The category User interface has nine articles [59-67]. The articles focus on the best 
user interface to optimally support the user’s workflow. There is a trend to web-
based GUIs, which is in line with the trends seen in the other categories.
A few articles focus on the design of a GUI or the redesign of a failing UI. [62, 65]. 
Their main conclusion is that good user interfaces contribute to improve the qual-
ity of care and reduce errors. To achieve good user interfaces, they should be based 
on user-centered design principles.
A GUI needs to be flexible, easily adaptable by either the user or the developer. This 
can be achieved by generating the GUI, rather than predefining the GUI at build 
time. [60, 61, 64]
Marrying these two conclusions can be a challenge, which is addressed in chapter 
8.

The trend of web-based GUIs supports the decision of the web-based implementa-
tion of the ProperWeb system.

2 general discussion

The health informatics field is still moving and shows a movement towards services 
and components. Although the hL7 ehr-S Functional Model is not intended to be 
an implementation specification, its division into services supports a componen-
tized architecture.
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The widening scope shows a trend towards regionally connected systems, which, 
due to their distributed nature, already follow a componentized architecture. In 
such a regional system, the underlying systems can be considered as components 
or data sources. This also requires standards to ensure semantic interoperability 
between the various connected systems.
The large number of web-based projects shows a trend towards ubiquitous com-
puting. It doesn’t matter which operating system the user uses, or which browser. 
The Internet provides a generic way to access the information independent of the 
time and of the location of the user.
Smaller projects, which are implementing more patient-oriented systems, such as 
Indivo and OpenMrS show a trend to the use of open source software. Not only 
by reusing the results of available open source projects, but also by making their 
own source code available. This allows a more efficient use of software and devel-
oper resources than the common closed source projects which tend to reinvent 
the wheel.

From this literature review it can concluded that the componentized ProperWeb 
architecture based on a two-model approach has not become common practice 
in ehr systems implemented within an organization. however, projects that work 
on systems on a regional or national level do follow the same componentized ap-
proach. Several projects demonstrate the validity and strength of the two-model 
approach. As with ProperWeb, they provide a certain amount of domain indepen-
dence, i.e. it is possible to configure the system for a different domain, without any 
changes or with just small changes to the system itself.

It can be concluded that the design principles of ProperWeb are still valid. At the 
implementation level, other choices can be made, most notably with respect to 
the use of web services rather than COrBA. Secondly, the archetypes approach 
should be made compliant with the specifications in the ISO 13606 standard and 
the openehr approach.
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Inter-organizational future-proof EHR systems

1 Introduction

Most electronic medical record (eMr) systems that are currently in use are built and 
implemented with only local usage in mind. Communication between healthcare 
workers is translated to communication between systems and implemented as a 
one-to-one exchange of messages where the initiating party a priori knows the 
party to be queried (e.g. the physician entering a lab order in the eMr system which 
passes the order onto a known laboratory system and the lab returning the results 
to the eMr system). Such an exchange is comparable to a telephone call or its in-
ternet-equivalent: the email conversation. Tailoring the software to the specific ex-
change solves current interoperability issues such as differences in data structures 
and ambiguous interpretation due to implied metadata (e.g. absent measurement 
units or usage of terminology codes without specified coding schemes).
Problems arise when a new party requests access to the eMr information, the total 
number of users increases, the need for record sharing increases, and also when 
the clinical structure, organization and content need to evolve. These challenges 
require a generic interface that can comply with these changes, and mechanisms 
to find the location of the requested data.

Since the early years of this century the view has developed that high quality 
health care can be delivered only when all pertinent data on the health of a patient 
is available to the clinician. This changing point of view brings forth the notion of 
the (virtual) electronic health record (ehr) and requires ubiquitous communication 
between systems. Architectures have been designed to incorporate first genera-
tion interoperability standards, mainly in the 1990’s, such as by the Synapses and 
Synex projects [1-3], but usually with the focus on a single organization or a single 
system available for multiple parties (e.g. a regional system). The hArP project ([4]) 
was the first to develop a more comprehensive componentized architecture that 
included a secure approach to clinical data sharing in a distributed environment. 
New-generation standards are better able to support elaborate communication 
between eMr systems. The most important are hL7 Version 3 [5] and CeN/TC215 
13606 [6-10], which are now the subject of new implementation projects and tech-
nical evaluations.
Another project started by the openehr Foundation is to develop an open, interop-
erable health-computing platform, of which a major component is clinically effec-
tive and interoperable ehr systems [11].
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“The virtual ehr” is a term commonly used to denote the logical integration of 
distributed systems containing electronic medical or health records, irrespective 
of how this is achieved physically. Another commonly used term is “lifelong patient 
record”, focusing on the availability of data and its integration over time. A lifelong 
virtual ehr (lvehr) is currently seen as the best solution to meet the increasing 
demands for shared information described before in [12-14].

Consider the situation where an lvehr integrates eMr systems from various health-
care organizations through the implementation of the new communication stan-
dards. Communication between these systems occurs based on information needs 
of the healthcare worker. The actual location of the information becomes transpar-
ent and of less importance.
Security and privacy related issues are more important in such an environment than 
in the current systems. For example, in the current situation access rights are defined 
locally, based on formal or less formal rules of the house. When dealing with access 
from outside the situation may ask for different requirements. In the current situa-
tion, outsiders can only have access to patient data through human intermediation, 
often the treating physician; she may act as a filter on what is communicated taking 
the patient’s wishes into account. In a fully digital communication patient’s wishes 
regarding disclosure of information have to be respected as well.
It is our objective to analyze these issues in the context of the lvehr. We will also 
identify issues that require further study and regulations before safe and trustwor-
thy lvehr systems can become reality.
First we present the methods used, next we provide some definitions of concepts 
that are relevant in this article and the environment we assume in this article. Then 
we describe the results of our analysis, we discuss the results and present our 
conclusions.

2 Methods

rather than approaching the problem of discovering and analyzing inter-organiza-
tional issues from a theoretical point of view, we have grounded the issues in a re-
alistic clinical setting. We have used an imaginary, yet realistic scenario that focuses 
on shared care (see Appendix C). The scenario was divided into steps. each step is 
an action that involves information exchange.
In several brainstorm sessions, hvdL and JT discussed each step from an imple-
mentation point of view (focusing on a global, rather than a more technical level). 
During these sessions questions were formulated that would reveal the issues 
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without giving a solution. Defining solutions for the issues raised in earlier ques-
tions could influence later questions, a situation we tried to avoid.
The questions were grouped together in themes and answers were discussed in 
more detail. The arguments were supported by references to relevant literature.
We verified that our question set was complete enough by mapping the themes to 
topics mentioned in various standards on security and privacy in ehrs.

3 Definitions

Although there is no consensus on the exact definition of the ehr, the ISO/TS 18308 
[15] standard does give a definition of the primary purpose of the ehr:

The primary purpose of the EHR is to provide a documented record of care 
which supports present and future care by the same or other clinicians. This 
documentation provides a means of communication among clinicians con-
tributing to the patient’s care.

A formal definition of the scope and purpose of the Integrated Care ehr has more 
recently been published as ISO Tr 20514 [16].

“a repository of information regarding the health status of a subject of care in 
computer processable form, stored and transmitted securely, and accessible by 
multiple authorised users. It has a standardised or commonly agreed logical 
information model which is independent of EHR systems. Its primary purpose 
is the support of continuing, efficient and quality integrated health care and it 
contains information which is retrospective, concurrent and prospective.”

3.1 dEFInItIOn OF tHE EHR InFORmAtIOn

From the ISO definitions above we can infer that the total amount of health-related 
information about a patient that is stored in various systems, constitutes his (life-
long) (virtual) electronic health record. The healthcare worker who is involved in the 
care of a specific person will be referred to as the user in this article. This user needs 
access to the information in the ehr to provide adequate care to the patient. 

This set of data is restricted by three partially overlapping divisions:
Origin of the information•	 : information is stored either in a local system or the 
information resides elsewhere (i.e. an external system). This is referred to as lo-
cal and external information in this paper, respectively.
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Access•	 : several standards [9, 15] define access restrictions to protect the pri-
vacy of the patient. This is referred to as allowed and unallowed information.
Necessity or relevancy•	 : access to information is only allowed when it is relevant 
to the care process [17], again to preserve patient privacy. This is also known as 
the “need to know” principle.

From the viewpoint of the user, he is confronted with these three divisions: local 
information is readily available, while external information has to be retrieved from 
systems where he does not necessarily have direct access rights; he should be able 
to view information that is relevant to the current problem of the patient, but some 
of this information might be hidden due to access restrictions.
A true transparent lvehr system would hide these divisions from the user. This al-
lows the user to focus on his task while the system handles the burden of locating 
and retrieving information.

3.2 dEFInItIOn OF tHE EnVIROnmEnt

The environment described in the introduction resembles the configuration of 
Figure 12, in which multiple organizations are connected through a central service. 
each organization has a gateway that hides the internal architecture from the out-
side world and vice versa.

FIguRE 12  Cross-organizational environment.

Centralized
Service

Gateway

Organization
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The main purpose of the central service is to provide (a pointer to) the requested 
information to the (gateway of the) requesting ehr system(s).
This situation is comparable to an environment of distributed databases, with the 
difference that in a distributed database environment, the information is accessed 
on the database level (i.e. database schema and location are known beforehand), 
whereas in the environment described here the information is accessed on the 
application interface level (i.e. the application manages the actual information re-
trieval from the underlying database).

We have chosen this architecture as a basis for our discussion because it represents 
current best practice in a networked environment: a generic or standardized inter-
face reduces the number of variations in implementations, while a central service 
reduces the number of possible connections to be made. Note that we have made 
no assumption about the primary location of the retrievable information, whether 
it remains in the respective systems or in the centralized service.

3.3 EHR REqUIREmEntS

Various authors have described generic requirements for ehr systems. We discuss 
only those related to security and privacy issues, with their definitions as stated in 
ISO/TS 18308 [15].

Security•	  There is consensus on the security requirements for ehr systems and 
for communication between systems [15]. We list the definitions of the most 
relevant security requirements:

Authentication•	 : verifying the claimed identity of an entity (either a person 
or a system).
Authorization•	 : granting rights, which include the granting of access based 
on access rights, either in a personal capacity or conferred on the basis of 
a role held by the user.
Integrity (of data)•	 : preserving the accuracy and consistency of data regard-
less of changes made9.
Non-repudiation•	 : allowing any actor to obtain proof, which cannot be 
forged, that confirms the integrity and origin of a data item10.
Confidentiality•	 : the property of data that indicates the extent to which 

9 Although this is a slightly paraphrased definition of the ISO standard, integrity should not be mixed 
with accuracy. While the latter deals with how well a data item represents reality, integrity deals 
with maintaining the proper representation of the recorded data item.

10 Although this requirement is often interpreted as being able to get proof of integrity and origin of 
the data that is communicated, full trustworthiness is only obtained when such proof can also be 
obtained on requests and receipt confirmations. 
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these data have not been made available or disclosed to unauthorized in-
dividuals, processes, or other entities.
Consent•	 : obtaining, recording and tracking of informed consent of patients 
for the purpose of creating and allowing access to their health information 
for specified purposes during specified time frames11.

Semantic interoperability•	 : enabling the ability to share data between systems 
that can be understood at the level of formally defined domain concepts to 
support automatic processing of data at the receiving system.
Author responsibility•	 : ensuring that each record contribution can be attributed 
to an identified author.
Audit trail or audit log•	 : recording activities of information system users in chron-
ological order, which enables prior states of the information to be faithfully re-
constructed. It should contain information about access to and modifications 
of data as well as the nature of each access and/or modification. It should also 
be able to support accountability for each interaction with the system by an 
actor (for example, logging each recorded step or task in the clinical or opera-
tional process).
Version management or version control•	 : supporting versioning at the granular-
ity at which information is attested and supporting measures to discern modi-
fication or updating of the record.
Patient access•	 : allowing the patient access to all his ehr information subject to 
jurisdictional constraints.
Archiving & data retention•	

Data retention•	 : providing the functionality to store patient information for 
at least the duration specified in legal data retention policies. This also in-
cludes the capability of preventing deletion during the retention time and 
of insisting on deletion of information after that period [18].
Archiving•	 : moving ehr information to off-line storage in a way that ensures 
the possibility of restoring them to on-line storage when needed without 
the loss of meaning.

These issues can often be managed quite simply when dealing with data resid-
ing in systems in a single organization, but for the lvehr, these issues may have 
other dimensions and solutions may be less trivial. Perhaps the most challenging 
ones relate to achieving consensus on what, how and when different requirements 
should be implemented.

11 The ISO standard does not define the concept of consent. We inferred this definition from the 
descriptions of managing consent.
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4 Results

We started with a narrative scenario (see Appendix C for the full text) that describes 
a sequence of events in the common environment of paper-based forms and re-
cords dealt with by means of personal contacts through visits, telephone/fax and 
(e)mail. each identified event or step was given an identifier to which we will refer 
in the remainder of this article. In the following we will refer to the eMr system of a 
specific health care provider by his acronym, followed by eMr (e.g. the eMr of the 
dermatologist is referred to as DerM-eMr). Figure 13 shows a sequence diagram 
for this scenario.

4.1 ISSUES ARISInG FROm tHE SCEnARIO

Analysis of the scenario resulted in a set of questions. For reference, the entire list 
of questions is included in Appendix D. The questions were then grouped and re-
phrased to reveal the underlying issues:

Authorized access•	 : how to implement authorization across organizational 
boundaries? (Questions 1, 2, 6, 7, 8 and 11)
Confidentiality•	 : how can it be determined that no confidentiality breach has oc-
curred when a copy of the information resides in another system? (Question 
10)

FIguRE 13  Sequence diagram of scenario. In this diagram the various columns represent the respective actors in the scenario (PSYCH = 

psychiatrist, GP = General Practitioner, DERM = Dermatologist, LAB = Laboratory, PHARM = Pharmacy) * refers to implicit 
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Patient consent•	 : should patient consent be given implicitly or explicitly? Can 
patient restrictions be overridden by emergency procedures? Can patient re-
strictions be used to implement “deletion” of information? Can existing patient 
consent be extended to a new receiving party? Can a patient grant additional 
ad hoc access permissions to their ehr to meet unanticipated healthcare situ-
ations? (Questions 3, 4, 12, 13 and 14)
Relevancy•	 : how to define what information is relevant and when? (Questions 
3, 9, 16, 17 and 24)
Ownership of information•	 : who is the owner of information and what are the 
implications for exchanging information across organizational boundaries? 
(Questions 6a, 19 and 23)
Infrastructure•	 : what are the implications of sending correction notifications on 
data that is passed on to third parties? (Questions 15, 20, 22 and 25)
Audit log•	 : what are the function and content of an audit log and the conse-
quences for implementation in ehr systems? (Question 21)
Archiving•	 : what are the implications of data retention policies on the ehr con-
tent? (Question 26)

4.2 dISCUSSIOnS OF tHE ISSUES

4.2.1 Authorized access

Related questions:
1. How should a patient be identified reliably across organizations?
2. How should health professionals be identified reliably across organizations? 

How should organizations be reliably identified?
6. How should the PSYCH-EMR system define authorization of the GP to access 

information in the system?
7. Should all systems have authorization information for all possible users (i.e. 

persons requesting information)?
8. Should all systems provide similar access for all possible users (i.e. a GP has ac-

cess to the same kind of information in all systems)?
11. In case the information from the PSYCH-EMR is stored in the GP-EMR system 

and matches a future query from an external system (e.g. the query from the 
DERM-EMR), should the information be passed on if patient consent permits or 
should external information always be excluded from a result set?
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eMr systems contain sensitive information. It is a common requirement that access 
to such systems needs to be restricted to authorized users.
reliable authorized access to patient information has three components: reliable 
patient identification, proper authentication of the health care provider and cor-
rect authorization of that provider.

4.2.1.1 Identification
Authorized access starts with a correct identification of both patient and health-
care provider. Within a single organization, it is sufficient to assign a unique code to 
a patient. Beyond the organizational borders, reliable patient identification across 
systems can be done in two ways:

The identifications in various systems are retained and a Master Patient Index •	
(MPI), a central service, is used to resolve collation [19].
A national health ID (NhID) is issued by a governmental institution. In general •	
these NhIDs are issued at birth, but can also be issued when someone starts 
to use the services of a health care system, for example in case of immigration. 
All identifications in the various systems should be replaced by or mapped to 
the national health ID.

The healthcare provider needs to be identified as well. recently the Dutch govern-
ment has issued a national health provider ID (UZI) [20] which can be issued to health 
care providers as well as to health care organizations. This ID is intended for unique 
identification of health care providers in cross-organizational information exchange.

The main problem of the MPI is the correlation: the reliable mapping of various 
patient identifications to a single physical person. Studies have shown that it is not 
possible to fully automate this process. [21]
The NhID is often described as a solution to the correlation problem, since it would 
require a one-time investment at the organizational level. It would also render an 
MPI superfluous. Many, mainly european countries, therefore regard the NhID as 
the more favorable approach.
Three issues arise in an environment with an NhID:

The implications of identity theft and privacy breaches are larger.•	
When patients cross national borders for health care, they will either receive a •	
second (country-specific) ID or the local systems have to be capable of using 
the ID provided by the home country of the patient. Since the latter case is less 
realistic than the former on a pan-european scale in the present climate (due 
to difficulties in achieving consumer acceptance of such large scale identity 
sharing), an MPI to connect foreign and home IDs is still necessary.
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Patients without a national ID still need treatment and therefore a temporary •	
ID, which needs to be correlated or replaced later with his or her national ID.

These issues would warrant the choice for an MPI, even in an environment where 
an NhID exists. The NhID can be seen as a solution to reduce the correlation prob-
lem, not a solution to bypass the MPI.

National IDs for healthcare professionals enable the reliable handling of situa-
tions of information exchange and are necessary to make it possible for patients 
to grant or deny access to their information for a specific healthcare professional 
(see § 4.2.3). A unique ID at organization level would be insufficient to handle this 
situation.
These IDs should already be issued to students attending medical school; from the 
moment there is a need to access patient information, which might be much earlier 
than required by current policies.

health care organizations should also be uniquely identified. This can be used to 
mark the original creation location of data. Care should be taken that the organiza-
tional identification is not used to construct a unique ID for the healthcare profes-
sionals, since it would falsely imply a static relationship between the organization 
and the professional.

Finally, unique identification should be extended to all objects, ranging from infor-
mation items and system components via documents to devices and systems that 
are used in obtaining and maintaining health care information. This is a standard 
IT approach as illustrated by the IMeI number (International Mobile equipment 
Identity) in cell phones and the DOI (document object identifier) used to identify 
scientific publications. relevant standards of the GS1 organization[22] could be 
used.

4.2.1.2 Authentication
A centralized authentication service is common practice in an organization, since 
it provides various levels of efficiency. extrapolation to a distributed environment 
however, raised the question of how to authenticate external access. This can be 
done in two ways:

The user is known beforehand, i.e. his identification credentials are registered •	
in the system he wants to access. This implies a separate procedure to register 
the credentials.
The system relies on credentials that are issued by other systems, either from •	
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a different organization or from a general governmental body. The Dutch BIG 
registry, which registers all health care professionals [23], is an example of the 
latter.

Central registries, such as the BIG registry, can be used to grant or revoke creden-
tials for a specific professional based on his professional behavior. Legal procedures 
for updating and querying the status of the credentials should be created.

4.2.1.3 Authorization
After being granted access to the system, various levels of authorization are still 
necessary. Authorization can be defined as access to data or as access to function-
ality of the system. In the first definition, access levels vary from access to the entire 
health record of a patient to fine-grained access definitions at the level of medical 
concepts. In the latter case, users are authorized to perform specific functions (e.g. 
order medication, Admission Discharge Transfer). Authorization to functionality 
implies authorization for access to data that is necessary to use the functionality, 
which in turn requires semantic interoperability. For the discussion at hand, the 
exact distinction is irrelevant.

each user of a system may have several roles, usually a combination of static or 
structural roles, based on their position in the organization, and functional roles, 
based on their participation in the care process for a specific patient. Operations 
on resources (whether tasks or information objects) are defined as permissions. 
The basic relationship between roles and operations underpins role Based Access 
Control (rBAC). The set of operations that a certain role can perform on specific re-
sources can be defined and extended through a policy [24], [25], [26]. A policy can 
also include constraints, both static and temporal, to avoid conflicting accumula-
tion of permissions and to comply with regulations of various kinds. The use of poli-
cies extends the capability of rBAC to handle richer specifications of privileges. ISO 
TS 22600 (Privilege Management and Access Control) defines a formal architectural 
approach to represent such policies, and for the services that need to be imple-
mented to support their use within a distributed computing environment. [27, 28]
Several sources use the term profile, but fail to sufficiently define it [9, 24, 29]. We 
define a profile as the set of constraints on the permissions assigned to a user, 
usually represented through their (structural and functional) roles and as a cor-
responding set of policies.
Several issues can be discerned:

The higher the number of resources (whether tasks or information), the more •	
complex the rBAC management will become. evered et al. [30] have shown 
that rBAC implementation for a simple ehr system (nursing home with some 
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30 residents, 5 different structural roles and 4 sets of information) is already 
complex. Lovis et al describe an implementation of an rBAC model in the 
Geneva University hospitals [31]. Although multiple hospitals are involved, 
they act as one organization using the same roles. Lovis advocates distributed 
rBAC management, close to the location of data access, because the users in-
volved frequently change roles. Profiles grant access to coarse-grained objects 
such as system components and applications. They are further constrained by 
medical service and location, i.e. a nurse can only access patient information 
from a computer in her own ward. Lovis et al have implemented an emergency 
override procedure that allows annotated access to otherwise restricted infor-
mation. This procedure is also used to fine-tune the implementation, because 
audit logs have shown that the emergency procedure is used very often.
Users often claim to have very specific tasks, which cannot be modeled by ge-•	
neric roles or policies [32]. Adherence to the rBAC model will result in a myriad 
of roles unless an organizational policy to conform to generic roles is defined 
and rigorously implemented. however, care should be taken that the result 
does not interfere with good clinical care [33].
Variations in access policies are quite common. Bakker [32] has described varia-•	
tions between departments, where physicians with similar roles have different 
authorizations. This can easily be extrapolated to organizations.

Inter-organizational connections add additional issues:
Inter-organizational connections also require definitions of rBAC roles and •	
profiles that do not exist in the internal organization, e.g. a hospital granting 
GPs access to the hospital’s ehr should also implement a GP role and a profile 
for GPs, although there are no GPs working inside the hospital. The situation 
can be even more complex in practice, as individuals may have roles that com-
bine policies from multiple issuing authorities, for example by an employing 
healthcare organization and a national health system and a professional body. 
ensuring that none of these policies contain conflicting rules/constraints may 
at times be challenging.
The rBAC model also implies that communicating parties agree on the defi-•	
nition and meaning of the role and profiles, i.e. a healthcare worker with 
a specific role has access to similar kinds of information in various systems. 
extending this to all systems requires the existence of a universally appli-
cable model of role definitions that is adopted by all health organizations.  
The American standard ASTM e1986-98 [34] has defined such a list, based on 
the American definition of roles. ISO DTS 21298 defines a similar set of struc-
tural and functional roles and refers to the International Labour Organisation 
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[35]. Since both do not give definitions or descriptions of each role and its poli-
cies, the only comparison can be done on the name of the role, yet from the 
standards it is not clear that e.g. the term “nurse” and the policies for the role of 
nurse are identical or at least comparable between ASTM and ISO.

Allowing patients to restrict access to their information reveals several 
discrepancies:

If resources in rBAC models are defined as tasks that align to business process-•	
es, the patient cannot provide proper access restrictions, as he is concerned 
with the information that might be accessed by several tasks.
If resources in rBAC models are defined as information objects, i.e. ‘medica-•	
tion’, access rules are defined for these objects, where patients would like to 
define (grant or deny) access to specific instances of these objects, e.g. allow 
access to ‘medication’ while restricting access to ‘medication’ instances from 
the PSyCh-eMr.
If a patient can grant or deny access to a single person, rather than a role, a uni-•	
versally unique user ID, rather than an ID issued by the organization, is neces-
sary to implement this restriction, since this person might not be a member of 
the organization at the time the access restriction is issued. It would also imply 
that to consistently deny a person access to the entire virtual ehr of the pa-
tient, this restriction has to be communicated to all other systems, preferably 
by a distributed component. In other words: role-based access needs to be 
extended with access rules for single individuals, thus increasing complexity.

In summary, ISO TS 22600 defines a structural and architectural approach to rep-
resenting all of the information that may be required in policies in a standardized 
form. however, a complementary challenge is how to enumerate the classes of user, 
classes of ehr and kinds of constraint rule interoperability such that specific instanc-
es of policies can be recognized and applied consistently in diverse settings. There 
must be semantic interoperability regarding authorization roles and their respective 
profiles to allow consistent authorized access of information to external parties. The 
CeN 13606-4 standard recognizes this. A true global consensus on rBAC roles and 
policies seems very unrealistic, since it would affect the local organization of roles 
and might even be incompatible with national definitions. however, since the broad 
role concepts of “doctor” and “physiotherapist” are virtually identical throughout the 
world, we think that this consensus can reach a workable level. Also, all roles and 
policies should be implemented in all systems, even if they are not applied to inter-
nal users, to allow properly defined authorized access to external users.
As we have stated before, rBAC management is already very complex on a small 
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scale and will quickly increase in complexity on a regional, national and global 
scale.
Therefore, we believe that more research needs to be done to properly define an 
authorization service that has the flexibility of rBAC but can overcome its flaws. 
This research should take the proposed environment as a starting point to consider 
the described issues. ISO TS 22600 has made considerable steps in that direction.
To allow patients full control over the access restrictions to their virtual ehr, the dis-
crepancies between tasks vs. roles and objects vs. instances need to be addressed. 
A universally unique ID for healthcare users would also be necessary.

4.2.2 Confidentiality

Related questions:
10 If PSYCH-EMR information is stored in the GP-EMR system, how can the PSYCH-

EMR system be informed of possible confidentiality breaches?

As stated in the requirements confidentiality requires that proof can be given that 
the information has not been made available or disclosed to unauthorized entities, 
whether persons or systems. This can be implemented in two ways: either informa-
tion is tagged with metadata about the confidentiality status or confidentiality is 
enforced by access rules.
either way, if information is shared with authorized persons (e.g. the discharge in-
formation in STeP 2), there is no possibility for the sending system to verify whether 
this confidentiality has been breached (e.g. when the information is passed on to 
third parties). Since it can be argued that it is now the responsibility of the receiving 
party, there should be a legal and/or technical framework that regulates this issue.
This implies that access profiles regarding the information should be added to the 
confidentiality tags and functionality in the receiving system should be present 
to execute these profiles. This requires that both systems use compatible profiles. 
When rBAC primarily focuses on permissions on tasks, this should be solved in a 
different way.
Using access rules to enforce confidentiality relies on the audit logs to verify that 
confidentiality has not been breached. This option also cannot verify if confidenti-
ality breaches occur at the receiving end.

4.2.3 Patient consent

Related questions:
3 Should all information (always) be available unless restricted by the patient or 
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legislation or should information only be available if legislation and patient 
consent permit? At what level of granularity should the patient give his con-
sent? Are there distinctions in types of situations? Should delegation be al-
lowed, e.g. only if the GP thinks it is relevant?

4 Following from the previous question: Is it legally acceptable to ask for patient 
consent for access by unknown health-related external parties? I.e. any doctor 
or any nurse versus a specific, named person.

12 What happens with this type of restriction if the patient moves from one GP to 
another?

13 When an emergency override is necessary, what access restrictions have still to 
be obeyed?

14 Can the right of the patient to delete information from his EHR be sufficiently 
covered by a total access restriction?

Patients can allow or deny sharing their information with other healthcare workers. 
Consent must be either implied or explicitly given before the act of sharing.

4.2.3.1 Implicit or explicit
Patients either implicitly or explicitly consent to sharing information. This covers 
not only the exchange of information, but also the access to information by others 
than the original creators. Implicit consent assumes patients to have consented 
unless they specifically state otherwise. This is also referred to as opt-out. explicit 
consent, or opt-in, is the reverse, where access to the information is prohibited un-
less the patient has given consent [36].
There is much debate about consent management. Studies have proven [37, 38] 
that the opt-out model results in simplified management and a higher number of 
included patients. This is also the proposal of the english NhS [37-43].
Advocates of the opt-in model state that it is the only guarantee to preserve patient 
privacy, which is considered to be more important than simplified management. 
The royal College of General Practitioners [44] advises an opt-in approach.
Dutch legislation is in line with the eU directives, that the patient’s agreement with 
the transfer of his health information should be laid down in an explicit consent 
[45]. however, in an attempt to keep the work process manageable but still compli-
ant with legislation, the Dutch WGBO12 law [17] defines a list of standard situations 
that assume implicit patient consent as well as a list of situations in which patient 
consent should be actively requested. Some examples: implicit consent is assumed 
for granting access to other healthcare providers participating in the care process 

12 This law defines the rights of patients and healthcare professionals regarding health care.
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and for access in emergency situations; explicit consent is necessary for granting 
access for a new episode of care or for research purposes.
either way, managing patient consent within an organization is already complex. It 
adds an extra complexity level to the already complex rBAC model.
Implementation of patient consent is necessary for the purpose of automatic de-
termination whether sharing of information is legally allowed. In Coiera et al. this is 
described as the gatekeeper system. [36] The system is able to remind the user that 
consent is denied or should be actively requested.
The focus of patient consent, as it is presently being tackled in e-health programs, 
is on access to information of a particular kind and for a particular purpose, while 
the rBAC model can focus on access to information or to operations on informa-
tion. A discrepancy is possible between the set of information the patient consents 
to share and the set of information the user has access to. An example to illus-
trate this: a patient is treated in a clinic for sexually transmitted diseases (STD) and 
has given consent to access his medication records created in the STD-clinic, but 
only to the physicians in the STD-clinic. his treating physician in a general hospital, 
who is authorized according to his rBAC profile, to review the medication records, 
should be denied access to the medication records in the STD-clinic.

4.2.3.2 Internal versus external
In Step 2 of the scenario, the patient restricts (partial) sharing of his psychiatric 
information to his GP only. This not only supports the argument that all available 
roles should be defined in a system, even if they are not fulfilled by actual organi-
zation members, but also raises the issue of the extent of patient consent. If the 
consent is fully specified for the internal situation of an organization, there might 
still be open issues when external (health-related) parties access the information, 
as shown by the STD-example above.
On occasions, the patient’s consent to information disclosure needs to be captured 
explicitly, with a signature, for example to disclose health data to an employer or 
insurer. In such situations, paper systems are still usually used, but in future, a form 
of digitally signed policy is more likely.
A more complex challenge for both the STD and the psychiatric scenarios above is 
the implicit assumption that the whole record created within one care domain can 
be protected from access by all other clinical domains. Whilst this could probably 
be done in theory, the challenges for patient safety have not yet been adequately 
understood: will medical errors arise if vital information from those ring-fenced 
care settings is not provided to others treating the patient? A common proposed 
approach to this is to include within the overall policy framework some kind of 
override mechanism.
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Due to the fact that an eMr system is currently designed for usage within an orga-
nization, no definitions are available about emergency overrides by external par-
ties, e.g. an er-physician from another hospital.
A very probable situation where the patient consents to the requesting party dur-
ing an encounter, rather than beforehand, has also not been covered. This could 
result in a delay in therapy when the patient has to contact the originating party, 
unless the current treating physician is allowed to use an emergency override pro-
cedure to access the information.
The fourth part of the 13606 standard defines emergency procedures to override 
access restrictions [9]. The standard does not specify in detail which access restric-
tions should be overridden.
The eU directive Articles 7 and 8 (eU 95/46/eC) [45] demand that the patient’s 
agreement with the transfer of his health information should be laid down in an 
explicit consent [46], unless he is incapable of doing so in situations where it is of 
vital interest to share the data with a health professional. eU directives also imply 
that the organization sharing the information is responsible and should verify that 
the requesting party is indeed a qualified health care professional. This implies that 
information is shared between natural persons. It is unclear what the legal implica-
tions are when patients consent to generic roles, which can be fulfilled by hitherto 
unknown persons.
In the context of the Dutch new ICT infrastructure all health care providers (both 
persons and organizations) will be uniquely identified through a so-called UZI-
number [20]. Organizations can use this number to access external information of 
a patient. however, when the UZI-number of the organization is used the external 
system cannot properly identify the actual person that requests the information 
and is therefore unable to respect the patient’s wishes. even when transferring 
along with the information the responsibility to honor the security profiles and 
patient consent to the requesting organization, full identification of the requesting 
person and his role is necessary.

4.2.4 Relevancy

Related questions:
3 Should all information (always) be available unless restricted by the patient or 

legislation or should information only be available if legislation and patient 
consent permit? At what level of granularity should the patient give his con-
sent? Are there distinctions in types of situations? Should delegation be al-
lowed, e.g. only if the GP thinks it is relevant?

9 Dutch legislation [WGBO] only allows access to “need to know” information. 
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Should systems be capable of deducing what information a GP needs to know, 
and if so, how can this be achieved?

16 Should the dermatologist be able to request all available information or only 
what is relevant?

17 Should the dermatologist be able to access all available information of the pa-
tient (present in various systems) at any point in time or only when relevant?

24 Should the dermatologist be allowed to access the patient information after 
the discharge letter is created?

Dutch legislation [17] states that a healthcare worker who uses an ehr should not 
access information unless it is relevant for the management of the patient. Similar 
legislation can be found in other countries. The General Medical Council in the UK 
states in its regulations for Good Medical Practice [47] that physicians should not 
disclose information about their patients except in specific cases.
In the past, the owner of the data could raise questions about the relevancy of a 
request, but in an automated exchange, this is not possible. New Dutch legislation 
is likely to enforce GPs to make their data available through the Dutch infrastruc-
ture defined by NICTIZ (Dutch Institute for ICT in health care) [48]. So the burden of 
determining relevancy is now completely with the requestor of the information.
This requires a clear definition of both the information that is allowed to be shared 
and the situations in which sharing is allowed, i.e. an unambiguous definition of 
‘relevancy’ that pertains to both content (what is relevant) and time (when is it rel-
evant). yet, relevancy is a very ambiguous concept that is also highly dependent 
on the context and therefore very hard to define in such a way that implementa-
tion in a software system is feasible. This is recognized by Lovis et al. [31]. They 
have solved the issue by requiring a well-defined care relationship between user 
and patient and by relaxing the time constraints. This approach is less suitable in a 
cross-organizational situation since the requested system cannot reliably verify a 
suitable relationship between the intended external recipient and the patient.

Conversely, relevancy prevents data overload: allowing a user to view all available 
data can result in losing the overview and the capability to make an informed deci-
sion. Striving for the display of only relevant information becomes a pragmatic goal.

The ideals of relevancy include not only the right to know (if a suitable care or con-
sented relationship exists with the patient) but also the need to know (granting 
access only to the health record information that is needed by the requestor to per-
form relevant tasks). however, determining the latter is almost impossible in ad-
vance for any individual patient and any individual access scenario (i.e. when data 
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are committed to an ehr or when policies are being defined). In our opinion rel-
evancy of information can rarely be defined a priori and can only be implemented 
in a few well-defined, unambiguous situations. It is more pragmatic to allow access 
when in doubt and verify possible abuse afterwards (e.g. through the audit log).
Prevention of data overload could be implemented by a layered structure that 
shows an increasingly detailed view of the available information. On the top level, 
only the different types of information are available. A second level shows summa-
ries, while the lowest level shows detailed data. This allows users to drill down to 
the most interesting, i.e. most relevant, data while noticing the availability of other 
information types.

4.2.5 Ownership of information

Related questions:
6a How can the GP trust the information?
19 If the information is assumed to remain with the owner, who is the owner? The 

person ordering the information or the person generating the information? Or 
both?

23 Should the GP be able to differentiate between the various owners of the infor-
mation included in the message?

The current practice of storing both locally and externally created information in 
the same system requires the identification of the owner and the origin of the in-
formation. The origin of the information is often defined as the location where the 
information is created, i.e. entered into the system.

In general, the owner is defined as the creator of the information. establishing the 
owner of the information is necessary for several purposes: the owner is responsi-
ble for the availability of the information [46], for the accuracy of the information13 
[17] and for protection against unauthorized access [49]. The owner is also held 
responsible in legal disputes. Note that the ‘owner’ can refer to the person respon-
sible for the information or to the organization storing the information.

Ownership is closely linked to origin. Information that originates from an external 
system has a different owner and should be processed differently. Blobel has ar-
gued that data should be traceable to its origin and that data should be kept only 

13 Initial accuracy is the creator’s responsibility, who is also the owner at the time. After transfer of the 
ownership, the new owner might be held responsible for the accuracy.
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at the origin [50] to avoid redundancy and to maintain integrity.
Clear definition of the ownership of data is necessary to resolve the question 
whether the lab is the owner of the lab results or the physician ordering them, 
because it is directly relevant to the issues mentioned above. Only the lab can send 
corrected test results (maintain accuracy), but the dermatologist is responsible for 
acting on them, and for including the correct lab results in his discharge letter.
Definition of ownership is also important to resolve the situation where a patient 
chooses a different GP and all of his information has to be transferred. The new GP 
has not created the information, but on using it (and thereby trusting it), he is also 
responsible for assessing the accuracy of that information.

There is some ambiguity in the above definitions. The Dutch WGBO law states that 
the creator of the information is the owner of the information [17]. NICTIZ however, 
differentiates between the author and the “manager” of the data [51]. The manager 
has not created the data but incorporates the information in his/her own system 
and assumes responsibility. An example to clarify this is the Dutch situation where 
many regions have a central General Practice locum service (hAP) where GPs are on 
duty in the evening or weekend. When a patient is treated at this hAP, a summary 
message is sent to the regular GP who incorporates the information in his local 
system. From that moment on, the source of the data is the regular GP’s system. 
The GP is also the manager, while the locum remains the creator. This distinction 
solves the problem of transferring ownership. however, it also implies that data is 
not strictly stored at the place of creation (i.e. the system of the locum).
This led us to define the concepts of owner and origin more precisely and make a 
distinction between the creation and the management of the information.
The discussion above shows that the definition of ‘owner’ is very ambiguous. 
Legislation in different european countries also differs on defining ownership of 
the data in an ehr, which further increases the ambiguity. We therefore propose to 
avoid using the term “owner” and want to introduce the following terms:

“•	 creator” for the person generating the data and/or entering the data into the 
system;
“•	 author” for the person or entity responsible for the content of the informa-
tion, and
“•	 manager” for the person or entity responsible for the management, provision 
and protection of the information.

Similarly, the source is the location of the information that is managed by the man-
ager, while the origin is the location where the information is created. We assume 
that in most cases, both persons and locations respectively are the same.
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Correct definition of manager, author and source are directly related to data integ-
rity and non-repudiation (both receiving and sending) requirements of the ehr. It 
is possible to define business and legal policies for situations where the manager 
and/or author of information changes (e.g. when a patient changes to a different 
GP) or where information from several authors is exchanged with third parties (e.g. 
the discharge letter from the dermatologist to the GP that includes test results). In 
the latter case, there should be clear definitions on how the external information 
should be incorporated to avoid conflicting authorization policies and outdated 
information.

4.2.6 Infrastructure

Related questions:
15 How should the query be propagated to all available systems in the area?
20 How should the dermatologist be informed of the corrected information?
22 Should the dermatologist be able to view both the current (i.e. new) and the old 

(i.e. those sent before the recalibration) values?
25 What action should be taken if the test results were updated after the discharge 

letter was sent?
Information in a system is subject to changes caused by corrections such as the lab 
test rerun described in the scenario (STeP 11). Audit logs capture the correction of 
data, while version management ensures that each value (i.e. version) of the data 
is clearly identified.
exchanging information with external systems requires a notification mechanism 
to inform (external) recipients of the correction.

4.2.6.1 Version management
Version management is necessary to uniquely identify a specific value of a specific 
concept at a specific point in time, for example in recreating a specific situation 
during an audit.
This implies that the version management of the system is capable of retrieving 

TABlE 6  Definitions of ownership

Definition

Source Location where the data are stored

Origin Location where the data are created

Manager Person/Entity responsible for the data (provide, protect)

Author Person/Entity responsible for the content of the information

Creator Person generating the data and entering it in the system
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not only the most recent version, but also the version that was previously seen 
by the user. This in turn implies that queries to external systems should include 
parameters that can be used by the system where the data resides to retrieve the 
correct version.
Version management in distributed systems requires the use of unique IDs for each 
version of all relevant objects, whether persons, devices or data structures and for 
a common identifier for all versions of the same object. This ID is separate of, but 
connected to the object’s ID, which should also be available in each version.

4.2.6.2 Notifications
When information is updated, all relevant parties should be notified, includ-•	
ing external parties, which implies that the system providing the information 
registers the requesting parties in such a way that this information can be ac-
cessed and used.
In general, notifications are used at a lower OSI level to handle asynchronous •	
processes such as transactions. In this section, we discuss notifications at an 
application level where they are used to inform interested parties of updates. 
Notification is not only used to secure data integrity, but also to inform health 
care professionals that they have (possibly) based their decision on possibly 
invalid data.
If we look at the scenario where the dermatologist writes a discharge letter •	
based on the test results available and the lab sends corrected test results, two 
situations can be distinguished:
Only decisions based on external information are described in a document •	
that is sent to a third party. In this case the corrected information is not in-
cluded, but might result in different decisions and therefore an updated 
document.
external information is incorporated in a document that is sent to a third party •	
(e.g. test results are included in the discharge letter sent by the dermatologist 
to the GP). In this case not only the dermatologist should be notified, but also 
the GP, regardless of a possible update of the discharge letter with a different 
decision.
Both cases imply that the sending system should have a registration of previ-•	
ously requested information and the identification of the requesters.
This also requires the registration of all external information that is incorpo-•	
rated in information that is sent to third parties. If the corrected information 
matches the external information, the user should be informed and an up-
dated version of the including information should be sent to the third party. A 
question arises if the user should be informed of the corrected information if 
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he has not seen the previous version, since he has not acted upon the invali-
dated information. Whatever the outcome of this question is, it always requires 
a registration of which user has retrieved what information. Another approach 
is to only send notifications of corrected information when the information 
has been queried before. This implies that an ehr system not only registers the 
senders of the queries, but also tags the information with properties to deter-
mine if previous versions of the updated information have been queried.
In all cases, an interoperable notification framework is necessary.•	
It is not clear where to locate this notification registry. Although this informa-•	
tion is also logged in the audit log (see § 4.2.7), we believe it is against the pur-
pose of the audit log to be actively used by the eMr system. This would result 
in a very convoluted link between the eMr system and the audit log. Setting 
up such a registry in the eMr results in duplication of information, which is also 
not a desirable situation.
There is also concern that the automatic notification of every eMr data update •	
to every previous potential recipient is a logistic nightmare, and may result in 
unwanted disclosures (if, for example, previous recipients are no longer caring 
for the patient).

4.2.7 Audit

Related question:
21 Should the system be able to log the fact that the dermatologist has actually 

seen the (updated) information?

The audit log should document all actions performed on the information and the 
users performing those actions, to enable the recreation of the state of the past14. 
There are various reasons for this functionality:

It can be used for security purposes, i.e. to monitor the access and possible •	
misuse of the system, preferably in real-time.
It can be used for review purposes; eN 13606-4 [9] specifies how patients •	
might be provided access to audit log information to review access to their 
ehr. This implies that the log information should be converted to something 
that is understandable by the patients. Security policies should be applied for 
the auditors to avoid security breaches. The Dutch infrastructure of NICTIZ will 
have this functionality implemented.

14 Note that clinical audit, which we define as the auditing of the medical information for the purpose 
of improving health care, is beyond the scope of this article.
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It can be used in legal disputes to verify claims about what information was •	
available and whether it was accessed. This can also be used for non-repudia-
tion issues.
It can be used to complement access control to update and fine tune rBAC •	
policies as well as to verify the relevancy of the accessed information.

The logging should not be restricted to the information handled, but should 
include all events and state changes. This results in a huge volume of data that 
should be stored for (possible) future reference, while it should also be possible 
to process the log in real-time to detect intrusion or unusual behavior. The use of 
an emergency over-ride mechanism to access otherwise prohibited health record 
information is an example of this.
Due to the distributed nature of information retrieval in the context of the scenario 
of this article, information and audit logs are also distributed. In order to track the 
full details of an action (e.g. a query and its results) many systems and subsequently 
many audit logs are involved. This trace across systems requires interoperable audit 
logs to allow unambiguous processing. To faithfully trace a specific event across 
systems all events need to be uniquely identified through a generic identifier, 
either by the same identifier throughout all systems or by mapping the external 
identifier to an internal identifier. Furthermore, a synchronized timestamp is neces-
sary to order the events and functionality is required to retrieve a specific version 
to allow faithful recreation of a past situation.
Although the interoperability is recognized by the eN 13606-4 standard [9], no in-
teroperable audit logs currently exist. The IeTF rFC 3881 [52] provides a draft speci-
fication. ISO and CeN are currently working on a standard for a common framework 
for interoperable audit logs based on this rFC.

The requirement to maintain an audit log can be implemented in an audit service.
Audit logs should be separated from the eMr system, with a clear definition of 
the connection between the two to maintain data integrity on both components. 
This allows the use of the audit log as described above, without placing a load 
on the eMr system itself. In addition, different authorization profiles apply to the 
audit log, those of audit managers, not of healthcare professionals. Logging actual 
data in the audit log should be avoided, because of the security issue. Otherwise 
restricted information would then become available to non-healthcare profession-
als (e.g. audit managers). By logging a reference to the information, rather than the 
actual information, in a separate system both requirements can be met. The audit 
logs relating to emergency access to the ehr, which often overrides usual access 
policies, should be reviewed extra carefully to ensure that such privileges are not 
abused. A separate log event with details of the emergency action could be cre-
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ated in a separate, highly restricted service, with a minimal reference in the regular 
log. The latter would be sufficient for routine audit procedures, while the former 
can only be accessed after proper authorization. emergency overrides should be 
investigated to determine the necessity. This requires recording of the situation 
that triggered the override, information that is often not recorded.
In some countries, patients have the right to have data removed from their health 
record. This would imply that the audit log contains references to non-existing 
data. Provisions are needed to cope with this situation. Data removal by patients 
also poses problems when trying to recreate past situations, since the data is not 
available any more and should be marked as such.
Accessing the audit log itself should also be logged for the same security reasons, 
although with the theoretical risk of creating audit logs ad infinitum.
Storage requirements of an audit log can be considerable which might lead to poli-
cies to keep logs only for a defined time span. Since the cost of storage devices is 
continually decreasing, the only reason for a policy of purging audit logs should be 
legal requirements.
Use of the information in the audit log might have medico-legal implications. Based 
on the logs it might be deduced that certain information was accessed without im-
minent need. It might even be deduced that information was not accessed when 
access could be expected. Although it is obvious that unauthorized access should 
be investigated, what are the implications of the absence of access?
This discussion shows the importance of a clear definition of the purpose and con-
tent of an audit log as well as a clear model of the connection between eMr system 
and audit log.
Such a definition would dictate the kinds of information that an audit log should 
contain, and the ways it should be monitored.

4.2.8 Archiving

Related question:
26 What should be done with the data after legal data retention time has 

passed?

Archiving is the mechanism of moving data out of the active system into locations, 
which are less immediately available, usually for storage logistics and performance 
reasons. Wherever possible, archived data should be technology-independent so 
that future users do not have to depend on obsolete technology from the past.
Dutch legislation [17] defines that medical data should be kept for at least 15 years. 
Longer periods are allowed if it is essential to the health of the patient or even to 
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the health of his relatives (e.g. hereditary diseases). Many countries require longer 
data retention periods for liability issues.
This implies that systems should be able to retain this information for at least the 
period of the legal data retention. For such a long time, the issue of the ownership 
is even more important, but it also complicates queries, because older information 
is usually less relevant in everyday treatment.
Not only the data, but also the authorization profiles pertaining to that data should 
be preserved. roles and profiles will evolve over time and reliably answering au-
diting questions can only be done when the exact context of the question is rec-
reated, including the authorization profiles at that time. This in turn implies that 
version management on roles and profiles is necessary.
records spanning a lifetime with multiple care providers both in parallel and in suc-
cession and restricted by both organizational and patient restrictions might lead to 
data that should be retained due to its age and/or importance but is not available 
due to its authorization profiles.
In paper-based records older information is often manually summarized, e.g. after 
each episode of care, reducing the size and superfluous details in the data to be 
interpreted in future episodes of care. This does not imply that the detailed data is 
removed. The electronic record could also provide summaries while retaining the 
detailed data. There is no standard yet that deals with the action of summarizing 
electronic data, either manually or automatically. There are also no guidelines on 
how to assess, which information is still relevant for the patient’s situation after the 
retention time, who should make this decision, and on what criteria this decision 
should be based.

Dutch legislation allows patients to ask for removal of data from their record. This 
not only overrules the data retention policy, but also contradicts the ISO 18308 
requirement that data should not be deleted. Data retention policies and lifelong 
health records are also contradicting since the latter requires all information avail-
able during the lifetime of the patient, while the former requires destruction of 
information older than a certain age.
Finally, documentation obligations of organizations (e.g. for health statistics or lia-
bility requirements) conflict with the patient’s right to remove data. One approach 
could be to allow the patient to hide direct access to information using a mecha-
nism outside the regular access control mechanism, e.g. by using encryption with 
the patient’s key (thus requiring the patient’s cooperation for decryption), whilst 
permitting it to be included in population queries that are needed for statutory 
reporting.
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Data retention policies and lifelong health records require long-term storage. This 
means that data should still be accessible long after the creation date. This implies 
storage in future-proof formats and/or keeping old software and hardware com-
ponents around to be able to access it. It puts considerable strain on the various 
implementations.
Shabo [12, 13] recognizes these problems and describes a solution where health 
records are maintained at health record banks equivalent to financial banks. he 
suggested that the health record banks should be funded indirectly through the 
health insurance plans of the patients opening an account. More recently, a num-
ber of large commercial players have launched personal health record systems. 
Although this solution moves the burden of long time storage to a central health 
bank or central commercial server, the problem of future accessibility will remain.
The question arises to which extend should past situations be recreatable. This pe-
riod could be much shorter than the retention policies. In special cases, manual 
procedures are probably the most cost-effective.

4.3 FUnCtIOnAlIty And ImPlEmEntAtIOn OF tHE CEntRAl SERVICE

The central service as depicted in Figure 12 plays a vital role in the described en-
vironment. Literature shows two approaches for implementation of such service, 
which we will describe here:

The medical information is stored in a central system: a repository.•	
Pointers to the medical information are stored in a central system: an index •	
service.

The repository can vary from a set of (pointers to) attested documents about spe-
cific aspects of the medical history of patients [53] to a full record of all available 
information [12, 13] and anything in between. A centralized index service or reg-
istry is currently implemented by the Dutch NICTIZ [54]. They are compared and 
contrasted here in relation to the issues described before.

4.3.1 An lvEHR repository
If the central service were implemented as a repository, it could contain docu-
ments covering only information that is considered of relevance for properly 
dealing with future health issues, like discharge letters and medication lists. Its 
advantage is the single point of retrieval of attested documents. No discussion 
on the quality and no extended searches of connected systems for information 
are necessary. The authorization issues still apply since only authorized persons 
should have access to the documents. The confidentiality issue can be avoided by 
adding to the repository only documents that have the same confidentiality tags. 
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Patient consent can be handled easily because it is known beforehand what will 
be added to the repository and what user roles are allowed to review the informa-
tion. relevancy is handled by a strict definition of the content of the documents. 
No corrections are necessary (i.e. documents are aggregated/summarized from 
underlying information).
The documents are summaries or aggregations of information on different levels 
of granularity, with the actual information still residing in the various connected 
systems. The documents contain patient identifiable information and therefore be-
come a privacy risk. The documents should be tagged with IDs from the authors 
and source, for proper definition of the ownership and responsibility of the data. 
Since the repository does not necessarily hold all available information, additional 
information either cannot be retrieved or should be retrieved through an indexing 
service. Connected systems are still responsible for the information and contain a 
duplicate of the information that is contributed to the repository.
An alternative is the PING architecture described by Simons et al [55]. This is a cen-
tralized, cross-organizational repository of documents where the patient can de-
fine fine-grained control in delegating access to portions of his ehr.

Shabo goes one step further and claims that lifelong patient-centered ehrs can 
only exist when storage and maintenance is transferred to a health record bank 
(similar to a financial bank). The health record bank can transfer a copy of the ehr 
(all or in part) to a specified health care provider after patient consent. During treat-
ment, the health care provider can add information to the ehr, which is transferred 
back to the health record bank after discharge. Intermittent updates of the original 
ehr in the health record bank are necessary when treatment takes a considerable 
amount of time, e.g. in a chronic condition.
The health record bank takes care of the archiving problems and the authorization, 
although the authorization issues remain. All available information on the patient 
is in his ehr account, so an indexing service for additional information is not nec-
essary. It cannot be avoided that patients open several accounts to hide sensitive 
information. There is no possibility for the health record bank to verify confidential-
ity breaches when the ehr is transferred to a health care provider, unless all audit 
information pertaining to the specific record is also added to the account. It is un-
clear if patients can consent to sharing only part of the information or can restrict 
access to specific persons or roles. rBAC models are likely to differ between care 
providers so it is not clear which models (care provider or patient) will take prece-
dence. It is also not clear how emergency overrides should happen when a patient 
has not consented to transfer information to a specific care provider and/or the 
ehr is not (yet) transferred to the care provider. When a patient receives treatment 
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at different locations, careful synchronization of information is necessary to avoid 
conflicting treatments due to lack of information.

In both lvehr and health Bank repository-types, ownership is a problem: as stated 
before according to Dutch law, the person entering the information in the health 
record is the owner of the information and is responsible for its accuracy and com-
pleteness. Other countries have different legislation, making a single approach 
across countries very difficult.
The repository of attested documents relies on the connected systems to keep the 
respective documents up-to-date and complete. The same goes for the health re-
cord bank.

Authorized access in hospitals is often linked to a specific relationship with the pa-
tient. It will be difficult for the health record bank to verify such a relationship.
ehr systems storing all incoming information (as most current systems do) will 
be superfluous and may have no legal status in the environment of health record 
banks.

4.3.2 Index service
An alternative implementation of the central service would be as an index service. 
An index service does not store the information on a patient, but merely index 
pointers to the actual source of the information.

Various indexes are possible:
A •	 passive index, which acts as a telephone directory: the index returns loca-
tions of the information which are in turn queried for the actual information;
An •	 active index, which acts like a broker: the query is addressed to the index 
service. The index service in turn propagates the query only to systems that 
have registered the information in the index that matches the query. Finally, 
the combined result set is returned to the query originator. The Act reference 
registry (Arr) of hL7 as implemented by NICTIZ is an example of an active 
index service.

To avoid returning unallowed information a broker system should be able to ei-
ther pass on the user ID and rBAC profiles that are attached to the queries, or be 
able to match the profiles to the rBAC information that is added to the registered 
information.
registered index pointers should only be visible to users with appropriate autho-
rization. Querying would be most efficient when only the systems are addressed 
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that will return information for that user. This implies that a broker system is capa-
ble of executing rBAC policies. however, only the originating system is responsible 
for filtering unauthorized access and updating the local rBAC profiles. To execute 
the rBAC policy by the broker would imply that the entire set of policies of all reg-
istered systems should be duplicated in the broker system. This seems to be an 
unacceptable situation.
A separate complicating factor is the granularity of the information index. Coarse-
grained indices can be fewer and so more manageable, but may lack sufficient de-
tails for rBAC policies and/or patient restrictions.
Legislation might deny storing privileged information in a central location. This ef-
fectively reduces the options to a passive or active index service.

5 Discussion

5.1 dISCUSSIOn OF tHE APPROACH

Our method for identifying the relevant issues and their elaboration is similar to the 
first two steps of the methodology of the hL7 Message Development Framework 
(MDF) [56] for defining messages.
In very global steps, the hL7 approach starts from a realistic scenario or storyboard 
through the definition of use case models and interaction models, using UML mod-
eling tools, to specific messages. A scenario is a more informal description of the 
events, which is better suited for capturing the time-sequence of events than the 
more formal use case models. It also hides details of the Actors involved in the 
interaction.

Following the hL7 MDF approach allowed us to focus on a specific scenario, which 
simplified the definition of the questions. Only one scenario was defined, but it rep-
resents a generic, privacy sensitive situation. each institution or department can be 
replaced by a different equivalent where sensitive or general information is gener-
ated, without changing the overall issues.
By focusing on real life processes and asking simple questions, we believe the es-
sence of an issue is much better clarified than defining an abstract goal that should 
be met. An example: rBAC is considered to be a good solution to define access rules 
for users and its implementation would meet the goal of secure systems. however, 
a question like “how could a dermatologist request information from a GP system” 
shows that implementing rBAC in both systems is not sufficient to solve the prob-
lem raised by this question.
Defining questions is an endless process; there will always be more questions to 
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ask. By grouping the questions in issues, which are then mapped onto the topics 
of various standards, it can be argued that the question set is sufficiently complete 
when all issues cover all topics.
Table 7 shows that the topics of data integrity and non-repudiation have not been 
mapped to a separate issue but depend on proper identification of the author/
manager of a record contribution and appropriate audit logs. Patient access is also 
not covered separately, because it would make the scenario even longer and more 
complex, and because a patient can be seen as a user with a special role and profile 
and therefore not different from other users such as health care providers.
The only mention of relevancy in the ISO definition is the requirement that only 
data relevant to the care process should be recorded. It is not mentioned as a sepa-
rate requirement. Version management also has no corresponding requirement 
but the discussion shows that it is a vital pre-requisite for auditing. The issue raised 
by notifications has not been covered by any ISO requirement although it touches 
on data integrity.
Unraveling the issues gives insight into the problems that can arise. Literature 
review has shown various studies into these problems and possible solutions. 
however, most reviews focus either on a single issue or on a limited environment. 
We have found that the issues influence each other and a solution for one issue can 
cause additional problems for another issue.
Figure 14 gives an overview of the relations between the issues. We see that all 
issues are interrelated, but that authorization, patient consent and audit play a piv-
otal role.
We used an approach where we discussed and studied the issues in the order pre-
sented in this paper. Information and possible solutions from an earlier issue were 
taken into account into later issues. This sequence was repeated several times, 

TABlE 7  Mapping of issues to EHR requirements

Issue EHR requirement

Authorized access Authentication/Authorization/Patient access

Ownership Integrity (of data)/Non-repudiation

Ownership Author responsibility

Confidentiality Confidentiality

Patient consent Consent

Relevancy

Audit Audit/Non-repudiation

Version management Audit

Notifications

Archiving Archiving
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while taking into account all the information that was revealed in earlier rounds. 
When no significant changes in the information occurred the issue was regarded 
as “closed”.

5.2 dISCUSSIOn OF tHE RESUltS

The lvehr can only become reality when there is a truly secured network of eMr 
systems that contain information about the patient. Thus, in theory each patient 
has a different network, i.e. comprised of different eMr systems, which is not fixed 
over time since it can grow when the patient visits other healthcare providers/or-
ganizations. As described before, there are some issues to be solved before these 
networks will be in operation.
rBAC as described in this article is considered more suitable for simpler environ-
ments. More complex environments such as health would benefit from policy-driv-
en rBAC, as described in the Privilege Management and Access Control (PMAC) 
framework. This ISO specification [27, 28] extends rBAC by defining a framework 
to represent and manage computable policy agreements between parties to ex-
change and use information. The policy agreements specify which information to 
exchange and under which security-related circumstances. Although these policy 
agreements simplify the problem by focusing each policy on one type of exchange 
under a specific set of well-defined circumstances between parties, the level of 
overall complexity rises with the number of agreements since these each need to 

FIguRE 14  Relations between issues

Authorization

Noti�cations

Audit

Ownership

Relevancy

Archiving

Patient consent

Version 
management

Con�dentiality
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be maintained and updated to reflect current changes and also need to be in ac-
cordance with each other’s other policies to avoid conflicting policy agreements.
We believe that PMAC will certainly solve most problems mentioned in this article 
at a very restricted level of cooperation between a few parties. expanding the co-
operation to include more information and more parties at a greater regional and 
national scale will require a lot of resources to keep all policies in line.
Since policies agreements are defined up front and go through a standardized defi-
nition process, there is no possibility of securely exchanging new types of informa-
tion that have not yet been agreed on.
We think the current paradigm shift from paper-based to the current eMr systems 
with their local storage of all incoming information is not sufficient to transpar-
ently incorporate a virtual lifelong patient record that spans multiple independent 
healthcare organizations. The shift should be extended to move towards an infra-
structure that resembles the environment described in this article with a focus on 
interoperability and sharing of information in a privacy enhanced way.
True interoperability of systems pertaining to an lvehr can only be guaranteed if 
the privacy issues mentioned before are solved. It also entails not only semantic 
interoperability of the information, but also of the authorization roles and profiles 
as well as all other aspects pertaining to networked eMr systems.
We have focused on the security issues in an environment of interconnected eMrs/
ehrs. Currently the notion of a Personal health record (Phr) is elaborated. The Phr 
is seen as a solution to guard against identity theft and unauthorized access since 
the only way that data can travel is from an eMr into the Phr. With the patient in 
control of the Phr, data filtering is performed by the patient (some data will be in-
cluded, other data not). Access control is also executed by the patient, who can de-
cide during a consultation whether to share existing data or not with the consulted 
physician. We haven’t analyzed the security issues related to the Phr in detail. We 
see that besides the security issues, other aspects like the impact of unshared data 
on patient care etc. play an important role in the further development of the Phr. 
Such issues are outside the scope of this manuscript.
A promising technology for implementation of the described environment would 
be peer-to-peer (P2P) networking [57], where all the participating systems share 
the computing and storage resources to fulfill the demand. This would result in a 
truly transparent ehr system. however, since P2P also entails replication of (parts) 
of data on several nodes, it raises security issues along the lines, described in this 
article. More research into that area is necessary before it can be useful.
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6 Conclusion

In the age-old tradition of medicine, healthcare workers have developed a way of 
communication that follows the lines of a conversation. Information is specifically 
requested from defined other persons. Typically, even today the preferred means 
of communication are still telephone, fax and email. Current information retrieval 
as defined by hL7 and 13606 is still very much based on this practice.
The currently omnipresent search engines on the Internet that provide access to 
vast amounts of information have shifted the paradigm from a one-to-one ex-
change to a one-to-many exchange and from a tendency to store everything 
locally to a tendency to search and retrieve whenever the need arises. It is time 
to implement that paradigm in the eMr systems and the lifelong virtual patient 
record.

Before the described virtual lifelong patient record can become reality, more clarity 
has to be provided on the following:

The implementation of the authorization model.•	
The implementation of patient restrictions and patient consent in general.•	
Legal and computational frameworks that protect confidentiality.•	
A definition of relevancy that is legally accepted and machine interpretable.•	
A future-proof infrastructure that supports communication between systems •	
in different organizations given the above restrictions.
Archiving information for future use given the situation where people and sys-•	
tems are changed frequently in the course of the life of the patient.

Technical solutions need not and will not replace all personal communication. The 
ehr as a shared source of information for professional discussion can pragmatically 
solve some of the issues (such as the relevancy issue) discussed in this article.
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Generic screen representations for future-proof 
systems, is it possible?

1 Introduction

Interoperability is considered a key property of the generation of electronic health 
records (ehr) systems to come. It will allow ehrs to communicate and to interpret 
the data received.
The two major standardisation approaches in this respect are hL7 v315 [1], where the 
architecture of the messages between systems are standardised, and CeN/TC251 
13606 combined with archetypes16 [2, 3] which standardises the record itself.
As advocated by openehr [4], true future-proof electronic health record systems 
will be able to accommodate new medical concepts without the need for large 
adjustments to the system [5]. This is possible because a reference Model is imple-
mented in the information system, which need not change, and “archetypes” then 
express structured medical concepts as constraints to and combinations of these 
classes. A consequence of this approach is that patient information in structures 
that have not been previously encountered can still be satisfactorily interpreted by 
the system.
Although future-proof systems are capable of comprehending previously un-
known (ad hoc) information structures since they still adhere to the underlying 
reference Model, there is currently no method for the optimal display of such data. 
A clinical application receiving data for which it has no predefined presentation 
format will have to resort to a low level generic representation of the received data 
that may be difficult to understand by the user, for example, a family tree might 
be presented in the form of a nested XML structure because the application has 
not been configured for a graphical display of this information. In order to present 
this kind of information in the future the application will need to be modified, and 
continually so for each newly encountered data structure. This is clearly not a scal-
able approach, given that clinical data structures do evolve and ehr systems in the 
future will receive patient data from other widely distributed and heterogeneous 
ehr systems using different data structures. Throughout this article we will use the 
non-trivial yet easy to understand example of a blood pressure concept. In a local 
system, it may suffice to define a blood pressure by the systolic and diastolic values. 
however, when the blood pressure is communicated to others, contextual infor-

15 In this article, hL7 will refer to the new v3 standard in its latest form.
16 In this article, we refer to the CeN 13606/archetypes as archetypes for brevity.
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mation such as the cuff size and the position of the patient are required to make a 
proper interpretation. Over time, definitions of concepts may change and become 
more complex and new concepts may be defined in particular areas of medicine. 
Systems that are part of a larger network need to be able to deal with these evolv-
ing definitions, preferably without a (major) effort in the redesign of the software.
This article discusses an approach to solve these problems by developing a system-
atic way of representing and implementing presentational knowledge.

1.1 BACkGROUnd

Interoperability is the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange 
information and to use the information that has been exchanged [6]. Both hL7 and 
CeN 13606 aim to achieve interoperability both at the data structure level and at 
the domain model level. At the lowest level, medical concepts are described using 
predefined data structures. This ensures that the information exchanged is com-
plete (it contains all relevant and required data and metadata) and can be parsed, 
stored and subsequently retrieved. At the higher domain level, additional meta-
data are used to avoid ambiguity in understanding. For example, in textual values 
these might include the code and a reference to the coding scheme.
The Proper project studied the architecture of a generic electronic health record 
(ehr) system. During this study, a prototype implementation was built and tested 
[7, 8]. The system was configured for use as multidisciplinary ehr by several thera-
pists in primary care in the context of rehabilitation of stroke patients in their home 
environment.
Proper showed that the successful use of received information is not simply a mat-
ter of communications between systems, but also between the receiving system 
and its users. For example, even if the GP’s system is capable of storing and subse-
quently retrieving a family tree, it is very difficult for the GP to correctly interpret 
the information if there is no suitable screen representation.

1.2 tHE CEn 13606 ARCHEtyPE APPROACH

The two-model approach of CeN 13606 consists of a reference Model with pre-
defined classes that can be implemented in software and an Archetype Model that 
defines a UML model that constrains and combines the classes from the reference 
Model to express medical concepts in standardized structures. This approach sepa-
rates the software development from the medical knowledge implementation and 
permits clinical users to define structures describing their clinical specialities with-
out needing to understand how those structures will be exchanged or committed 
to persistent storage.
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An archetype or archetype definition is a description of the structure of a medical 
concept, as it would be documented in an ehr system. For example, a blood pres-
sure archetype describes two physical qualities, one called systolic, the other called 
diastolic, each having a unit of measurement, along with optional metadata for the 
position of the patient, the cuff size used and the time of the observation. These 
values are represented in a containing class labeled “Blood Pressure”. Since arche-
types support object-oriented principles, generic archetypes can be further sub-
specialized. This allows the definition of a generic concept such as a “laboratory 
test” to be specialized into a “blood sugar test” or a “complete blood count” (CBC).
Actual archetypes derived from the UML model are also referred to as archetype 
instances. An actual observation, for example a specific blood pressure measure-
ment in a particular patient, is referred to as an ehr instance.

1.3 mOtIVAtIOn FOR tHE PROjECt

In the context of the Proper project [7, 8] a web-based ehr system was built us-
ing a simplified version of CeN 13606 archetypes. We focused on the implementa-
tion of a domain-agnostic system based on these archetypes, with generic screen 
representations. The feasibility of generating a GUI based on archetypes [9] was 
studied in a second phase project. Both projects revealed that a generic GUI would 
result in a suboptimal display where the structure of the information is used as the 
only basis to derive the presentation, rather than displaying the information in a 
form familiar to the user. It was found not to be possible to support the definition 
of an optimal display format while keeping the GUI generic.
 The two-model approach, which is the basis for the archetypes, has proven to be 
useful in separating software development from knowledge implementation. This 
inspired the authors to apply the same approach to the GUI domain, in an attempt 
to enable the generation of good quality and useful presentations of ehr data 
without requiring that each data structure (archetype) be known in advance dur-
ing the system design.

2 Methods

The objective of the project reported in this paper was to develop a new frame-
work for presentation-level interoperability. however, since it was expected that 
the proof-of-concept implementation would elicit further requirements and re-
quire iterative development cycles, we focused on reusing already available tools 
for implementation. Two existing candidate presentation frameworks were tested 
for the proof-of-concept implementation:
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1 The Cocoon Forms Framework, based on XForms and suitable for data entry as 
well as data display [10].

2 The XML User Interface Language (XUL), the Mozilla Foundation framework for 
developing GUIs [11].

These frameworks were chosen to take advantage of existing experience from 
earlier projects [9, 12] and to allow for rapid implementation. It was also hoped 
that the choice of industry-standard tools would ensure that the focus remained 
on the feasibility of the new presentation layer and not be diverted towards other 
implementation issues relating to the development of a new technology. however, 
it was recognized that neither framework had been tested for this purpose previ-
ously and that it might later become necessary to develop a proprietary (albeit 
open) alternative. This might need either to be an amalgam of the two above, or 
entirely new from scratch.
In all cases, the implementations were integrated in the Apache Cocoon Web ap-
plication to actually deliver the application pages. A set of various ehr instances 
was presented via both implementations.
The authors also tested the generic nature of the approach by mapping the frame-
work to an hL7 structure representing a blood pressure, to assess the work that 
would be required for this.

2.1 PRESEntAtIOn-lEVEl IntEROPERABIlIty

Irrespective of the purpose of an element of displayed information, it is likely that 
the presentation of information via an application will have used three types of 
knowledge:

Knowledge of the best way to display the information (content-related).•	
Knowledge of the way a user is accustomed to view information (localization).•	
Knowledge of the device that is used to display the information (device-•	
related).

These different types of knowledge are often mixed and hard-coded into the GUI 
of the client application. This not only makes it difficult to display information from 
a domain different to the one for which it was designed, but it also necessitates 
duplication of presentation knowledge within the application to accommodate 
different display devices.

2.1.1 Content-related presentation knowledge
Content-related presentation knowledge relates presentation behavior to the con-
stituents of the information structure; for example, numbers might be displayed 
differently from text. Such simple knowledge, however, is not sufficient. In medi-
cine, more complex information structures exist. For example, a common visual 
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form for blood pressures is of two numbers separated by a slash (Systolic/Diastolic). 
An upside-down tree might be the best visual form of a genealogical history.

2.1.2 localized presentation knowledge
Visual information may be subject to local customisation, from the local language 
and date format to the preferred units (e.g. mg/dl vs. µmol/l) and for the use of 
different coding schemes. These may be established countrywide, or within an in-
dividual institution. There are also personal preference differences such as learned 
behaviour or different cognition preferences (e.g. pictorial, textual).

2.1.3 device-related presentation knowledge
There is now a large range of devices capable of sending and retrieving informa-
tion on behalf of a user. They include not only desktop computers and laptops, 
but tablet PCs, PDAs and smartphones. The aspiration for smaller devices today 
is towards achieving the same browsing experience as that provided by the more 
full-featured devices like desktops. however, this is not universally realised yet and 
the presentation toolkits must ideally retain the flexibility to modify content based 
on the rendering device.

2.2 A tWO-mOdEl APPROACH tO GEnERIC GUI GEnERAtIOn

From the ProperWeb application the authors identified that including screen pre-
sentation knowledge in the archetype definitions introduces dependencies that 
make content modification difficult [12]. Not only does it introduce two different 
kinds of knowledge (medical domain knowledge and presentation knowledge) 
into a single model, it also adds complexity to the display of the same information 
in different ways according to context.
Moreover, adding specific display information to the archetype would duplicate 
the effort of definition. For example, if numerical information from different med-
ical concepts could be displayed in a similar way, the definition for that display 
would still have to be added to each archetype that represents numeric data. This 
approach would also increase the effort to maintain archetype definitions if each 
one had to be updated whenever a display definition was added or modified.
The authors distinguish two models: a display-oriented model (the GUI model) 
that defines Widgets as screen presentation units; and a domain-oriented model 
(the Content model) that defines Content Units, which create meaningful pre-
sentations using Widgets. The first model is the realm of the GUI designer, while 
domain experts use the second model. If this is compared to the archetype ap-
proach, the GUI model resembles the reference Model, while the Content Model 
resembles the Archetype Model. During development, a strict separation of do-
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mains was maintained echoing those archetype characteristics.
An overview of how a visual is generated using the two models is given in Figure 
15. The process is based on the concept of pipelines. Various units handle bind-
ing and widget selection. Localized presentation knowledge is defi ned in the fi nal 
profi le.
Given the premise that future-proof systems are also capable of receiving infor-
mation from other domains, it is necessary that these systems contain domain-
agnostic presentational functionality. All units follow object-oriented design prin-
ciples in which a specifi c unit inherits characteristics from a more generic unit. This 
improves consistency and fl exibility, and implies that multiple units can be defi ned 
for any archetype to broaden the range of possible displays available.

2.2.1 GUI model
The GUI model consists of:

Widgets, the building blocks of a GUI.•	

FIguRE 15  Diagram showing the various model components and their relation.
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Views, the definition of a screen.•	
Profiles, which tailor the presentation to the local environment.•	

Widgets are commonly known in software development as the elements that 
make up the windows of an application, such as text boxes and labels. A Widget in 
this approach is a platform-independent display unit that contains presentation 
knowledge for a single data type. These widgets can be mapped to classes in the 
underlying reference Model. Two types of widgets exist: data-oriented widgets 
such as “text”, “image” and “number”, and group-oriented widgets such as “list”, 
“table” and “graph”. The definition of these widgets is typically a one-time invest-
ment since both the reference Model (and therefore the widget set), is stable over 
time.
Widgets are converted to specific (device-dependent and/or platform-dependent) 
versions in the underlying system by using Views. A View is focused on presenta-
tion of the content and therefore part of the GUI designers’ remit. Views provide the 
transformation from platform-independence to platform-dependency.
In a View, the screen/window is divided in parts, each with a different purpose. 
each part is bound to a data source. This can be as simple as a static image for a 
logo or a predefined tree for navigation bars, up to more complex sources such as 
the demographics of the current patient for the header part and the content units 
for the content part. An application is therefore not expected to create the “screen 
chrome” itself, but rather to devolve the responsibility for that to the View.
Profiles implement localized presentation knowledge. Profiles manage the conver-
sion of information to match user expectations to avoid interpretation errors.
A profile contains preferences at various levels that modify the presentation of the 
information. There are three levels:

System level.•	  This level contains generic preferences that should always be ap-
plied, e.g. language, date format, and metric vs. imperial units.
Local level.•	  This level contains generic preferences that are organization or lo-
cation specific and are more domain-related. These preferences include pre-
ferred units and preferred terminologies. This level updates preferences on a 
per-role basis.
User level.•	  This level contains user-specified preferences that can modify the 
preferred view for a certain type of content unit e.g. if the user prefers graphs 
to tables for the same content.

By combining these tiers, the GUI can be tailored to the user and organizational 
preferences.

2.2.2 Content model
The Content model describes the content-related presentation knowledge in 
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Content Units. A Content Unit consists of two parts: a Display Content Unit and a 
Binding Content Unit.
A Display Content Unit is a composition of one or more Widgets, combined with 
other display-oriented information to provide a platform- and device-independent 
description of the layout of a medical concept, which will have been described 
in an archetype. The authors suggest using a Content Unit Definition Language 
(CUDL), which is still to be defined formally, for this description. Display Content 
Units can be regarded as the display counterpart of archetypes. Like archetypes, 
they can include other Display Content Units.
Display Content Units can also include (references to) normal ranges for seman-
tic interpretation of the value. For example, the value of a body mass index (BMI) 
can be color-coded based on the semantic interpretation (e.g. “normal” is green, 
“obese” is red).
The Binding Content Unit describes how the parts of the Display Content Units are 
connected to the associated parts in the archetyped ehr instance, through the 
Content Unit Binding Language (CUBL), which also needs to be defined formally.
Separation of the binding from the archetype allows for multiple content units that 
refer to a single archetype and provides the flexibility to display the same informa-
tion in different ways. It should also be possible to map content units not only to 
archetypes, but also to other data structures.
Like archetypes, Content Units are stored in a repository in a format that is ready for 
use. The exact implementation could be anything from simple source code files to 
high performing databases. Since they are a platform-independent representation 
of the presentation of ehr data conforming to an archetype, they can be shared in 
the same way archetypes are sharable.
Any profile that specifies how a specific widget has to be displayed will be applied 
to the components of the content model that refer to such a widget. This mecha-
nism makes it possible to apply local/system/user preferences also to data that was 
not seen before.

3 Results

A proof of concept Web application was built using the Apache Cocoon Web appli-
cation framework [13]. This Web application can display ehr instances conforming 
to various archetypes based on the approach described above. The ehr instances 
are offered to the system as an XML structure.
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The Apache Cocoon Web application framework is a generic open source frame-
work that is fundamentally based on the concept of separation of concerns. This is 
reflected in the component-based implementation and supports the correspond-
ing pursuit of separation of knowledge types. It implements the pipeline concept 
as described above. Since Cocoon excels in processing XML, it is a good candidate 
to build a generic Web-based GUI that can be generated.

3.1 COCOOn FORmS FRAmEWORk

The Cocoon Forms Framework, or CForms block [10], is a standard part of the 
Cocoon framework and provides widgets that can be used for both data display 
and for data entry. In its simplest form, a CForms widget is defined by three XML 
structures: the definition, the binding and the template. The definition is a descrip-
tion of the label and the data type. Optionally, validation rules can be added, such 
as checks on date ranges or lists of predefined values, but also more elaborate vali-
dations that can be added as functions in JavaScript or Java, because an API is avail-
able to access the widgets in these languages. The validation can be done, not only 
at the widget level, but also at the form level, i.e. across widgets.
The binding is based on XPath and connects the widget to its underlying informa-
tion structure. The latter can be anything from XML to JavaBeans to SQL-results 
or even custom-built structures. In its simplest form, the binding merely provides 
the mapping between the CForms widget and the underlying data structure, but 

FIguRE 16  Default display of a list of blood pressures FIguRE 17  Same list of blood pressures, but using an optimized 

presentation, the last entry is highlighted to signal the 

change in position.
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in more complicated structures it also holds the definition of how to add or delete 
substructures (e.g. in a table where rows can be added and/or deleted).
Archetypes are hierarchical structures and support an XPath-like definition [14] 
to access substructures, which matches the binding used in CForms. The CForms 
binding file would be an implementation of the Binding Content Unit.
The template provides a platform-dependent description of the actual display of 
the widget, for example an hTML page where the label and the value are displayed 
as rows in a table or a text area used for the data entry of a string. Note that a 
(hTML) form is typically implemented in Cocoon as three different XML files, one 
for the definition of all the widgets, one for the binding of all the widgets and one 
for the template of the form, and its widgets. These files can be handcrafted or 
partially or fully automatically generated. The definition defines the aggregation 
of the CForms widgets and provides a simple ID to the template for further layout 
specification.
The template combined with the definition would be the implementation of the 
Display Content Unit.
Figures 16 and 17 show the same list of blood pressures. The first is generated by a 
generic template resulting in a long list, while the second is optimized by a Blood 
Pressure Content Unit.
CForms work well with other Cocoon blocks such as the internationalization block 
(i18n). Together they provide out-of-the box localization. The use of the i18n block 
in Cocoon implies that text that would require localization is tagged with i18n tags. 
Based on the provided locale, the i18n block replaces the tagged text with its local-
ized counterpart. Other conversions such as a localized date format are also sup-
ported. The i18n block would be part of the implementation of the Profiles, which 
would reduce the amount of implementation work necessary.
The first version of the CForms implementation revealed that it is relatively easy 
to define content units based on CForms widgets for simple archetypes such as a 
body temperature. Using JavaScript it was possible to define validation rules across 
widgets and to write simple conversion rules for units. This allowed for on the fly 
calculation of the body mass index for example, and for quick conversions into a 
different unit.
The drawbacks of the CForms became evident when moving on to more complex 
data structures such as the blood pressure. CForms have no definition of a generic 
layout (e.g. horizontal orientation or grid), but rely on a set of available extensible 
Stylesheet Language (XSL) stylesheets that provide a standard rendering in hTML. 
These stylesheets can be overruled, but are generally considered an integral part 
of the CForms block.
Therefore, in the template, it was not possible to define a generic display of the 
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blood pressure in the previously mentioned Systolic/Diastolic format without se-
lecting a specific approach such as an hTML DIV or TABLe structure. This approach 
should be based on the overall design and device constraints and is therefore part 
of the view, not the content unit.
In the definition, it was very difficult to build a composite content unit based on a 
composition of widgets. To define a generic Quantity widget in CForms a compos-
ite CForms widget would be required. Standard CForms widgets consist of a label 
and a value for a specific data type. The label content is defined in the definition, 
rather than bound to an external information source. There is no provision for dis-
playing a unit. The implementation of a Quantity widget in CForms would be a so-
called class widget consisting of a common string widget for the label, a common 
widget with a numerical type and another common string widget for the units. The 
challenge lies in the mapping of multiple instances of similar values, e.g. if a list of 
blood pressure measurements is provided, they all map onto the same definition, 
but still need a mechanism that distinguishes them from each other.
The rudimentary implementation of validation rules using JavaScript showed that 
it is necessary to have a way to reference other archetype values as in the case of 
the BMI calculation where the values of the weight and the height archetypes are 
necessary. CForms widgets have IDs and, as stated before, validations can be de-
fined on a form level, across widgets. The reference to the individual values in the 
BMI calculation would be easy to achieve in the CForms validation. however, a BMI 
calculation is part of the domain knowledge, not of the domain display knowledge. 
Therefore, it should not be part of the Content Unit, but of the archetype. This also 
raised the question where in general the validation, calculation and conversion 
methods should be stored.
Not all platforms support JavaScript. A platform-independent specification lan-
guage is required for widespread adoption.

3.2 Xml USER lAnGUAGE (XUl)

XUL is a definition language created by the Mozilla Foundation and used for their 
products such as FireFox and Thunderbird. Apart from the usual data type oriented 
widgets it also provides widgets that are more generic such as grids and horizon-
tally and vertically oriented boxes. This provides the necessary abstraction for the 
display and therefore solves the drawback of CForms’ reliance on hTML for these 
types of widgets. XUL templates [15] provide a means to connect the XUL widgets 
to data sources. however, its implementation revealed that it lacks the flexible and 
easy binding of CForms and requires complicated definitions of templates, queries 
and data sources. Although this complexity provides a lot of flexibility, it makes it 
difficult for a non-programmer to define the necessary structures.
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Other disadvantages are:
XUL template data sources are subject to a ‘same-domain’ restriction. This ef-•	
fectively means that the XUL template and the referenced data sources should 
be part of the same UrL domain. This not only prevents separation of the GUI 
model, the Content model and the data, but also prevents the generation of a 
screen based on multiple sources from different UrL domains.
The implementation of a XUL template and the data sources are part of the •	
definition of the XUL widgets (e.g. ‘datasource’ is an attribute of a vbox, a verti-
cally oriented box). This makes a separation of view and data binding impos-
sible and prevents multiple binding definitions to a single view.

Schuler et al [9] also noted the immaturity of the language. Bowers also describes 
the immaturity of the XUL templates [16] in a web article, in which he points out 
that although the concept looks promising, the current implementation prevents 
development of an application beyond the simple examples provided.
Since XUL is only supported by Mozilla products, the final display requires a conver-
sion to standard hTML or, if possible, the use of a Mozilla browser.

3.3 EXPERImEntAl PROPRIEtARy FRAmEWORk

Drawing from the experiences of both the CForms and the XUL implementation 
efforts described above, we defined a simple Display Content Unit Language in 
XML based on the XUL vocabulary, but added the XPATh binding of CForms. The 
necessary conversions were done using various extensible Stylesheet Language 
(XSL) stylesheets. We focused on data display.
For each archetype, a matching Display Content Unit was implemented as a small 
XSL stylesheet. This XSL stylesheet puts the appropriate information in the label, 
value, and unit triple.
Without the functionality of the CForms validation rules, it was necessary to imple-
ment unit conversion rules in XSL. Although it was possible to achieve this, the 
attempt demonstrated that the available functionality in XSL is too limited and 
cumbersome to use. Unit conversions ideally require different mechanisms than 
simple XSL transformations.
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4 Evaluation

4.1 EnHAnCEd EXAmPlE

The example below shows the necessary components and the process in the pipeline 
that provides a meaningful display of a blood pressure on a user’s smartphone.
When the requesting system application receives an ehr instance containing a 
blood pressure, it looks up the reference of the archetype (1) in the ehr instance 
and finds a matching content unit (2) going from specific to generic in the arche-
type hierarchy. It then retrieves the appropriate archetype and content unit from 
their respective central repositories. A similar mapping process is executed to find 
an appropriate view (3) based on the targeted device and the references to the 
content unit. This mapping process is also performed from specific to generic. The 
view is requested from a local repository. Based on the user credentials the appro-
priate profile (4) is also retrieved from a local repository. All elements are combined 
to display the blood pressure onto the user’s smartphone with his or her preferred 
language and formats.
More detailed descriptions of how the various presentational units could look are 

FIguRE 18  Archetype definition of a blood pressure (source: the openEHR Foundation www.openehr.org)
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presented below. Simple XML notation was used for clarity. Paths are expressed in 
XPath notation.

4.1.1 Archetype (1)
An archetype definition of a blood pressure contains two eLeMeNTs of type 
Quantity each consisting of a value (the actual measurement) and a unit (usually 
mmhg), marked with a name (“systolic” or “diastolic”) (see Figure 18). Additional 
information such as cuff size, and patient position during measurement can also 
be described using this archetype.
As a clinician, one is typically only interested in displaying the date and time and 
the values of the blood pressure. The most common way of displaying this is in the 
familiar layout of: [time] S/D [unit], with S being the systolic blood pressure and D 
the diastolic blood pressure.

4.1.2 Widgets
As stated before, Content Units are based on Widgets, which in turn represent the 
data type classes of the reference Model. Timestamps can be displayed by date-
time widgets, numbers by number widgets and labels by text widgets.

4.1.3 Content units (2)
A specialized Blood Pressure Content Unit defines a blood pressure as a combination 
of a date-time widget with two number widgets for the values, separated by a slash 
and followed by a label to display the unit (see Figure 19). All this should be displayed 
in a horizontal layout. The content units also contain mappings that bind the widgets 
to the appropriate substructures of the archetype definition (see Figure 20).

FIguRE 19  Display Content Unit definition

FIguRE 20  Binding of content unit to archetype definition. Note that the paths in the “value” definitions are relative to the path in the 

binding tag.

<contentunit id=’bloodpressure’ archetype=’openEHR-EHR-OBSERVATION.blood_pressure.v1’>
  <hbox>
    <label id=’bp_label’ widgetpath=’datetime/value’/>
    <value id=’systolic’ widgetpath=’number’/>
    <text>/</text>
    <value id=’diastolic’ widgetpath=’number’/>
    <value id=’units’ widgetpath=’text’/>
  </hbox>
</contentunit>

<contentbinding id=’bloodpressure’ path= 
’//OBSERVATION/data/HISTORY[at0001]/events/EVENT/data/ITEM_LIST[at0003]/items’/>
  <value id=’bp_label’ path=’/POINT_EVENT[at0002]/o�set/value’/>
  <value id=’systolic’ path=’/ELEMENT[at0005]/value/magnitude’/>
  <value id=’diastolic’ path=’/ELEMENT[at0004]/value/magnitude’/>
  <value id=’units’ path=’/ELEMENT[at0005]/value/units’/>
</contentbinding>
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4.1.4 Views (3)
The GUI designer defines a generic view that defines a part holding a content unit 
for the patient identification information, a part containing a navigation menu and 
a part that serves as a placeholder for any type of content unit (see Figure 21, top 
definition). The specialized view in this smartphone example is derived by map-
ping the widgets to their smartphone equivalents, in Figure 21, bottom definition, 
shown as a simple hTML table. This view can also contain information on design 
such as font and font size choice, and colors.

4.1.5 Profiles (4)
A system-wide profile is created that defines the preferred language, the metric 
system, the date and time format and so on for the organization where it is imple-
mented. If necessary, additional profiles could be created to accommodate the sys-
tem to special users, e.g. visiting physicians from the USA.

4.2 mAPPInG tO Hl7 StRUCtURES

hL7 focuses primarily on message exchange and therefore considers this display 
problem to be part of the receiving system’s domain. however, this approach is 
equally useful in that realm.
To test the generic nature of the approach the Content Unit of a blood pressure 
was mapped to the hL7 structure for a blood pressure. Since no hL7 tools were 
available to generate an XML version, the mapping was performed by hand using 

FIguRE 21  Generic view definition and a similar definition for a smartphone

<view id=’simplescreen’ type=’generic’>
  <vbox>
    <hbox>
      <part id=’logo’/>
      <part id=’header’/>
    </hbox>
    <hbox>
      <part id=’navtree’/>
      <part id=’content’/>
    </hbox>
  </vbox>
</view>

<view id=’simplescreen’ type=’smartphone’>
  <table>
    <tr>
      <td><part id=’logo’/></td>
      <td><part id=’header’/></td>
    </tr>
    <tr>
      <td><part id=’navtree’/></td>
      <td><part id=’content’/></td>
    </tr>
  </table>
</view>
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an example of a blood pressure measurement that was part of a CDA document 
example in the hL7 ballot of May 2008 [17] and the r-MIM model of a blood pres-
sure as modeled in the Netherlands [18].

Figure 20 shows a binding to an archetype blood pressure. Figures 22 and 23 show 
it is possible to create a slightly different Binding Content Unit and reuse the Display 
Content Unit to display an hL7 structure.

Two issues emerged:
In the CDA example the only distinction between the systolic and the diastolic •	
part of the blood pressure could be made by including a test for a specified 
code in the path to the value. This implies that the code system is stable or the 
Binding Content Unit needs to be extended with a mechanism that allows a 
selection of the path based on the results of various tests for the code systems 
used. In the r-MIM model of the blood pressure, this issue is resolved by having 
a specific ‘SystolicPressure’ and ‘DiastolicPressure’ part. In Archetype Definition 
Language (ADL), this problem is solved by using stable internal references that 
are independent of the coding schemes used.
In the r-MIM model, the values of the systolic and diastolic parts have no separate •	
unit entry. From the definition of the type of the value, it was not clear if a unit was 
implied (e.g. through the coding scheme used), part of the value structure (but 
not stated separately) or even part of the content of the value item (i.e. ‘120 mmhg’ 
rather than ‘120’). In the CDA sample a separate entry for the unit was available. 
To overcome such a situation, the Binding Content Unit needs to be extended 
with a mechanism to set the value to a fixed entry. Obviously, the better solu-
tion is to include a clear separate unit entry in the r-MIM model.

FIguRE 22  Binding of content unit to HL7 RMIM-model of blood pressure

FIguRE 23  Binding of content unit to HL7 CDA Document Sample of blood pressure

<contentbinding id=’bloodpressure’ path=’//entry/observation’>
  <value id=’bp_label’ path=’/e�ectivetime/@value’/>
  <value id=’systolic’ path=’/entryRelationship[observation/code/@code=”271649006”]/value/@value’/>
  <value id=’diastolic’ path=’/entryRelationship[observation/code/@code=”271650006”]/value/@value’/>
  <value id=’units’ path=’/entryRelationship[observation/code/@code=”271649006”]/value/@unit’/>
</contentbinding>

<contentbinding id=’bloodpressure’ path=’//BloodPressure’>
  <value id=’bp_label’ path=’@e�ectiveTime’/>
  <value id=’systolic’ path=’/component1/SystolicPressure/@value’/>
  <value id=’diastolic’ path=’/component1/DiastolicPressure/@value’/>
  <value id=’units’ path=’/component1/SystolicPressure/@unit’/>
</contentbinding>
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5 Discussion

5.1 APPlICABIlIty OF tHE APPROACH

There are several advantages to the solution proposed here:
First and foremost, it offers the flexibility of defining specific, optimized screen •	
presentations for known information structures, while providing the means 
to generate usable screen presentation of previously unknown information 
structures.
By separating the various types of presentation knowledge into distinct mod-•	
els, it is possible to separate pure GUI knowledge from medical presentational 
knowledge, thus adopting another two-model approach and promoting 
reuse.
It is flexible enough to build an adaptive GUI based on roles. For example, •	
nurses and physicians can see the same information but optimally presented 
for their specific needs, while the only difference in development might be a 
document definition.
The evolution of medical knowledge will always create new data types and •	
new archetypes, which would lead to new display representations. This ap-
proach ensures that the available display knowledge can be reused as much 
as possible.
New and novel ways to view ehr information are a topic of ongoing research. •	
By adhering to the proposed approach, these views can benefit from the avail-
able display knowledge that is already expressed in content units [19]. In the 
blood pressure example earlier, the content unit for the single blood pressure 
can be reused to define a list of blood pressures that can be used in a view to 
display an interactive timeline of measurements as well as a simple list view. 
More specifically, by separating the Display Content Unit from the Binding 
Content Unit, the same Binding Content Unit of the blood pressure could be 
mapped onto a Display Content Unit specifying the common Systolic/Diastolic 
format or an X/y format, where X is bound to the timestamp, y1 to the systolic 
and y2 to the diastolic values. By adding the appropriate calculation, the y val-
ue could even be mapped onto the mean blood pressure. A Chart content unit 
can take the list of X/y formats as input for producing the graph.
Both the hL7 rIM and CeN 13606 archetypes use a limited set of predefined •	
data types, with ongoing efforts to harmonize the two sets. By describing one 
or more widgets for each data type, it should be possible to provide a meaning-
ful display of the information without incorporating presentation knowledge in 
the information structure. This means the current archetype or message specifi-
cations need not be extended and the number of widgets remains small.
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The information can be converted to match local and user preferences such as •	
preferred coding scheme, language, units and more.
A fallback mechanism is used to select a more generic representation in the •	
absence of a specific one.
Standardized content units could be shared between systems the same way •	
archetypes can be shared. This increases the intelligence and usability of the 
system.
The pipeline approach not only allows reuse of components, but also offers •	
flexibility in functionality by a simple addition of pipelines.

This approach complements the openehr architecture where templates are used 
to create a higher-level composition by constraining and ordering of archetypes. 
however, the openehr templates are used to create an information structure, while 
the approach proposed in this paper is used to display the structured information.
There are also disadvantages:

Specialized views, containing special content units, can only exist for pre-•	
defined information types. New information types or information types from 
different domains will fall back to a more basic representation. The latter, how-
ever, can benefit from shared content units.
A repository equal to that for archetypes is necessary for the various presenta-•	
tion units.
A mechanism for retrieving an appropriate screen representation for the cur-•	
rent archetype is necessary, since the most appropriate selection is based on 
multiple parameters that cannot be stored in the archetype instance.

From the proof-of-concept implementation two issues surfaced:
Value-related display.•	  Uniquely marking special values (e.g. out-of-range val-
ues) enhances quick interpretation of the data. This involves the union of sev-
eral types of knowledge. The GUI designer, along with users, decides on the 
display of the special value (e.g. large red font, flashing and/or audible signal), 
the content modeller decides whether the out-of-range value needs to be 
marked (or not), while either the archetype definition or a separate knowledge 
base holds the information on when the value is out of range. Complexity in-
creases when a range has several sub ranges with different interpretations, for 
example the BMI range can be divided in underweight, normal, overweight 
and obese. The content definition language needs to provide a method of in-
dicating when and how a special value needs to be marked as well as a refer-
ence to the location of the underlying knowledge. All this should be combined 
with a consistent, yet appropriate display (e.g. always red for alerts, unless the 
concept requires otherwise).
Conversion rules.•	  Users need to be able to specify their preferred units, local-
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ized date formats etc., because even when the unit of measure is displayed, 
sometimes the value in itself looks ‘unfamiliar’ at first glance thus hindering 
immediate interpretation. This requires an extensive conversion library, which 
needs to be implemented in a generic way. It is not clear where this implemen-
tation should be located when the conversion extends beyond the universal 
conversions (e.g. Celsius to Fahrenheit) and enters the clinical domain (e.g. the 
BMI calculation). The latter would ideally be located in the archetype, but there 
is currently no suitable expression language defined.

More work needs to be done to define a flexible content definition language that 
solves these issues and is capable of describing domain-related display knowledge 
at a sufficient level.

The advantages of having flexible GUI interfaces outweigh the disadvantages. By 
incrementally defining screen presentations that can be built on top of each other, 
there is less duplication of work in building a GUI. A higher-level screen presenta-
tion allows the user to better interpret the presented information leading to more 
efficient and more reliable information exchange. Screen presentations of new in-
formation structures can be added to the system without major redevelopment of 
the application.
Moreover, less effort is needed to define content units compared to the effort of 
defining archetype definitions, since an existing archetype definition can be used 
as the basis for the content unit definition. Since many medical concepts can be 
displayed using generic content units such as a simple label, value, unit triplet, the 
majority of concepts can be defined using a limited set of generic content units.

5.2 REqUIREmEntS

From the implementations of the three frameworks (CForms, XUL and proprietary), 
the authors draw several conclusions that elaborate the requirements of valid con-
tent definition languages. The implementation also led to proposed enhancements 
for the archetype structures.

5.2.1 Requirements for a content model language
The complexity of an archetype model is usually hidden behind an application (for 
example, the archetype editor from Ocean Informatics [20]). It would also be pos-
sible to hide the complexity of the content model language but it should never-
theless be relatively easy to understand for domain experts. It must have several 
functionalities:

Description of positional relations between values and fixed information, for •	
example in the case of a blood pressure format (“S/D”) where the entire struc-
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ture is horizontally oriented and the / sign is fixed and relevant.
Description of optional parts of the content widget, for example the label is •	
optional if a list of similar values is displayed and the list already has an ap-
propriate header. This makes it possible to reuse the widget on a small screen 
such as a cell phone screen.
A mechanism that defines the display behavior when the value is within a spe-•	
cific range, for example when the BMI value is in the “obese” range it should be 
colored red. This requires a mapping to a location, which holds information on 
the meaning of the various ranges as well as a description of the display op-
tions for each of the ranges. Note that the description of the meaning of these 
ranges should not be part of the content unit but of the archetype definition 
or a specialized knowledge server.
Description of a binding to the underlying archetype. This binding ties the la-•	
bel, value and unit to the respective counterparts in the archetype. The bind-
ing language should be generic enough to accommodate other structures 
than archetypes.

More work needs to be done to solve these issues and to define a flexible content 
definition language that is capable of describing domain-related display knowl-
edge at a sufficient level.

5.2.2 Requirements for archetypes
The proof-of-concept implementation has shown that correct interpretation of an 
archetyped ehr instance (for example, the actual description of a blood pressure) 
cannot be done without the associated archetype, since some semantic informa-
tion is not duplicated in the instance. This is also true for localization of the informa-
tion. Archetypes support translations of a concept into various languages, but the 
instance only contains the requested language. If the receiver wants to use several 
languages then the archetype itself must be available to the proposed framework. 
This makes the functionality to retrieve the archetype from a repository that is 
available to all receiving systems, a requirement, not an option.
During the proof-of-concept implementation, we observed that the same informa-
tion was defined using two different archetypes. A complete blood count report 
was coded with a specific CBC report archetype and with a more generic laboratory 
report archetype. In the former, each triplet of name, value and unit was uniquely 
identified, thus providing a path to each of the values, while in the latter, the triplets 
were merely part of a list without a unique identification at item level. The former 
instance allowed for a specific content unit controlling the order in which the test 
results were displayed, while the latter could only provide a more generic list in the 
order available in the instance. Although both structures were valid ehr instances, 
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the authors suggest that information should only be structured using the most 
specific archetype definition available. It is proposed to adjust the mechanism used 
in archetype selection during data entry so that the most appropriate archetype is 
selected more rigorously.
There is currently only a rudimentary version of an expression language defined in 
the openehr Archetype Definition Language (ADL) [14] that can be used to define 
calculations based on archetypes or archetype parts. The current ADL version (1.4) 
describes how to reference archetype parts within the archetype (e.g. the systolic 
and diastolic values in a blood pressure archetype) but not across archetypes, e.g. 
the BMI calculation which combines the weight and height archetypes.
This is a restriction that is not necessarily applicable to other formalisms. expressing 
an archetype in an imperative programming language would provide access to all 
the computational power of that language, including validations based on cross-
archetype values.
Finally, in order to implement a fall back mechanism in the selection of the con-
tent units from specific to generic, it is desirable to have inheritance information 
in the archetype definitions. In the above example of the CBC report, examination 
of the specific CBC report archetype shows it is inherited from the more general 
laboratory report archetype. however, there is no required indication of this in-
heritance in either the ehr instance or the archetype definition. The ADL as well as 
the Archetype Object Model (AOM) [21] do provide an entry ‘parent_archetype_id’, 
but this is optional and the accompanying text does not clarify if this should be 
used to indicate the inheritance path, or to express which archetypes are allowed 
as parents.
This situation might be improved, if the entry were a required indication of the 
inheritance path, possibly adding a special value to indicate ‘no-parent’ or ‘root-
archetype’. Additionally the process of archetype definition should enforce the se-
lection of the most appropriate parent.
The lack of this inheritance path does not invalidate the content unit approach. It 
merely results in a more generic display than necessary.
The requirements to the archetype model presented here are not unique for the 
proposed framework. Any GUI framework would benefit from them.

5.3 RElAtEd WORk

A similar approach has been developed by Ocean Informatics and implemented in 
their ehrView application [22]. The ehrView application modifies the information 
through a series of XSL stylesheets. These stylesheets are selected by matching the 
archetypes names in the structures. The matching process selects the most specific 
stylesheet available in a repository. The ehrView application does not separate con-
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tent-related modelling from software-related modelling and it is only defined for 
one type of device: a regular screen of a desktop PC or laptop. It also offers limited 
options to adjust to local or user preferences.
Fiala et al. [23] have described a component-based approach for adaptive Web doc-
uments that influenced the approach reported here. They too make a distinction 
between content-related and display-related presentation knowledge and they 
used the pipeline concept to define Web document generation. however, their fo-
cus is on adapting information presentation to user preferences and devices. The 
information is known and defined in advance and there is no method to handle 
unknown information structures or describe conversions to preferred units.
University College London (UCL) uses a Java-based approach, and has developed 
their own rendering toolkit. Class files are annotated with enterprise JavaBeans 3.0 
(eJB 3) descriptors as well as directives to the toolkit, so that one single archetype 
file (including content often represented in ADL) can be used to create every tier of 
an application without further (archetype-related) effort being required.
Outside the healthcare domain, several studies on adaptive GUIs and UI modelling 
languages have been done (e.g. [24]). The majority of these studies either focus on 
the adaptability to different display devices (e.g. [25]) or to the disabilities of the 
user (e.g. [26]). They start from the premise that the information to be displayed is 
known, which is the problem embedded in the lower section of the GUI model in 
Figure 15. however, it is possible that some existing modelling languages could be 
made sufficiently expressive for a complete role in archetype visualisation.

5.4 FUtURE WORk

More research is needed to define a Content Unit Definition Language that is flex-
ible, yet easy enough to use. This should be accompanied by a binding definition 
language that provides a simple mechanism to map a display definition to the as-
sociated archetyped ehr instance.
Although XUL could provide the initial version of the language to handle positions 
and orientations, it needs to be extended with a binding definition language that 
matches the ease of the CForms binding definition language.
The content definition language also needs to support descriptions of more com-
plex content units. These require references to knowledge bases with reference 
information (such as the reference graphs in a pediatric growth chart) and flexible 
mechanisms to define highly specialized graphic structures for charts and family 
trees.
The Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) specification is a modularized language for 
describing two-dimensional vector and mixed vector/raster graphics in XML.[27] 
It is a good candidate for the description of such graphic structures, but it is too 
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complicated to manually define them therein. It could be the basis for specialized 
widgets that can be used in the content units. This, however, should be done care-
fully to avoid convolution of the separation of the domains. In the example of the 
family tree, the tree is composed of persons and relationships. relationships are 
described as lines and persons are depicted by shapes. Since colors, line styles and 
shapes all have meaning; it is difficult to separate the GUI-model knowledge (col-
ors, line style, shape, fill color) from the Content model (meaning of relationship, 
gender, disease).
The authors have demonstrated that relatively little work is necessary to reuse this 
approach for hL7 structures. To fully evaluate the generic nature of the approach a 
more extensive set of archetypes and hL7 structures need to be tested.

5.4.1 dAtA EntRy

The approach presented here has been primarily focused on data consultation. 
While clearly data entry differs from data display insofar as one creates data and 
the data structures that contain it, and the other simply renders existing input, the 
layout should be shared between entry and display as much as possible. Doing 
this enables the technical rendering apparatus to be shared, and allows a clinician 
to later review data with a similar appearance to that of the original committer. 
however, this is non-trivial because data entry focuses on speed and data valida-
tion, not (so much) on appearance, as has been discussed by van der Meijden [28] 
and van Ginneken [29].
This approach can support data entry by extending the binding framework to 
binding events. events can be used to perform calculations, data validation, entry 
support (e.g. context-related selection lists) and the creation of the data structure.
The generic workflow would be to retrieve existing data (in case of data modifi-
cation) or an empty data structure (in case of new data) from the system kernel, 
which contacts the archetype server for the appropriate archetype references. This 
is passed to the GUI in the same pipeline process described earlier. events that cre-
ate data structures (e.g. a row in a table), can communicate with the system kernel 
on valid data structures. Finally, the resulting data structure is passed onto the sys-
tem kernel for final validation and data storage.
events to support data entry and data validation events need a closer connection 
to the validation parts of the archetype, to retrieve and provide valid subsets or 
verify if the entry is within the provided range. Connection to external knowledge 
sets (e.g. coding sets) is also necessary.
event binding crosses the separation between the GUI model and the Content 
model separation because the events are widget-related, while the action is con-
tent-related. For example, pressing an “add new row” button is a simple GUI event. 
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The related action needs to communicate with the system kernel on how to extend 
the data structure to add a new row. This falls into the Content model domain.

6 Conclusion

Interoperability does not stop when information from one system can be success-
fully understood and/or incorporated in another system. It is also necessary to 
provide a screen representation that gives the user of the receiving system a clear 
understanding of the new information.
This paper describes a two-model GUI approach that extends that currently used 
by eN13606 for knowledge modeling. The authors argue that this approach leads 
to a flexible GUI that can adapt to information structures not predefined in a receiv-
ing system and display them in an interpretable way. This flexibility will also ac-
commodate data entry since future-proof systems are in equal need of data entry 
forms for newly created concept structures. The work has demonstrated its generic 
nature by requiring only a minimal effort to map the framework to equivalent hL7 
structures. It should be noted that a future-proof generic GUI methodology also 
places constraints on the archetype model.
Ongoing biomedical research in areas such as biomarkers and proteomics will 
eventually add new medical concepts to an ehr that need specific representations, 
not yet found in the current ehr systems. These will be able to take advantage 
of any user preferences for physical and other quantities already in being in the 
system automatically. Nevertheless, this work also cautions that promising frame-
works might not hold out in actual implementation. The main reason for this is 
the underlying common assumption that (part of ) the domain knowledge is hard-
coded into the GUI.
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discussion

1 Summary of main findings

In chapter 1, the introduction to this thesis, three research questions were posed, 
which will be addressed in this section.

Is it possible to define a generic architectural framework for a domain agnostic 
EHR system?

This question can be answered positively, as demonstrated in the first part of this 
thesis, chapters 2 to 5. This framework consists of a componentized architecture in 
which generic functionality of the ehr system is grouped into clearly delineated 
components that provide the services necessary to support the ehr as defined by 
the ISO definition in § 1 of chapter 1.

Is it possible to implement such an architectural framework?

Chapters 3 to 5 have demonstrated that it is possible to implement such a frame-
work into a working ehr system. The design and implementation, described in 
chapters 3 and 4 respectively, were evaluated in chapter 5. This led to the con-
clusion that the objective of building a generic ehr system has been achieved. 
This chapter demonstrated that, despite technical and organizational issues, the 
trial users were positive about the system. This chapter also demonstrated that the 
system was generic and domain agnostic enough to reconfigure it for various do-
mains without touching the system code.

Does this framework remain valid over time?

The validity of this framework was studied by performing a literature review on 
the period after the ProperWeb from 2004 – 2007. Chapter 6 discusses the trends 
in the Medical Informatics fields with regard to ehr system architecture that oc-
curred after the implementation of the ProperWeb system. From this chapter the 
conclusion can be drawn that the concept of a componentized architecture is still 
valid. Literature has shown that ehr system vendors have not undertaken the op-
portunity to redesign their systems using similar architectures, but that ehealth 
programs at a regional level or beyond naturally follow this approach since they 
start in a distributed environment.
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2 Additional findings

The framework was also studied by widening the scope in other directions: across 
organizational borders and in domain independency and user interaction.
The issues that arise when exchanging information between organizations are dis-
cussed in chapter 7. This chapter focuses on the security aspects of the cross-orga-
nizational context. It states that a true virtual patient record requires more clarity 
on the implementation of authorization models, patient restrictions and patient 
consent as well as legal and computational frameworks for confidentiality protec-
tion. More important is the paradigm shift in the health care professionals’ minds 
from a digital version of the old paper-based records where care is mostly based 
on locally available information (whether locally created or received through infor-
mation exchange) to a true virtual patient record where location and ownership is 
irrelevant unless pertaining to the patient’s health.

Chapter 8 builds on the context of information exchange between organizations. 
In such an environment, the chance of receiving information that is not predefined 
in the receiving system is significant. even if the receiving system is able to man-
age the information, it is not by definition capable to display the information in a 
sensible manner for the user. This chapter explores this situation and proposes a 
framework for a generic GUI that still honors the two-model approach by separat-
ing the concept knowledge, as defined in archetypes, from the display knowledge, 
which is defined in a separate display model.

Both chapters provide additional requirements for a true future-proof, interoper-
able, generic ehr system.

3 Methodological considerations

One of the major strengths of this project was the implementation of the frame-
work in a working ehr system. The other major strength of the project was the 
focus on the generic aspect of the system.
At the time, it was one of very few archetype-based ehr systems deployed in a 
working environment. To date it still is the only archetype-based system available 
that maintains strict domain independence.
This implementation revealed several issues:

Technical issues concerning the completeness of the specifications and the •	
use of open source.
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Organizational issues regarding the environment in which the system was •	
deployed.
User participation in the development process of the system.•	

each of these issues will be addressed below.

3.1 tECHnICAl ISSUES

The specifications of the archetypes and related components at the time of the de-
sign of the ProperWeb framework suggested that a complete set of components 
was available for a new generation of ehr systems. During design and implemen-
tation, it became evident that an archetype kernel was not sufficient. Several ad-
ditional components were necessary:

A component that handles the storage and retrieval of the object instances •	
that are generated from the archetypes (archetype querying was mentioned 
often, but only very recently a query language was defined [1]).
A component that handles filtering of unauthorized information based on se-•	
curity policies.
In addition, no GUI related components were available for display and data •	
entry of archetype-based information. The focus was on the archetype editor, 
not on an environment to use the archetypes to create object instances.
Finally, there were no predefined archetypes available in general and certainly •	
not for the CVA domain. This also meant that not much expertise on modeling 
archetypes was available, which made it impossible to guide future users in 
the process of modeling CVA related archetypes and resulted in a conversion 
of the paper based forms into simple archetype-like structures.

At the time of design and implementation of ProperWeb, COrBA was an impor-
tant standard for middleware connectivity. This, and the fact that the CorbaMed 
components were based on COrBA made the choice for COrBA as middleware 
obvious. In recent years, SOAP and Web Services have replaced COrBA as the de 
facto standard in connectivity, which would warrant any future implementation of 
ProperWeb to be based on Web Services.

3.2 OPEn SOURCE

The use of open source components from various projects has been demonstrated 
to be advantageous in several ways, as described in chapter 3 and chapter 5. Some 
advantages and disadvantages of the use of open source will be summarized here:

The drawbacks of limited development resources were compensated by the •	
available functionality of the software of the open source projects as well as by 
the help from the various communities.
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Open source reference implementations of standards and/or specifications, •	
such as done by the OpeneMed project [2], not only show the feasibility of 
the implementation but also demonstrate the validity of the design, and more 
importantly, reveal possible ambiguities and omissions, that are often not ap-
parent from the design only.
Open source provides an easy way to verify compliance of the software to •	
standards and regulations; an important advantage in a sensitive domain such 
as health care.
Most open source projects are started to solve a problem of the initial develop-•	
ers. This results in two observations:

The developers are the “owners” of the project and are highly motivated to •	
solve their problem. In health care IT, the health care professionals have a 
problem that needs to be solved by developers, which means motivation 
to solve the problem has to be conveyed from the care professional to the 
developer. This may be the underlying reason that communities of open 
source health care projects are much smaller than those of projects with a 
more generic goal.
Software development is focused on solving the problem, which may not •	
align with the complete implementation of the available specification or 
standard. An example of this situation was the OpeneMed PIDS compo-
nent, which lacked the implementation of the composite traits (see chap-
ter 5). This problem is countered by contributions of others that joined the 
community.
The use of open source might be beneficial in terms of costs and develop-•	
ment effort, but it might still require a steep learning curve to get insight 
in the available functionality and to get an overview of how the software 
matches the requirements of the project it will be used in.

The use of software from open source projects has led to the conclusion that 
open source intrinsically promotes reuse of code and therefore a more efficient 
use of collective intellectual property. Development of vital ehr system compo-
nents as an open source joint effort of all ehr system vendors would not only 
reduce development costs for the respective vendor but the combined financial 
efforts would exceed any budget a single vendor can raise. More importantly, 
the resulting components naturally provide a strong basis for integration of 
information.
The result of open source projects is not just software. The communities that devel-
op the software demonstrate a different mindset towards the software that is not 
based on individual ownership but on individual contributions to a shared code 
resource.
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By adopting this mindset in the care process of a patient, the information would be 
shared more easily with the healthcare professionals concerned with a focus on the 
health of the patient, rather than the ownership of the information.

3.3 ORGAnIzAtIOnAl ISSUES

Initially, the Proper project set out to provide electronic support of the clinical CVA 
project to improve the quality of care in the rehabilitation of CVA patients in their 
home environment.
The organizational changes resulting from the clinical CVA project were already in 
place and appeared to be functioning. This looked like a stable environment to add 
the changes necessary for the Proper project. however, in the course of the devel-
opment of the Proper project, several changes were implemented by the clinical 
CVA project without informing all parties involved. This seriously hampered the 
Proper project. It is impossible to measure the quality of change in an environment 
that is changed by external factors as well.
Although the clinical CVA project and the Proper project worked towards the same 
goal, the Proper project was not taken into account by the clinical CVA project, 
which also led to the aforementioned unnotified changes. Clear agreements and 
mutual support between the projects should have been implemented and would 
likely have led to a result that is better than the sum of its components.

There were technical problems, but more important for success or failure are the 
organizational issues. Without support and active participation, the chances of suc-
cess are slim.

3.4 USER PARtICIPAtIOn

The common method of involving users in the design of the software was followed. 
Very early in the project, users were asked to give their opinion on how the ap-
plication should function. Mock-ups of the screens, done with a simple drawing 
application, were demonstrated and reviewed. Feedback was incorporated in new 
revisions. The actual design and implementation of the software however, was 
done outside the view of the users. There was only one developer, which led to 
a considerably long period of ‘silence’ for the users. This in turn diminished their 
motivation to participate.
Development should be done with a larger team. This not only diminishes the de-
velopment time, but also increases the quality of the work as well through better 
team feedback.
Development of a generic framework should also be done ahead of user 
participation.
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This framework should be based on the initial framework, described in chapters 3 
and 4, and combined with the GUI framework described in chapter 8. The rudimen-
tary implementation of archetypes, as described in this thesis, should be replaced 
by a standardized reference model and complemented by appropriate develop-
ment tools such as archetype editors and GUI editors.
Since the software is focused on configuration rather than compilation, the software 
development could be in the final stages before the users are asked to comment.

4  Related research

Several projects have performed related research. A few will be discussed here.

4.1 OPEnmRS

OpenMrS is “a multi-institution, nonprofit collaborative led by regenstrief Institute, 
Inc., a world-renowned leader in medical informatics research, and Partners In 
health, a Boston-based philanthropic organization with a focus on improving the 
lives of underprivileged people worldwide through health care service and advo-
cacy.” [3]
The OpenMrS software is an open source web based ehr system based on a da-
tabase model developed by regenstrief and a concept dictionary. The system is 
complete and used in various developing countries. It is similar to ProperWeb in 
that it also allows easy configuration of the system for different domains and pro-
vides both data entry as well as data retrieval. Unlike ProperWeb it is not a ge-
neric system, since the data model contains several domain related concepts such 
as ‘drug’, ‘order’ and ‘patient’. The concept dictionary has the same function as the 
ProperWeb archetypes: avoid hard-coded implementation of domain concepts in 
the database.
Study of the content of the concept dictionary shows that archetypes are more 
flexible, since they not only provide a concept with a description, but also provide 
more metadata such as unit of measurement and terminology codes. Part of the 
concept in the concept dictionary is links to related concepts to build a hierarchy. 
Archetypes lack this type of links. however, binding of concepts with a terminology 
system like SNOMeD/CT would provide a similar functionality.

4.2 OPEnEHR

openehr [4] has built on the results of several eU and Australian projects, pri-
marily the Good european health record (Gehr), Synapses, Synex and the Good 
electronic health record (Gehr) project. openehr has proceeded in two directions: 
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further development of the specifications of archetypes and related work and the 
development of open source components that provide the software implementa-
tion of the specifications. Ocean Informatics [5] is one of the founding partners, 
and is one of the main contributors to the development of the specifications while 
building commercial implementations of the specifications.
Over the years, the archetype specifications have been refined based on communi-
ty and software development feedback. As an example: the initial archetype speci-
fications did not support multiple languages, which was added later. The need to 
provide display and data entry for archetype-based information has led to the de-
velopment of templates that group related archetypes as well as allow defaults for 
various attributes. These templates provide comparable functionality of the pro-
files described in the GUI framework of chapter 8.

4.3 ARtEmIS

The Artemis project [6, 7] focused on integration of multiple ehr systems based 
on the Ihe Profiles [8] and Web Services. An important issue studied by this proj-
ect was the mapping of the various terminologies and ontologies used in the vari-
ous systems. This issue has not been considered in the ProperWeb framework and 
needs further study.

5 Future research

Although this thesis has demonstrated that the ProperWeb framework is generic 
enough to be easily configurable for different domains, there are still some issues 
unresolved. As demonstrated in chapter 8, genericity should be extended to the 
GUI. In the current implementation, no security other than a simple authentica-
tion mechanism was implemented. Security mechanisms affect information in two 
ways:

Data that should be hidden from the user•	
Functionality that should be hidden from the user•	

Both have an impact on the GUI. This leads to the following research question:

How can standards-based security be implemented in a generic EHR system in 
such a way that the domain independency is maintained?

Looking at the framework from a higher level, the level of regional integration of 
various systems, the integration of various domains becomes more prominent. To 
properly manage such an environment the current framework needs to accommo-
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date for multiple clinical data sources and multiple demographic data sources. This 
will lead to two challenges:

Matching of different demographic data of patients•	
Mapping different terminologies used in the various clinical data sources•	

Since the first challenge has already been identified in numerous system integra-
tions at hospital level, ample literature is available and several solutions have been 
proven more or less successful. even the PIDS specification includes a correlation 
manager to map different demographic sets to a single person. Section 4.2.1.1 of 
chapter 7 addresses this issue as well. extension of the ProperWeb framework with 
a correlation manager component would provide a big step towards the solution 
of this challenge.
Mapping of different terminologies is a bigger challenge. Projects like UMLS [9] 
and GALeN [10] have addressed this problem, but to date no solution has been 
provided. Applying this knowledge to the ProperWeb framework, more research 
needs to be done to answer the following question:

How can standards-based terminology mapping be implemented in a generic 
EHR system while maintaining domain independency?

Note that in this question the ehr system presents itself to the user as a single sys-
tem, while it integrates information from various systems. This terminology map-
ping is implemented in two aspects of the system: a terminology server that is ca-
pable of providing the appropriate code of a different terminology system, which 
requires the enormous effort of mapping all codes of various codes systems to all 
other code systems, and the support of several terminology sections in archetypes. 
The latter seems a smaller effort since the archetype defines a single concept that 
is clearly delineated.

The importance of archetypes is increasing, which requires a more formal ap-
proach to the definition of archetypes. This approach should ensure good quality 
archetypes. The latter can primarily be described as archetypes that are widely rec-
ognized by medical professionals as a correct description of the underlying medi-
cal concept. Good quality archetypes also have clear boundaries in their relation to 
other archetypes as well as support semantic interoperability as much as possible.
The need for such a formal approach is now recognized and has lead to work done 
on defining governance, validation and certification processes. [11]
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6 Concluding remarks

In hindsight, it can be argued that the system was too advanced for the technol-
ogy at the time. Although GPrS coverage of the region was said to be complete, 
the test users experienced many locations where no signal was available. Over the 
test period, general use of GPrS increased, therefore limiting the speed of the in-
dividual users. This was experienced by the test users by longer page loads and a 
higher frequency of timeouts.
recently GPrS is replaced by UMTS that provides a higher speed. In addition, WiFi 
is almost ubiquitously available with lower costs and higher speed. Viewing web 
pages on mobile devices, even smaller than laptops, is becoming common prac-
tice, resulting in more technical infrastructure and optimized software to support 
it. We can only conclude that using innovative technology, even if it seems stable to 
use, should not be used for critical applications that need to be available 24/7.
The timeout problems were partially due to the sub-optimal performance of the 
first version of the software. This problem did not occur with the second version, 
but since the number of patients had dropped, the second version has not been 
used as much as the first version.
The system was also advanced in another aspect: the focus on building a complete 
ehr system based on archetypes, while participants in the openehr community 
focused on systems to support clinical models based on archetypes [5].

Finally, the development team consisted of a single person. This resulted in long 
periods of progress invisible to the users and waning enthusiasm.
Software development should be undertaken by several active developers. This 
would not only decrease development time, but also result in a high quality of the 
software (i.e. an implementation error such as the problem with the form modes 
described in chapter 5 would have been revealed earlier).
This project has shown that the common approach of user involvement in the 
design phase followed by a development phase can only work if the develop-
ment time is relatively short. Several researches have shown that several rounds 
of user involvement in the software are necessary to elicit the explicit user require-
ments. Since the software was intended to be generic, we believe that a reversal 
of user participation and development would have been more successful. rather 
than developing the design consented to by the users, the users would have been 
demonstrated a prototype application built in the ProperWeb software, which 
would have lead to changes that could have been implemented in a short time 
span.
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This project has shown that security should be implemented in the design from 
the beginning, not added as a separate component afterwards, even if it is imple-
mented in a separate component.

The objective of this study was the feasibility of a development framework for a 
generic ehr system, based on a component based architecture as well as a dual 
model approach, using available standards and open source as much as possible 
and while keeping the system as domain agnostic as possible. The conclusion is 
that such a framework can be developed and provides a good foundation for ge-
neric ehr systems, as demonstrated in this thesis. It is also demonstrated that not 
all aspects of such a framework have been resolved and further research in several 
directions, such as security, terminology and GUI-definition, all with the underlying 
domain agnostic aspect, is needed.
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Appendices

A Mindmap used in interview

This appendix shows the mind map that was used to structure the interview of the 
four test users.

FIguRE 24  Mind map of the interview
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B guI configuration files

This appendix shows an example of the various configuration files as used in ver-
sion 2 of ProperWeb, as described in chapter 5.

1 Archetype definitions

The archetype definitions are defined in the archetypes.xml file. The excerpt in fig-
ure 25 shows two archetypes defined: a date type with a predefined storage and 
retrieval format of the date indicating the transfer date of the patient and a list 
of predefined values to indicate if the patient has signed the consent form. each 
archetype definition also has a cocoon attribute to reduce the complexity of the 
archetype name in the Cocoon environment.

2 Form definition

The form that defines the composition of all archetypes involved in the stroke 
meeting is defined in the strokemeeting.xml file. The excerpt in figure 26 shows 
the domain name of the form along with a simplified version of the name for the 
Cocoon environment. The label is used in the GUI, a.o. in the section labeled 3 in 
Figure 11. The sortcode element can be used to sort the forms in this section into an 
order that is more logical to the users. Finally, the archetypes are referenced.
The label should have been part of the presentation layer configuration files, which 
is also supported by the fact that it is the only item of this definition subject to lo-
calization issues. however, the current Cocoon CForms syntax does not allow this 
kind of labels at the form level.

FIguRE 25  Archetypes.xml

<elements>
…
  <element name=”DNS:proper.mi.unimaas.nl/StrokeMeeting/TransferDate” cocoon=”strokeMeetingTransferDate”>
   <dateType format=”yyyyMMddTHHmmss”/>
  </element>
  <element name=” DNS:proper.mi.unimaas.nl/StrokeMeeting/SignaturePatient” cocoon=”strokeMeetingSignaturePatient”>
   <rangeOrType>
     <item value=”TRUE”/>
     <item value=”FALSE”/>
     <item value=”UNKNOWN”/>
   </rangeOrType>
  </element>
…
</elements>
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3 Form display data entry widget definitions

The file strokemeetingDef.xml (see figure 27) contains the widget definitions for the 
form and the contained archetypes. The definition follows the Cocoon CForms syn-
tax. Since these files are used in the Cocoon environment, the simplified names are 
used. The transfer date widget shows the display and data entry format of the date, 
the valid range and the possible failure message. Note that this date format differs 
from the storage format. The signature patient widget shows the mapping of the 
predefined values to a display description.
Various elements can be localized to allow for several language versions. For the 
sake of simplicity, this has not been done. Since Cocoon supports localization 
through the I18N block [28], the effort to add localization consists of changing the 
elements subject to localization, adding the appropriate key-message pairs for 
each language and the modification of the relevant Cocoon pipelines to add the 
I18N transformation.

4 Form display data entry widget binding

The file strokemeetingBind.xml (figure 28) contains the definition for the binding of 
the data entry widgets to their domain model counterparts. For this customized 
binding code was developed.

5 Form display data entry template

The strokemeetingAddTemplate.jx file (figure 29) holds the definition of the layout 
of the webpage. The cinclude items define the global sections of the page such as 
the user information, the list of available forms and the demographic information 
of the selected patient.

FIguRE 26  Strokemeeting.xml

<form>
  <code>DNS:proper.mi.unimaas.nl/StrokeMeeting</code>
  <label>Overdrachtformulier</label>
  <sortcode>01-strokemeeting</sortcode>
  <cocoonname>strokemeeting</cocoonname>
…
  <element name=”DNS:proper.mi.unimaas.nl/StrokeMeeting/TransferDate”/>
  <element name=”DNS:proper.mi.unimaas.nl/StrokeMeeting/SignaturePatient”/>
</form>
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6 Form display data viewing template

The strokemeetingViewTemplate.jx file (see figure 30) defines the web page layout 
for the data retrieval page. Apart from the actual display of the elements, it is very 
similar to the template for data entry.

FIguRE 27  StrokemeetingDef.xml

<fd:form xmlns:fd=”http://apache.org/cocoon/forms/1.0#de�nition”>
 <fd:widgets>
…
  <fd:�eld id=”strokeMeetingTransferDate” required=”false”>
   <fd:label>Ontslagdatum</fd:label>
   <fd:datatype base=”date”>
    <fd:convertor>
     <fd:patterns>
      <fd:pattern>dd-MM-yyyy</fd:pattern>
     </fd:patterns>
    </fd:convertor>
    <fd:validation>
     <fd:range min=”Date(1900, 1, 1)” max=”Date(2010, 12, 31)”>
      <fd:failmessage>Voer een datum in tussen 1900 en 2010</fd:failmessage>
     </fd:range>
    </fd:validation>
   </fd:datatype>
  </fd:�eld>
  <fd:�eld id=”strokeMeetingSignaturePatient” required=”false”>
   <fd:label>Toestemming patient</fd:label>
   <fd:datatype base=”string”/>
   <fd:selection-list>
    <fd:item value=”TRUE”>
     <fd:label>Ja</fd:label>
    </fd:item>
    <fd:item value=”FALSE”>
     <fd:label>Nee</fd:label>
    </fd:item>
    <fd:item value=”UNKNOWN”>
     <fd:label>Onbekend</fd:label>
    </fd:item>
   </fd:selection-list>
  </fd:�eld>
…
 </fd:widgets>
</fd:form>
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FIguRE 28  StrokemeetingBind.xml

<fb:context xmlns:fb=”http://apache.org/cocoon/forms/1.0#binding” path=”/”>
…
 <fb:custom id=”strokeMeetingTransferDate” path=”elements/strokeMeetingTransferDate/value”
   class=”nl.unimaas.mi.proper.coas.CustomCoasBinding”/>
 <fb:custom id=”strokeMeetingSignaturePatient” path=”elements/strokeMeetingSignaturePatient/value”
   class=”nl.unimaas.mi.proper.coas.CustomCoasBinding”/>
</fb:context>

FIguRE 29  StrokemeetingAddTemplate.jx

<jx:template xmlns:jx=”http://apache.org/cocoon/templates/jx/1.0” 
 xmlns:cinclude=”http://apache.org/cocoon/include/1.0”
 xmlns:i18n=”http://apache.org/cocoon/i18n/2.1”
 xmlns:ft=”http://apache.org/cocoon/forms/1.0#template”
 xmlns:�=”http://apache.org/cocoon/forms/1.0#instance” >
 <jx:import uri=”context:/properweb/content/coastemplates/simpleListAddMacros.jx”/>
 <layout>
  <head/>   
   <cinclude:include src=”cocoon:/getUser”/>
   <cinclude:include element=”sidebar” src=”cocoon:/formlist”/>
   <cinclude:include src=”cocoon:/getSelectedPatientInNavbar”/>
   <jx:choose>
    <jx:when test=”${action == ‘add’}”>
     <jx:set var=”action_label” value=”add”/>
    </jx:when>
    <jx:otherwise>
     <jx:set var=”action_label” value=”edit”/>
    </jx:otherwise>
   </jx:choose>
   <title>Proper <i18n:text>${label}</i18n:text> ${coasform.label}</title>
   <header/>
   <content addTopLink=”true”>
    <contentHeader><i18n:text>${label}</i18n:text> <i18n:text>form</i18n:text>: ${coasform.label}</contentHeader>
    <contentText><i><i18n:text>required_�elds</i18n:text></i></contentText>
    <message>${errMsg}</message>
    <ft:form-template action=”#{$continuation/id}.continue” method=”POST”>
…
     <�:group>
      <�:styling type=”�eldset” />
      <�:label>Medisch</�:label>
      <�:items>
       <verticalList>
        <col>
…
         <headerRow elem=”strokeMeetingTransferDate”/>
         <headerRow elem=”strokeMeetingSignaturePatient”/>
        </col>
       <data>
        <row>
…
         <elementRow elem=”strokeMeetingTransferDate” type=”date”/>
         <elementRow elem=”strokeMeetingSignaturePatient” type=”dropdown”/>
        </row>
       </data>
      </verticalList>
     </�:items>
    </�:group>
…
   </ft:form-template>
  </content>
 </layout>
</jx:template>
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FIguRE 30  StrokemeetingViewTemplate.jx

<jx:template xmlns:jx=”http://apache.org/cocoon/templates/jx/1.0”
 xmlns:cinclude=”http://apache.org/cocoon/include/1.0”>
 <jx:import uri=”context:/properweb/content/coastemplates/simpleListViewMacros.jx”/>
 <layout>
  <head/> 
  <cinclude:include src=”cocoon:/getUser”/>
  <cinclude:include element=”sidebar” src=”cocoon:/formlist”/>
  <cinclude:include src=”cocoon:/getSelectedPatientInNavbar”/>
  <title>Proper ${form.label}</title>
  <header/>
  <content addTopLink=”true”>
   <contentHeader>${form.label}</contentHeader>
   <message>${errMsg}</message>
   <simpleList>
…
    <row>
     <groupheader>Algemeen</groupheader>
    </row>

    <jx:set var=”elemDef” value=”${form.elements.strokeMeetingHomeSituation}”/>
    <elementRow elem=”${elemDef}” header=”Woonsituatie”/>

    <jx:set var=”elemDef” value=”${form.elements.strokeMeetingTransferDate}”/>
    <elementRow elem=”${elemDef}” header=”Ontslagdatum” type=”date”/>

    <jx:set var=”elemDef” value=”${form.elements.strokeMeetingSignaturePatient}”/>
    <elementRow elem=”${elemDef}” header=”Toestemming patient”/>
   </simpleList>
  </content>
</layout>
</jx:template>
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C Scenario

A patient, Mr. Jones, lives in a town with a large hospital, a small psychiatric institu-
tion and several general practitioners practices. These are all separate organizations 
with contracts to share relevant information. The patient has one specific GP whom 
he regularly visits and who is fully informed about the patient’s medical history.
Mr. Jones has a history of depressions that once resulted in a short stay at the psy-
chiatric institution (STeP 1). he is doing well now and his current medication pre-
vents relapse into depression. Mr. Jones has given his permission to the psychiatric 
institution to respond to requests for information only from his GP (STeP 2). The 
psychiatric institution has sent discharge information to the GP (STeP 3). Mr. Jones 
has also informed his GP that he doesn’t want his psychiatric records be disclosed 
to others, unless it might have serious implications on future treatment (STeP 4).
One day Mr. Jones develops a rash and consults his GP (STeP 5). The GP is unsure 
whether it is an allergic reaction or something else. rather than investigating the 
issue himself, he decides to refer Mr. Jones to the dermatology department at the 
hospital (STeP 6).
The dermatologist wants to know whether there is medical information about the 
patient elsewhere, regarding allergies and medication. The answers of the patient 
are vague, so he decides to ask the GP17,18 (STeP 7), who responds in compliance 
with the patients wishes (STeP 8). The dermatologist orders also a blood test and 
a skin allergy test to be performed at the hospital labs (STeP 9). The lab performs 
the tests and sends the results to the dermatologist (STeP 10). The skin test reveals 
a mild allergic reaction to cats and the blood test results show slightly elevated 
levels.
One day later the lab sends new blood test results (STeP 11). The machine turned 
out to be at fault and was re-calibrated and the tests were redone. The new results 
are all within normal ranges.
In the next consultation, the dermatologist advises the patient to stay away from 
cats, and prescribes tablets to reduce the itch (STeP 12). Mr. Jones is referred back 
to the GP (STeP 13).

17 We assume the patient has given consent to the dermatologist to request information from the 
GP.

18 It might be reasonable to assume that it is good practice to include this information in the referral 
letter. For this scenario, we assume it has not been done.
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D Questions

The entire list of questions, grouped by scenario step.

Step 2: The patient informs the psychiatric institution to restrict sharing of PSYCH infor-
mation to only the GP.

1 how should a patient be identified reliably across organizations?
2 how should health professionals be identified reliably across organizations? 

how should organizations be reliably identified?
3 Should all information (always) be available unless restricted by the patient 

or legislation or should information only be available if legislation and patient 
consent permit? At what level of granularity should the patient give his con-
sent? Are there distinctions in types of situations? Should delegation be al-
lowed, e.g. only if the GP thinks it is relevant?

4 Following from the previous question: Is it legally acceptable to ask for patient 
consent for access by unknown health-related external parties? I.e. any doctor 
or any nurse versus a specific, named person.

5 Can the patient consent to sharing his PSyCh information while consulting his 
GP? how should this be implemented?

Step 3: Information from the PSYCH-EMR is shared with the GP (in compliance with the 
patient’s consent).

6 how should the PSyCh-eMr system define authorization of the GP to access 
information in the system?

6a how can the GP trust the information?
7 Should all systems have authorization information for all possible users (i.e. 

persons requesting information)?
8 Should all systems provide similar access for all possible users (i.e. a GP has ac-

cess to the same kind of information in all systems)?
9 Dutch legislation (WGBO) only allows access to “need to know” information. 

Should systems be capable of deducing what information a GP needs to know, 
and if so, how can this be achieved?

10 If PSyCh-eMr information is stored in the GP-eMr system, how can the PSyCh-
eMr system be informed of possible confidentiality breaches?
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Step 4/8: The patient informs the GP to not share his PSYCH information.

11 In case the information from the PSyCh-eMr is stored in the GP-eMr system 
and matches a future query from an external system (e.g. the query from the 
DerM-eMr), should the information be passed on if patient consent permits or 
should external information always be excluded from a result set?

12 What happens with this type of restriction if the patient moves from one GP to 
another?

13 When an emergency override is necessary, what access restrictions have still to 
be obeyed?

14 Can the right of the patient to delete information from his ehr be sufficiently 
covered by a total access restriction?

Step 7: The dermatologist requests information regarding allergies and medication of 
the patient.

15 how should the query be propagated to all available systems in the area?
16 Should the dermatologist be able to request all available information or only 

what is relevant?
17 Should the dermatologist be able to access all available information of the pa-

tient (present in various systems) at any point in time or only when relevant?

Step 9: The dermatologist orders several tests.

Step 10: The lab returns the test results.

18 Is there a difference between the two implementations in how the dermatolo-
gist is informed?

19 If the information is assumed to remain with the owner, who is the owner? The 
person ordering the information or the person generating the information? Or 
both?

Step 11: The lab sends corrected test results.

20 how should the dermatologist be informed of the corrected information?
21 Should the system be able to log the fact that the dermatologist has actually 

seen the (updated) information?
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Step 12: The dermatologist sees the test results.

22 Should the dermatologist be able to view both the current (i.e. new) and the 
old (i.e. those sent before the recalibration) values?

Step 13: The dermatologist writes a discharge letter, which includes the results of the 
skin allergy test.

23 Should the GP be able to differentiate between the various owners of the infor-
mation included in the message?

24 Should the dermatologist be allowed to access the patient information after 
the discharge letter is created?

25 What action should be taken if the test results were updated after the discharge 
letter was sent?

26 What should be done with the data after legal data retention time has 
passed?



Summary

electronic health record (ehr) systems store information on the health and health 
problems of patients. These systems have evolved from mere administrative sys-
tems to information sources supporting the care process. Most of these systems 
were built for a particular organization and/or a particular care domain. The on-
going trend towards multidisciplinary, integrated care requires a virtual ehr that 
combines health information of a patient from various information sources that 
cross the borders of organizations and care domains. The combination of this trend 
with the fast pace in which medical knowledge develops, calls for ehr systems that 
are capable of exchanging information with other health information systems, can 
be integrated with other systems to create a virtual all encompassing ehr and are 
flexible enough to accommodate new medical concepts. This thesis proposes and 
studies a generic ehr system framework that supports these requirements. An ehr 
system was developed and implemented to serve as test bed for the framework. 
This implementation has been evaluated.

Chapter 1 introduces the problem space of the Proper project and defines four 
aspects of a generic ehr system that should be studied: functional requirements, 
architecture, standards and user interface. requirements for such an ehr system 
framework should address these four aspects.

A literature review was done using these four aspects as guidelines. The review 
was based on literature in the timeframe 1994 – 2001, the timeframe preceding 
the start of the Proper project. In chapter 2, the results of this literature review are 
presented. It concludes with a list of requirements for a generic ehr system frame-
work. Such a system should be based on architectural as well as privacy and secu-
rity related standards. These standards not only provide a more generic interface 
for information exchange and integration, but also lead to a more generic domain-
independent framework. Most relevant for the framework are the CeN eNV 13606 
draft standard, the hL7 v3 standards and the OMG COrBA and CorbaMed (later 
healthcare Domain Taskforce or hDTF) specifications.

In chapter 3, a design based on these requirements is presented. It describes a 
componentized architecture that is based on the two-model or dual model ap-
proach, which divides the design of the ehr system in a reference Model, and a 
domain model. The reference Model is generic and reasonably stable and suited 
for implementation in a database. It provides the building blocks that can be used 
to structure medical concepts in the domain model. The medical domain is more 
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volatile and subject to changes due to scientific discoveries. The medical concepts 
are modeled as constraints on these building blocks. hence, such medical concept 
structures can be stored in the ehr system, even if the structures are developed af-
ter the development of the system. These concept structures are generally referred 
to as archetypes.
The components in the Proper architecture are based on the OMG hDTF specifica-
tions. Separate components handle demographic and clinical information, which 
not only enhance privacy but also support easier integration of multiple informa-
tion sources.

Chapter 4 presents an implementation of this architecture in the ProperWeb ehr 
system. This chapter discusses the various components and their reference imple-
mentation in the OpeneMed project. The system was built in Java, using COrBA 
and was web based to allow for ubiquitous access. It was intended for use by a 
multidisciplinary team of primary care professionals such as physical therapists 
and speech therapists that help patients with a cerebrovascular accident (CVA) to 
rehabilitate in their home environment. The ProperWeb ehr system was primarily 
used for communication between the team members.

Three evaluations of the ProperWeb ehr system were performed: a use pattern 
analysis, a qualitative analysis of the usability of the system and a technical as-
sessment. The results are presented in chapter 5. From the use pattern analysis, 
it can be concluded that the system was not used very much. The reasons were 
multiple: several organizational changes reduced the number of suitable patients. 
Simultaneously, the workload of the team members was increased by introduc-
ing multiple information systems that had to be kept current. Technical problems 
with the mobile Internet connection resulted in slow performance of the system. 
The usability analysis was performed by interviewing the test users of the system. 
Analysis of these interviews showed that the users were generally satisfied with 
the functionality of the system but were demotivated by the organizational and 
technical issues mentioned before. In an attempt to overcome the technical issues, 
a second version of the system was developed. This version improved the perfor-
mance and usability of the system itself, while increasing the domain independen-
cy. The organizational issues remained unsolved.
The second version of the system was used to test the domain independency by 
creating additional applications: an MrSA-registration application, a clinical trial 
application and an ehr for Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML) patients. The success-
ful creation of these applications by persons not involved in the original devel-
opment of the system demonstrated that the system was generic with respect to 
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domain independency. These developments also showed that new applications 
can be developed quickly even while special purpose tools for defining archetypes 
were lacking and the required archetype specifications had to be built in raw data 
format (XML files).

To further validate the approach, a second literature study was performed with the 
same four aspects and the same methodology of the literature study presented in 
chapter 2. This second study covered the timeframe 2004 – 2007, which was after 
the implementation and test of the ProperWeb ehr system. The results of this lit-
erature study show that standards that were emerging in the timeframe of chapter 
2 have now evolved to full standards. Also, the ehr data model (i.e. the structure 
of the information) and the ehr system (i.e. the software system that supports and 
manipulates the information) are more clearly separated. This is partly caused by 
the recognition of the validity of the two-model approach, which is demonstrated 
by the larger number of projects studying or implementing archetypes in ehr sys-
tems. It can be concluded that the design of the Proper system framework as de-
scribed in chapter 3 is valid. The implementation as described in chapter 4 could 
be made more up-to-date by adhering to current de facto standards such as web 
services to replace the COrBA middleware.

From our evaluation and validation of our ProperWeb system, it became evident 
that security issues are still a major concern of users, in particular when health data 
is shared across organizational borders. Chapter 7 studies the security aspects of an 
integrated virtual ehr. The study is performed by stepping through a scenario that 
involves multiple care domains in the treatment of a patient. At each step, ques-
tions are formulated concerning the exchange of information and related security 
issues. Verification of the issues in literature result in a list of recommendations to 
clarify security and privacy issues using legal and technical frameworks.

Our framework supports semantic interoperability among ehr systems. Semantic 
interoperability entails that systems are able to meaningfully manage information 
that is obtained from other systems. The archetype approach makes it possible to 
store received information in a semantically meaningful way even though certain 
concepts may not have been handled before by the receiving system. however, 
semantic interoperability is not only on storage of data in a meaningful way, but 
also about presenting this information to the user in a semantically correct way. 
This is the subject of the study in chapter 8. This study results in a framework for 
a generic GUI that is based on the same two-model approach used in archetypes 
but extends the concept to the presentation layer. The framework distinguishes 
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between different kinds of display knowledge to design semantically correct pre-
sentation definitions for the archetypes presented to the system. extension of the 
Proper ehr system framework with this generic GUI framework would enhance its 
future-proof nature.

Chapter 9 presents the main conclusions of this study and contains the general 
discussion. In summary, the Proper system framework defines a componentized 
architecture based on the two-model approach of archetypes. Studies have dem-
onstrated that the framework itself is valid. Our ProperWeb system was the first 
archetype-based implementation of a domain agnostic ehr system. Such a gener-
ic system was proven to be feasible. however, several technical and organizational 
issues prevented routine clinical use. A reimplementation based on current stan-
dards and technologies would alleviate the technical problems encountered.

The objective of the study presented in this thesis was the feasibility of a develop-
ment framework for a generic ehr system, based on a component based architec-
ture as well as a two-model approach, using available standards and open source 
as much as possible and while keeping the system as domain agnostic as possible. 
The conclusion is that such a framework can be developed and provides a good 
foundation for generic ehr systems, as demonstrated in this thesis. It is also dem-
onstrated that not all aspects of such a framework have been resolved and further 
research in several directions, such as security, terminology and GUI-definition, all 
with the underlying domain agnostic aspect, is needed.
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Samenvatting

elektronische Patiënt Dossier (ePD) systemen bevatten informatie over de gezond-
heid en de gezondheidsproblemen van patiënten. De algemene engelse term hier-
voor is electronic health record (ehr) systems. Deze systemen zijn geëvolueerd 
van administratieve systemen tot kennisbronnen die het zorgproces ondersteu-
nen. Meestal werden deze systemen speciaal gebouwd voor een bepaalde organi-
satie en/of een bepaald zorgdomein. De huidige trend naar multidisciplinaire, ge-
integreerde zorg vraagt echter een virtueel ePD dat de gezondheidsinformatie van 
een patiënt uit verschillende bronnen integreert. Deze bronnen bevinden zich in 
verschillende organisaties en verschillende zorgdomeinen. Deze trend en de snelle 
ontwikkelingen in de medische wetenschap vragen ePD systemen die in staat zijn 
informatie uit te wisselen met andere systemen om een allesomvattend virtueel 
ePD te creëren terwijl ze flexibel genoeg zijn om ook nieuwe medische concepten 
te verwerken. In dit proefschrift wordt een generiek ePD systeem raamwerk voor-
gesteld en onderzocht dat aan deze eisen voldoet. het raamwerk is getest door 
het ontwikkelen en implementeren van een ePD systeem. Deze implementatie is 
vervolgens geëvalueerd.

hoofdstuk 1 stelt het probleem en de achtergrond van het Proper project aan de 
orde en definieert vier aspecten van een generiek ePD systeem die bestudeerd 
moeten worden: functionele eisen, architectuur, standaarden en gebruikersinter-
face. eisen die aan een dergelijk raamwerk voor een ePD systeem gesteld worden 
dienen aan deze vier aspecten te voldoen.

Op basis van deze vier aspecten is een literatuuronderzoek uitgevoerd over de lite-
ratuur in de tijdspanne 1994 – 2001. Deze tijdspanne beslaat de periode voor het 
begin van het Proper project. hoofdstuk 2 presenteert de resultaten van dit litera-
tuuronderzoek. het eindigt met een lijst van eisen voor een generiek ePD systeem 
raamwerk. een dergelijk ePD moet gebaseerd zijn op zowel architectuur- als pri-
vacy- en beveilingsgerelateerde standaarden. Deze standaarden bieden niet alleen 
een generieke koppeling voor informatie-uitwisseling en -integratie, maar leiden 
ook tot een meer generiek, domeinonafhankelijk raamwerk. Voor dit raamwerk 
zijn de CeN eNV13606 standaard, de hL7 v3 standaarden en de OMG COrBA en 
CorbaMed (later hernoemd tot healthcare Domain Taskforce of hDTF) specificaties 
het belangrijkste.

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een ontwerp gepresenteerd dat op deze eisen gebaseerd is. 
het beschrijft een architectuur die bestaat uit componenten en gebaseerd is op 
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de tweemodellen aanpak die het ontwerp van een ePD systeem verdeelt in een 
informatiemodel (reference Model) en een domeinmodel. het informatiemodel 
is generiek, vrij stabiel en geschikt voor implementatie in een database. hieruit 
ontstaan de bouwblokken die als basis dienen voor het structureren van de me-
dische concepten in het domeinmodel. het medische domein is weinig stabiel en 
aan veel veranderingen onderhevig door de wetenschappelijke ontwikkelingen. 
Door het modelleren van medische concepten met behulp van deze bouwblokken 
ontstaan structuren die in het ePD opgeslagen kunnen worden, ook als ze gemaakt 
zijn nadat het systeem ontwikkeld en ingezet is. Deze concept structuren worden 
archetypes genoemd.
De componenten in de Proper architectuur zijn gebaseerd op de OMG hDTF spe-
cificaties. Demografische en klinische informatie wordt door aparte componenten 
afgehandeld, wat niet alleen de privacy verbetert, maar ook de integratie van infor-
matie uit verschillende bronnen vereenvoudigt.

hoofdstuk 4 bespreekt een implementatie van deze architectuur in het ProperWeb 
ePD systeem. De verschillende componenten worden besproken en hun referentie-
implementatie in het OpeneMed project. het systeem is gebouwd in Java en maakt 
gebruik van COrBA. het is webgebaseerd om toegang vanaf verschillende locaties 
mogelijk te maken. het systeem was bedoeld om een multidisciplinair team van 
eerstelijnsprofessionals zoals fysiotherapeuten en logopedisten te ondersteunen 
in de thuis revalidatie van patiënten met een cerebrovasculair accident (CVA). het 
ProperWeb ePD systeem was primair bedoeld als communicatiemiddel tussen de 
teamleden.

het ProperWeb ePD systeem is op drie manieren geëvalueerd: een analyse van het 
gebruik, een kwalitatieve analyse van de gebruiksvriendelijkheid en een technische 
analyse. De resultaten zijn beschreven in hoofdstuk 5. Uit de gebruiksanalyse bleek 
dat het systeem niet vaak gebruikt werd, om verschillende redenen. Verschillende 
organisatorische veranderingen verminderden het aantal patiënten, terwijl tege-
lijk de werkdruk verhoogd werd door het invoeren van verschillende informatiesy-
stemen die allemaal bijgewerkt moesten worden. Daarnaast zorgden problemen 
in het gebruik van mobiel internet voor een trage werking van het systeem.
De analyse van de gebruiksvriendelijkheid werd gedaan door de testgebruikers te 
interviewen. Analyse van de interviews toonde aan dat de gebruikers in het alge-
meen tevreden waren over de functionaliteit, maar gedemotiveerd werden door de 
eerder genoemde organisatorische en technische problemen. Om de technische 
problemen aan te pakken is een tweede versie ontwikkeld. Deze versie verbeterde 
de werking en gebruikersvriendelijkheid van het systeem en was minder domein 
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afhankelijk. De organisatorische problemen konden niet worden opgelost.
De tweede versie van het systeem is gebruikt om de domeinonafhankelijkheid te tes-
ten door meerdere applicaties te bouwen: een MrSA-registratiesysteem, een appli-
catie voor een clinical trial en een ePD voor patiënten met acute myeloïde leukemie 
(AML). Deze applicaties werden met succes ontwikkeld door personen die niet bij 
de eerdere ontwikkeling betrokken waren. hiermee werd het generieke aspect van 
domeinonafhankelijkheid van het systeem aangetoond. Verder werd aangetoond 
aan dat het mogelijk was om snel nieuwe applicaties te ontwikkelen, zelfs zonder 
speciale hulpmiddelen voor het definiëren van archetypes; de benodigde archetype 
specificaties moeten met de hand in XML bestanden beschreven worden.

Om de aanpak verder te valideren, werd een tweede literatuuronderzoek uitge-
voerd op basis van dezelfde aspecten en dezelfde methodologie van het eerste li-
teratuuronderzoek uit hoofdstuk 2. Dit onderzoek besloeg de periode 2004 – 2007, 
de periode na de implementatie en test van het ProperWeb ePD systeem. De resul-
taten van dit onderzoek worden beschreven in hoofdstuk 6. Deze resultaten tonen 
aan dat de standaarden die in de onderzochte periode van hoofdstuk 2 in ontwik-
keling waren, nu geëvolueerd waren tot geaccepteerde standaarden. Ook wordt 
er een duidelijker onderscheid gemaakt tussen het ePD datamodel (de structuur 
van de informatie) en het ePD systeem (de software die de informatie verwerkt). 
Dit wordt deels veroorzaakt door de acceptatie van de tweemodellen aanpak dat 
zich uit in een groter aantal projecten dat archetypes in ePD systemen bestudeert 
of implementeert. Op basis van deze resultaten kan geconcludeerd worden dat 
het Proper systeem raamwerk, zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 3, valide is. De im-
plementatie zoals in hoofdstuk 4 beschreven wordt, kan gemoderniseerd worden 
door de COrBA middleware te vervangen door huidige de facto standaarden zoals 
web services.

De evaluatie en validatie van het ProperWeb systeem toonde aan dat de bevei-
lingsaspecten uiterst belangrijk zijn, zeker als medische gegevens tussen organi-
saties worden uitgewisseld. hoofdstuk 7 bestudeert de beveilingsaspecten van 
een geïntegreerd virtueel ePD. Dit onderzoek is uitgevoerd door een scenario te 
beschrijven waarbij meerdere zorgdomeinen betrokken zijn bij de behandeling 
van een patiënt. er werd stapsgewijs door het scenario gelopen en voor elke stap 
vragen geformuleerd over de informatie-uitwisseling en de bijbehorende bevei-
ligingsaspecten. Vervolgens werden deze aspecten geverifieerd in de literatuur, 
waaruit een lijst van aanbevelingen volgde om de beveiliging en privacy aspecten 
te verhelderen met behulp van juridische en technische raamwerken.
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het raamwerk ondersteunt semantische interoperabiliteit tussen ePD systemen. Dit 
maakt het mogelijk dat systemen op een betekenisvolle manier met informatie uit 
andere systemen kunnen omgaan. De aanpak met archetypes maakt het mogelijk 
om binnenkomende informatie op een semantisch zinvolle manier te verwerken, 
zelfs als de concepten onbekend zijn voor het ontvangende systeem. Semantische 
interoperabiliteit slaat echter niet alleen op het opslaan van data op een zinvolle 
manier, maar ook op het presenteren van deze informatie aan de gebruiker op een 
semantisch correcte manier. Dit probleem is het onderwerp van hoofdstuk 8. Dit 
hoofdstuk beschrijft een raamwerk voor een generieke grafische user interface 
(GUI) die op dezelfde tweemodellen aanpak is gebaseerd als archetypes, maar het 
concept uitbreidt tot de presentatielaag. het raamwerk maakt onderscheid tussen 
verschillende soorten presentatiekennis om een semantisch correcte presentatie 
definitie te ontwerpen voor de archetypes die aan het systeem worden aangebo-
den. Uitbreiding van het Proper ePD systeem raamwerk met dit generieke GUI 
raamwerk maakt het nog toekomstvaster.

hoofdstuk 9 beschrijft de belangrijkste conclusies van dit onderzoek en de alge-
mene discussie. Samengevat: het Proper ePD systeem raamwerk definieert een 
architectuur van componenten gebaseerd op de tweemodellen aanpak van ar-
chetypes. Onderzoeken hebben aangetoond dat het raamwerk zelf valide is. het 
ProperWeb systeem was de eerste implementatie van een domein agnostisch ePD 
systeem gebaseerd op archetypes. het is aangetoond dat zo’n generiek systeem 
mogelijk is. Verschillende technische en organisatorische problemen verhinderden 
het gebruik in de dagelijkse praktijk. herontwikkeling op basis van de huidige stan-
daarden en technologieën zouden de meeste technische problemen oplossen.

In dit proefschrift wordt de haalbaarheid onderzocht van een ontwikkelmethode 
voor een generiek ePD systeem, gebaseerd op een componenten architectuur en 
een twee-modellen aanpak, waarbij zoveel mogelijk gebruik gemaakt wordt van 
bestaande standaarden en open source projecten, terwijl het systeem zo domein 
agnostisch mogelijk gehouden wordt. De conclusie is dat het mogelijk is om een 
dergelijke methode te ontwikkelen en dat het daar uit volgende raamwerk een 
goede basis is voor een generiek ePD systeem, zoals aangetoond in dit proefschrift. 
Ook blijkt dat niet alle aspecten van dit raamwerk zijn uitgewerkt en dat vervolgon-
derzoek nodig is op een aantal gebieden, zoals beveiliging, terminologie en GUI-
definitie, waarbij het domein agnostische aspect niet uit het oog verloren wordt.
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